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Abstract
Photogrammetry is a method for determining the 3 dimensional form of a 
structure through the recording and measurement of 2 dimensional 
photographs. An investigation into close-range applications of the 
technique, including the calibration of 3 coordinate measuring machines, 
have shown that there are several aspects of photogrammetry which may 
benefit from research. These relate to the performance of the recording 
camera, photographic emulsion and plate measuring microscope.
A completely new camera lens, the Centrax, has been developed that 
overcomes some fundamental limitations associated with the optical 
properies of conventional lenses. The Centrax exhibits total freedom 
from distortion, enhanced depth-of-field and a high resolution. It has a 
designed specification that offers an order of magnitude improvement on 
the measurement accuracy of existing systems. Two examples of the 
Centrax, a liquid-filled and an all-glass version have been fabricated, 
assembled and installed into specially constructed camera bodies. The 
prototype has been rigorously tested to assess its perfection of 
construction and employed in a preliminary investigation involving a 
purpose-built 3 dimensional artefact. These trials have verified that 
the designed performance of the Centrax may already have been realised.
As well as the development of the camera and its compatible colaborative 
targets, the associated plate measuring microscope has received 
attention. This research has lead to the modification of an existing 
precision microscope and the design of a compact measuring instrument 
based on moire interferometry.
The principle of a spherically symmetric aperture in the Centrax has 
been extended to other lens designs and included in conventional camera 
lenses. In this way, classical photographic imaging is preserved 
together with the added advantages of increased depth-of-field and 
enhanced resolution for point source targets.
A comparatitive measurement study between the Centrax system and the NPL 
precision 3 coordinate measuring machine, the Moore 5Z, has shown that 
for some applications, the Centrax may offer comparable accuracy with 
more simplicity of operation and a considerable saving in cost.
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There is a rumour that the idea for a liquid-filled Centrax lens was 
generated one lunch time whilst Jim Burch was peering into the bottom of 
his glass of "Ruddles Best Bitter". If it is true, it is not altogether 
surprising as he is one of the most spontaneously inventive people one 
is ever likely to meet.
The author has been fortunate to have worked alongside Jim during a 
highly productive decade and is indebted to him for his generosity of 
ideas and kindness shown during the research and development of this and 
other projects.
As a token of gratitude, the author dedicates this thesis to Jim Burch.
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1 INTRODUCTION
For the calibration and standardisation of three-dimensional artefacts 
and measurement instruments the Metrology Section at NPL relies on 
precision three-coordinate measuring machines. The most precise of 
these, the Moore 5Z, has received extensive modification with laser 
interferometers in order that it should offer the highest accuracy 
commensurate with a standards laboratory (ref 1). At a cost of more than 
£1M, the Moore 5Z represents a major investment towards an instrument 
which although it has an uncertainty of approximately 1 pm, has a 
limited measurement volume and a degree of inflexibility. In 1980 a 
decision was made at NPL in the section concerned with optics applied to 
engineering measurement to explore the possibilities of employing 
optical methods for the accurate determination of form. Our initial 
intention was not to replace the function of three-coordinate machines, 
but to expand the scope of the precision measurement facility at NPL 
beyond medium scale objects in environmentally controlled conditions, to 
large structures and hostile environments.
NPL had already considerable experience in laser-based metrology 
techniques, playing a pioneering role in the development of several 
methods, including holographic interferometry (ref 2), speckle 
photography and interferometry (ref 3*4)* long distance alignment (ref 
5) as well as white-light techniques based on the moire effect (ref 6). 
However, these were all associated with monitoring the change in shape, 
or deformation of a structure, rather than its form.
Two alternatives disciplines were examined which were believed to have 
potential in this field; these were theodolite survey and 
photogrammetry.
Modern digital theodolites offer a precision in positional measurement 
comparable to the performance of a three-coordinate machine of medium 
accuracy. Software has recently been written for two such theodolites 
for converting their angular measurements, of azimuth and elevation, 
into a real-time estimation of object coordinates (ref 7)•
Perhaps the main drawback of the theodolite method for the determination 
of complete form is the time required to carry out a survey. Whilst it 
may involve several minutes of fine adjustments for a few object points 
only, the time necessary for a thorough survey of 100 points or more 
could be impossibly long and over any significant period there would, of
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course, be doubts concerning the stability of both the structure and the 
theodolites. In addition, one must also take into account the subjective 
effect of making a precise visual setting on an object point, especially 
as most situations require two independent observers.
Consideration was given to the development of an automatic theodolite 
tracking system for a single moving target, as well as some processing 
of the image to achieve a precise setting, but at the time, such 
modifications were thought to be technically difficult to implement.
Photogrammetry appeared to offer more promise. In theory, there would be 
no limit to the number of object points that could be measured, as the 
data capture is made simultaneously for all points and in a fraction of 
a second. In practice, the number of targets can be in excess of 1000 
and although the measurements are made on the processed records, by a 
method similar to surveying, this can be conducted away from the site 
and in an environment that is more conducive to optimum visual 
interrogation.
Other considerations taken into account include the feature that a 
camera is able to record a three-dimensional field, without adjustment 
of orientation or focal setting of the lens for different points, so 
these parameters are fixed for each point. In addition, our extensive 
experience in aspects of photographic imaging, processing and 
interpretation would prove valuable. As a result, the decision was made 
to pursue a research investigation into photogrammetry.
A commitment was made to purchase a pair of high-quality cameras, 
together with a measuring machine for recovering image coordinates from 
the photographic records.
Software has been devised which uses the information from a 
photogrammetric survey to compute the positions of the cameras and then 
provide the best estimates for the coordinates of the object.
Our developments have resulted in a measurement service for a variety of 
structures with an accuracy that is probably unrivalled in Europe. There 
are, however, fundamental limitations to this commercial side of 
photogrammetry which prevent the achievement of a three-dimensional 
measurement accuracy approaching that of the Moore 5Z. The limitations 
are of an optical nature and are due to the optical performance of a 
conventional photographic camera lens.
This thesis describes the research and development of an innovatory 
camera system that overcomes these limitations and has been designed to 
offer an order of magnitude improvement in precision of the measurement 
of form.
1.1 Outline of the techniques of photogrammetry
It would be true to say that photogrammetry, in the form of binocular or 
stereo-vision, is one of man’s innate senses. Our accurate judgement of 
distances must have been an invaluable asset to the prehistoric hunter. 
It would also be reasonable to assume that although monocular vision can 
still provide range estimation, through relative size of prey compared 
with landscape, in the fight for survival any single-eyed species would 
have been at such a disadvantage that its evolutionary process would 
soon have rendered it extinct.
It is closer to the truth then, to state that because photogrammetry is 
an ability of all animals with forward-facing eyes, as a technique it 
was not so much invented as discovered. Consequently, the categorisation 
of photogrammetry into a scientific discipline is somewhat indistinct. 
In many ways it might also be considered as an art. This feature is 
further reinforced by an appreciation that photography is an art form 
and also the most common method for producing photogrammetric records.
Whether, or perhaps because photogrammetry defies precise 
classification, it has proved to be an extremely useful and versatile 
technique for the measurement of both absolute shape and changes in 
shape, or ’’form and deformation”.
The process of measurement by photogrammetry of the 3“dimensional 
coordinates of a structure is through the conversion of 2-dimensional 
records of those coordinates. For the sake of simplicity, the records 
are generated by imaging devices which can be described as cameras. From 
the measurements of the image positions of identical target points, 
produced by two or more cameras at known orientations, it is possible to 
project rays from the images, through the lens centres and into the 
object space. The region, or for several cameras, the volume encased by 
the rays where they are at their closest approach, defines the computed 
coordinates of the relevant target.
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Since its inception more than a century ago, the principal application 
of the techniques has been, and still is, in the field of aerial 
topography, or map making (ref 8). This is not limited to aircraft-borne 
photogrammetry but now also includes photography from space.
Photogrammetrists, however, were quick to realise applications other 
than topographic mapping and the terminology, "terrestrial 
photogrammetry", "non-topographic", and more appropriately, "close-range 
photogrammetry" have been coined to cover areas outside the original 
intention.
Currently, architecture, including the mapping of historical buildings, 
biostereometrics, such as the early detection and remedial treatment of 
scoliosis and industrial engineering are the major areas of 
investigation by close-range photogrammetry.
In recognition of its importance, the International Society for 
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS) has established a technical 
commission (Commission V) for this field and has attempted to encompass 
the broad range of associated work under various titles. One such, as a 
result of unfortunate blunders in translation of the 1980 ISPRS 
Statutes, was christened with the somewhat bizarre title: "Other
non-cartographic applications of photogrammetry and remote sensing". 
Even the presently accepted title "non-topographic photogrammetry" 
leaves something to be desired.
In terms of the area of interest generated by the various scientific 
disciplines at NPL, "Close-range" is the most sensible description for 
the research work undertaken by the Photogrammetry and Moire Section. It 
opens the possibility of covering camera-to-object distances from a few 
tens of metres down to fractions of a millimetre without excluding 
low-altitude aerial survey or underwater photogrammetry.
Historically, the Frenchman Laussedat began to develop methods of 
mapping using terrestrial photographs in 1859» some 20 years following 
the pioneering work in photography of Niepce and Daguerre. He 
constructed a map of the village of Buc, near Versailles, in 1861 which 
was derived from geometric information deduced from two photographs. 
These were taken from the end-points of a baseline, using a camera with 
a specially designed lens by Bertaud. This "plane-table geometry" made 
possible the compilation of maps, using a point-by-point intersection 
techniques and was published by Laussedat in three volumes (ref 9)•
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It was not until almost 100 years later, however, with the invention of 
the computer that the potential for analytical photogrammetry could be 
exploited. In this way, the previous restrictions that had been imposed 
by the technique on the size of the photograph, the parameters of the 
cameras, including orientation, focal length and distortion, could be 
eliminated. Moreover, the inclusion of more than two cameras, or 
multi-station viewpoints, in the recording system could offer advantages 
to the method.
With analytical photogrammetry, the image coordinates of all the targets 
on all the photographs are determined and input into a program that 
employs a rigorous least squares estimation for calculating the target 
positions. Sophisticated algorithms have been constructed which simulate 
the recording cameras arrangement and predict the anticipated accuracy. 
These may also include provision for self-calibration, where the various 
systematic characteristics of the cameras can be mathematically 
described and computed (ref 10). An improvement in the characterisation 
is derived from an increase in the total number of recorded targets, as 
there is a corresponding increase in the redundancy of the system, but 
there is a significant penalty in the amount of computational power and 
time involved in such lengthy calculations.
These up-to-date analytical methods offer such a freedom to the 
photogrammetrist that armed with a modest quality camera he is able to 
measure the form of the most complicated of structures, with a minimal 
knowledge of either his equipment or the technique itself.
1.2 Commercially available photogrammetric equipment
With the advent of analytical procedures, the requirement for a 
well-calibrated recording instrument became dispensable. It is now 
possible to model mathematically the characteristics of a camera that 
previously would not have been considered suitable for use in 
photogrammetry. This has resulted in the withdrawal of production of 
some versions by their manufactures and one well-known and recently 
deleted example is the P31 camera made by Wild.
Despite this, the application of fully-calibrated cameras, or metric 
cameras, does offer the highest accuracy in form measurement. This is 
because the degree of perfection of the lens and precise construction of 
the camera body, allows for an initial characterisation of the recording
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parameters that is closer to the theoretical model than its non-metric, 
or semi-metric counterpart.
There are roughly nine manufacturers of cameras classed as metric, or 
semi-metric. The largest of these is made by Geodetic Services and has a 
film format of 230 mm x 230 mm (ref 11). This probably represents the 
ultimate in close-range photogrammetric cameras using conventional 
photographic techniques. The CRC-1 is exceedingly versatile, offering 
three different lenses and a continuous focusing range from infinity to 
a near field distance of eleven times the focal length. Lenses are 
provided with a comprehensive calibration which specifies both 
decentring and radial distortions for the whole focusing range. In 
addition, potential errors caused by departures from flatness of the 
film are eliminated through the use of a vacuum to hold the film against 
an ultra-flat platen.
With the very large format and the inclusion of illuminated reseau marks 
embossed on the platen, the claimed accuracy offered by the CRC-1 camera 
is 2:106. It is not known, however, on what type of structure such 
accuracy can be achieved. It is probable that the depth-of-focus 
problems generally experienced with objects at close-range limit the 
high precision form measurement to objects no less than several metres 
across.
Commercial activity in photogrammetry began at NPL around 1982 when the 
author was involved in a decision to purchase two examples of what was 
then the best available metric camera, the Zeiss UMK10. Two versions are 
available, fitted with either a far-range or a near range Lamegon 100 mm 
f/8 lens. Although both focus down to 1.4 m, they differ in the degree 
of correction provided for distortion. Our two models are fitted with 
Lamegon 8/100-N lenses, for close-range applications. Calibration 
certificates provided with the cameras indicate that at a focal setting 
of 2 m the distortion is at a minimum of no more than 2 pm. Recently 
this value has been verified by photographing a laser-source target 
displaced at accurately known distances along a line perpendicular to 
the lens axis.
Figure 1.1 shows one of the Zeiss UMK10N cameras fitted with an annular 
ring flash.
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Fig 1.1 Zeiss UMK10 metric cam era
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1.2.1 Test for aberrations in camera lenses
As well as a preliminary assessment of lens distortion, the Lamegon was 
examined in respect of some of the Seidel aberrations. High Resolution 
Moire Photography is a technique for measuring deformation and strain in 
engineering structures (ref 6,12). Based on the principle of 
photographing the changes in a pattern applied to the structure’s 
surface, it uses a specially modified Pentax camera for this purpose. An 
important feature of the method is that the lens aberrations are kept to 
a minimum, especially those that are non-symmetric; coma and 
astigmatism. The 55 mm f/1.8 Super Takumar fitted to the Pentax is a 
lens that is particularly well-corrected. Unfortunately, since about 
1980, this lens has been out of production and so in order to maintain 
an interest in the method it has been necessary to find a replacement.
To assess the quality of currently available alternative lenses a 
technique, devised by J M Burch and examined by the author, was used for 
assessing not only the lens aberrations, but simultaneously, features in 
the camera, such as departures of the recording film from a flat focal 
plane (ref 13) •
The test is a holographic examination of the aberrated wavefront that 
emerges from the lens by interfering it with an aberration-free 
reference wave that passes through the lens as a very narrow ray, close 
to the axis. The combined wavefronts are recorded on film positioned in 
the focal plane as a small hologram. When the real image from the 
processed hologram is reconstructed, the aberrations are revealed as 
fringes in the image. These can be interpreted to discover the extent of 
the various errors and provide an estimate of the quality of the lens 
perf ormance.
Numerous standard SLR camera lenses have been examined, including 
Minolta, Olympus, Canon and Nikon as well as the lens of the Zeiss 
UMK 10 camera, the 100 mm, f/8 Lamegon.
Figure 1.2 indicates that, at full aperture, the Lamegon lens of one of 
the NPL cameras shows a fractional fringe error and so was almost 
diffraction-limited, or theoretically perfect for field angles close to 
the optic axis. Towards the edges of the field the lens exhibits a few 
fringes of spherical aberration a feature which is also consistent with 
a well-corrected lens.
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(a)
(b)
Fig 1,2 Lens hologram test : Zeiss Lamegon  
(a) on-axis (b) off-axis
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2 COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAMMETRY AT NPL
An exploration of the conventional approach has involved the author in a 
number of commercial applications of close-range photogrammetry. These 
have provided a means of identifying areas of fruitful research into 
improving measurement accuracy. Moreover, the experience gained has 
proved valuable during the development of the high accuracy system 
described in this thesis.
The commercial side of photogrammetry at NPL is included in the work of 
the Photogrammetry and Moire section. At present, the section comprises 
five permanent staff; C Forno, R A Hunt, S Oldfield, S B Brown and A M K 
Kearney.
2.1 Application of Zeiss photogrammetric equipment
Our Zeiss UMK10N cameras have found applications in the measurement of
both form and deformation in a variety of structures, from brick-built 
bridges to a precision-made sub-millimetre wave telescope reflector. In 
the case of civil engineering structures an accurate knowledge of the 
absolute form is not as significant as the change in shape produced by a 
deformation operation, such as a heavy load. From this information it is 
possible to infer a safe working load for the structure and reveal those 
areas which are subjected to the greatest displacements.
Unlike moire techniques, where the changes in form are displayed 
directly from the moire fringes generated by comparison between the 
unloaded and loaded state of the structure, with close-range 
photogrammetry deformation is revealed only by a differencing process 
between the absolute forms at the two loaded states. Inevitably, the 
errors introduced by differencing are compounded and so when 
photogrammetry is employed for deformation measurements, although the 
absolute form of the structure may be incidental, it is essential that
it is determined to a high level of accuracy.
2.1.1 Deformation measurement - Victorian bridge
As part of an experimental study of the behaviour of stone-built bridges 
dating from the last century, the Department of the Environment devised 
a series of load tests to determine the conditions of safe working load 
and ultimate strength of these little-known but prolific structures. One
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particular bridge was examined during 1985* at Preston-upon-the-Weald 
Moor, in Shropshire. This study revealed, by using both photogrammetry 
and High Resolution Moire photography that, rather than information on 
the movements of the spandrel walls being most important, the 
displacements of the inside of the arch were more relevant to a 
mechanical assessment of the bridge’s strength and behaviour. 
Consequently, the experiment was repeated on a purpose-built full scale 
model of a bridge at Dundee University (ref 14,15). The bridge, shown in 
a contact-copy from one of the photogrammetric records taken with the 
UMK10 was 6 m wide and 6 m deep (Figure 2.1). Along the walls of the 
inside of the arch were fixed rows of small brackets, each bearing a 
self-adhesive retro-reflective target. These were approximately 20 mm 
square and marked by an opaque annulus 15 mm diameter and 4 mm wide. At 
the centre of each was an opaque dot 3 mm across and in the very centre 
of this a 0 .5 mm clear spot (see section 3.2 and ref 43)'.
With an annular ring flash, approximately 200 targets are revealed in 
the positive print as bright points, although on the plate they are 
present as dark images. A second camera, positioned at the same height, 
but on the right side of the bridge, provided the second view from which 
the shape of the arch could be computed.
In order to determine absolute form, although not essential in a 
deformation experiment, a reference bar, 48 inches in length was 
included in the central region of the structure. The bar was fitted with 
a polished steel ball at each end and the distance between the ball 
centres defined the reference length. On the plate, the centres are 
imaged where the specularly reflected images of the ring flash had been 
recorded.
Several pairs of photographs were taken, the first at the initial, 
unloaded state and subsequent records at incremental loads up to 
1130 kN. The coordinates of target and reference images were determined 
on a measuring microscope and the data was used to compute actual target 
coordinates. By differencing the calculated target coordinates at each 
load with the unloaded condition, values for the local deformations were 
derived. These were plotted as rings of displacement vectors, including 
a simulated perspective effect, so as to assist in the presentation of 
the information. Figure 2.2 shows one such displacement vector plot of 
the bridge at the load condition of 85O kN.
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Fig 2,1 View oi the bridge showing 
retro-reflecting targets
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2.1.2 Form measurement - James Clerk Maxwell Telescope, Hawaii
The determination of absolute form is usually associated with precision 
made instruments, where an assessment of the departure from the designed 
form has implications in its performance. For microwave and radar 
antenna, for example, the ideal shape of the primary reflector is 
usually paraboloidal.
A joint venture between the UK and the Netherlands to build a 15 m 
diameter, sub-millimetre telescope has produced what is probably the 
finest quality receiver ever constructed. NPL was invited during the 
installation of the telescope on the summit of the extinct volcano, 
Mauna Kea, on the island of Hawaii, to assess the initial shape of the 
primary mirror. Details of the construction of the mirror, including the 
photogrammetric experimentation are contained in a report (ref 16). In 
brief, the photography at the observatory was conducted with a single 
camera. Figure 2.3 shows a view of the telescope primary reflector, 
together with the secondary mirror tripod, recorded with the UMK10 
camera.
Each of the 276 individual pre-formed panels of the multi-mirror 
construction had been fitted, before assembly, with 3 retro-reflective 
targets of a form similar to that attached to the bridge, but somewhat 
smaller at approximately 6 mm across and bearing a 3 mm central circular 
opaque spot. A few of the targets close to the centre and at the 
periphery of the mirror were identified with bold retro-reflective 
numbers, the remaining targets could be assigned with serial numbers by 
virtue of the symmetry of their positions on the surface.
At each elevation of the dish a total of 8 photographs were recorded. 
When the attitude of the dish was at its zenith, the camera was held 
fixed, whilst the dish was intermittently rotated. For other elevations, 
separate records were made wherever the camera could be conveniently 
located. More than 50 plates were exposed and processed, many during the 
early hours of the morning, when the air temperature settled to - 5 °C 
for a few hours, allowing the dish to attain a stable thermal condition.
In the figure, nearly all the 840 targets are conspicuous as well as 
some of the camera parameters. These can be identified as the lens 
infinite conjugate principal distance, or focal length (top left), a 
correction to this distance because of an adjustment of the focal 
setting (top right) and the plate and camera numbers (bottom left and
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right). The four small circles at the mid-points of each edge contain a 
fine central dot which is included in the coordinate measurement in 
order to establish the position of the principal point.
Measurement of the plates was carried out at NPL by four members of 
staff and after lengthy computation the data reduction generated two 
sets of information. Firstly, the absolute shape of the dish was 
compared with the designed paraboloid and secondly, the absolute shapes 
at different elevations were compared with the zenith to assess the 
level of distortion of the surface due to the changing influence of 
gravity. Figure 2.4 shows a representation of the departure of the 
actual surface from the best-fit paraboloid, where the diameter of each 
red or blue circle is proportional to the error and the colour indicates 
the error direction, either towards or away from the focus of the dish. 
Near the top, a radial segment can be seen where a number of panels are 
grossly misaligned at nearly 20 mm away from their designed positions. 
Using this information, the shape of the surface was corrected. 
Currently, using the techniques of photogrammetry, mechanical 
measurement from a radial rotating boom and by examination of the point 
spread function from a distant source the dish has been adjusted and is 
purported to be within 90 pm of its designed paraboloidal shape.
In the comparative study of the dish between its form at the zenith and 
at an elevation of 13.4° there was no significant change in the shape 
greater than 0.5mm. The skeletal nature of the rear supporting framework 
had been designed such that gravitational effects would be translated 
into a symmetric change, which would preserve the paraboloidal shape, 
but alter the primary focal length.
This exciting study provided a unique opportunity to assess the 
potential accuracy of commercial photogrammetric equipment, as well as 
provide awe-inspiring views of the night sky, where the broad spread of 
Milky Way is as dramatic as the variation in colour of the stars.
Both applications presented here were carried out a few years after our 
initial investigations and utilised nearly all of the innovations 
introduced during the development of a commercial facility. As such, 
they are representative of the high accuracy that can now be achieved. 
This is largely due to the investigation and implementation by the 
author and Simon Oldfield of the features discussed in the following 
chapter.
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Fig 2.4 Departure of the surface from a paraboloid
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3 FEATURES REQUIRED FOR AN IMPROVEMENT IN PRECISION
The high capital cost of precision photogrammetric equipment has 
restricted the application of this versatile technique. Large concerns, 
such as ICI, operate a photogrammetric service of a traditional form, 
where reliance is given to the instrument manufacturer’s information on 
the system's calibration and performance. As a result, the full 
potential of the equipment may not be fully realised.
At NPL one fruitful line of research has been to investigate ways of 
improving the accuracy of close-range photogrammetry beyond the typical 
”ball-park" figure of 1 part in 10^  of the maximum dimension of the 
structure. By implementing some relatively simple changes to the 
traditional method of operation we are able to offer a measurement
precision that is a little better than 1 part in 105.
3.1 Holographic emulsions
Without doubt, the greatest improvement in accuracy was derived from the 
use of fine-grain holographic recording material.
Apart from the increased definition, the visually grain-free, high 
contrast images appear to alleviate eye-strain which is sometimes 
encountered when making measurements on coarse grained emulsion. 
Although no conclusive trials have yet been conducted which justify the 
presence of this subjective effect, it is believed that during the 
measurement of several hundred target images on one plate, where visual 
fatigue is unavoidable, the use of well-designed targets and the 
corresponding benefit in improved setting has a significant influence on 
the achieved accuracy.
Other features which have been investigated to improve photogrammetric 
precision involve using thick and flat glass substrates for the 
recording emulsion. In sections 8.2.2 and 9*3*^ these features, related 
to the dimensional stability and off-axis errors in image position, are 
described. As the finest grain emulsions are no longer routinely
produced on thick glass substrate we have resorted to special-production
coatings. Kodak are prepared to coat thick float glass plates with some 
of their standard emulsions. Of these, Technical Pan has offered a most 
satisfactory compromise between speed and fine-grain size, the typical 
speed being approximately 50 ASA and the resolving power better than
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200 lines/mm for high contrast target structures.
The cost and availability of such plates, although incidental compared 
with system running costs, has meant that their use is restricted to 
projects which are prestigious.
3.2 Photogrammetrie targets
Experiments with different types of target carried out by S Oldfield and 
partly by the author, from single marks applied by hand, to specially 
designed opaque transfers, have identified that a design most suited to 
visual identification and alignment should be based on a ring structure. 
It might take the form of a dark central spot, surrounded by one or two 
dark annuli, on a bright background (Figure 3*1)• When recorded by a 
camera these targets are resolved as highly de-magnified negative images 
that are easy to identify. Tests on such images under the microscope 
have confirmed that, in conjunction with a graticule made from an 
orthogonal cross and ring pattern, an accurate and repeatable visual 
setting can be made. Experience suggests that the dimensions of the 
target should be based on a final image size of approximately 100 pm.
The concentric ring pattern can be combined with a retro-reflective 
backing material, such as Scotchlite (ref 17). If it is illuminated from 
a direction close to the camera then, compared with diffusely reflecting 
targets, the difference in the reflected intensity between background 
and target is extremely high. The result on the processed photographic 
plate is a high-contrast image, set against an otherwise clear plate. 
Figure 3*1 shows the appearance of such a target recorded on Agfa 10E75 
emulsion and compared with an image from a standard photographic 
emulsion (Aviphot).
The contrast and definition of images of this type, recorded on 10E75> 
are amenable both to visual and automatic image analysis methods. Work 
is proceeding at NPL and Warwick University on image processing 
techniques, with the eventual aim of automating the somewhat laborious 
and subjective visual setting process (ref 18).
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Scotchlite target
Aviphot
L _______  I
10E75
Fig 3.1 An actual target and its recorded appearance  
using different emulsions ( x 1250 )
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It is intended to develop a system that prepares a data file of the 
approximate image positions, from an incremental scan of the plate 
mounted below the microscope. Debris and defects on the image field will 
be registered and recorded alongside real images, but during a second 
interrogation, where the plate is moved pointwise using the initial data­
file, an image recognition routine will decide to reject objects other 
than those that can be related to a pre-defined structure. An image that 
falls into this category can be precisely located by one or two methods: 
either by finding its position in the field of view of the microscope, 
using a CCD camera, or by applying a feedback signal to the microscope 
stage drive in order to restore the image to a defined position in the 
field.
In the first of these methods, the final coordinate value is derived 
from a combination of the plate position and the coordinates of the 
image in the field of view. In the second, no additional correction for 
the plate coordinates is required and so there is less likelihood of an 
error being introduced. The symmetrical form of Centrax images, as will 
be described, make them ideal candidates for automatic sensing.
3.3 Modification of measuring machine
Modifications to the commercially manufactured Zeiss ZKM01-250
microscope have resulted in an improvement in the measurement accuracy. 
The instrument is similar in appearance to the one shown in Figure 11.1, 
but received the following modifications.
1. The manufacturers replaced the vernier scales with Heidenhain moire 
fringe position sensing equipment - resolution 0.1 pm, estimated
accuracy ± 0.3 pm.
2. Anorad linear motors were fitted by Ross Instruments to permit
automatic drive to the stage, by BBC computer control. Automated setting 
to a point is better than approximately ± 3 pnu
3. The connection and guideways were rebuilt by S Oldfield to improve 
the transmission of the driving force, as well as to minimise the 
applied torque to the stage.
4. The programmed direction of approach of the stage when measuring a 
given point was recommended by the author to be always the same, that 
is, from a NE direction. (In this way the presence of a small, but
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significant backlash was eliminated).
Estimates for the precision of the microscope in its modified condition 
are currently being made through a calibration of the instrument, but 
data analysis from completed engineering surveys show that the relative 
unsealed accuracy is in the region of ± 1.5 pm over the complete field.
3.4 Limitations of conventional camera objectives
In close-range phol conventional circular aperture
aberrations, but overwhelmingly on the depth-of-focus of the lens. The 
latter is proportional to the inverse square of the numerical aperture 
and so it would appear there is advantage to be gained in operating the 
lens at a small aperture or high f-number. However, the resolution of a 
lens is proportional to the numerical aperture, and so there is a 
problem in achieving this desirable combination.
The use of an annular amplitude, or phase mask with the lens offers the 
possibility of overcoming this apparent problem. Mention has already 
been made of High Resolution Moire Photography (ref 6,12), where a 
slotted mask has imparted both features of high resolution and increased 
depth-of-focus to a camera lens. A similar principle has been 
incorporated in the design of the Centrax.
3.5 Axicon systems
Simple spherical lenses will form recognisable images of limited optical 
definition. In elaborate combinations, such as is found in high-quality 
cameras, care is taken to correct Seidel and chromatic aberrations. In 
metric cameras the manipulation of the lens parameters, shape, spacing 
and iris position, is controlled in order to minimize distortion 
although depth-of-focus can only be modified by changes to the size, or 
configuration of the aperture. There is a class of optical elements, 
however, that offer imaging properties over a considerable range of 
object distances. These are called "axicons” (ref 19,20).
inside the lens, partly on the freedom from
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3.6 Definition and properties of an axicon
An axicon is an optical element that by reflection, or refraction, or 
both will deviate light from a point source along the axis of symmetry 
so as to cross the axis not at a point, as would be the case with a 
lens, but along a continuous line of points. Examples of axicons include 
conical lenses, or mirrors and circular diffraction gratings (ref 21). 
In the first, shown in Figure 3*2, the length of the line image, over 
which the object point 0 is formed, is L.
If 0 is very small then the optical paths taken by rays either side of 
the apex are equal on the axis and constructive interference occurs, 
generating a bright, line image along the axis. Rioux has shown (ref 22) 
that the depth of focus, or length L, is related by :
L - D/2(n-l)a
where, n is the refractive index of the lens and a is less than 10°.
Conical elements are not essential, the conical wavefront required for 
an axicon image could also be produced from the spherical aberration 
generated by completely spherical components (ref 23,24). All of these 
previously described devices possess alignment characteristics along a 
single axis only. What is required of a camera lens that generates good 
depth-of-focus is an axicon system that operates equally efficiently in 
all directions.
3.7 Axicon camera lens
An approximately conical wavefront can be generated by splitting a 
spherical lens in half and inserting an annular amplitude mask 
consisting of a transparent ring surrounded by opaque material. 
Off-axis, however, the annulus would appear foreshortened into an 
ellipse and the axicon effect would disappear.
If instead of the physical amplitude annular mask, an arrangement of the 
optical components is designed to introduce an annular phase mask, then 
its transparency can be used to create the appearance of a circular 
annulus from all viewpoints. Such a design forms the basis of the 
Centrax photogrammetric camera lens.
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Fig 3.2 Refraction through a conical lens
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4 AXICON LENS FOR PHOTOGRAMMETRY: THE CENTRAX
In designing a lens for close-range photogrammetry, great care is taken 
to minimize distortion. It is difficult, however, to control the 
positions of the inner and outer perspective centres which are 
responsible for distortion and a good depth of focus is not normally 
associated with a sharp lateral resolution.
A new lens, designed by J.M. Burch and based on axicon principles 
overcomes these difficulties. In this design, schematically represented 
in Figure 4.1, the freedom from distortion is ensured by adopting a 
monocentric configuration, where all the refracting surfaces are 
spherical and concentric. The second and third problems are solved as a 
result of the negative spherical aberration.
It was intended that the lens performance would follow a specification 
which included:
1. The generation of symmetric images that were finely structured at the 
micron scale. This feature aids image setting precision (see 11.2)
2. A depth-of-focus extending from 300 mm to infinity I over ±20°
i  .
3. Complete freedom from distortion.
Of course, such features might be considered the dream of 
photogrammetrists, who have had to compromise on conventional lens 
performance, but it should be noted that there are penalties included 
with such an innovatory conception. These are related to the use of a 
specific form of target with the lens and the availability of fast, 
fine-grained emulsions.
4.1 Design of the Centrax lens
For the generation of a conical wavefront from a double concentric lens 
arrangement, it is necessary to determine the deviation of an incident 
ray through the calculation of refraction at each separate surface. The 
relationship between the angular deviation €, of a ray propagated 
through the lens, at a height h, away from the common centre (shown in 
Figure 4.2), is given by:
e(h) = 2  [sin-1 (— ) - sin-1 (— -  ) + sin-1 (— -  ) - sin-1 (-^r ] 
Rj/ niRi niR2 n2R2
* see ref 44, pages 167-169
$
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Fig 4.2 Deviation of rays by the Centrax
5
4
Working 
" range"
0 A2 5 7
Height of incident ray h (mm)
Fig 4.3 Angular deviation with different ray heights
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This equation was examined for a lens that incorporates fused silica 
outer elements (nj_ = 1.460) and a lower index interior element. To 
minimise construction difficulties, the radii of the four spherical 
surfaces were chosen to match two standard glass-working tools that were 
available in the Optical Workshop.
With both outer surfaces of radius 25.4 mm and interior hollows of 5 
radius, a suitable index for the central element was iteratively 
calculated so as to provide an adequate depth-of-field for the completed 
lens. For objects whose distances range from approximately 0.5 m to 
infinity, an axicon image is preserved for the specified combination of 
materials and surface sphericities and which also includes an index of 
1.426 for the interior component. Figure 4.3 shows the deviation 6(h) 
plotted for the selected parameters. In the vicinity of the peak of the 
curve there is region of the aperture where the deviation is almost 
constant. This annulus lies between 4.5 mm and 6.1 mm radius from the 
central axis and produces a region of stationary phase in the 
transmitted wavefront which is responsible for the generation of axicon 
images.
produced by a given aperture1 i -
In the image, the axicon ring spacing^is related to the dominant
wavelength set by the target illumination and the spectral sensitivity 
of the recording emulsion. A typical ring separation, derived from an 
intermediate radius of the annular aperture is 4 pm. Table 4.2 lists 
computed values of d for different target distances and field positions 
which would be recorded on a red sensitive emulsion.
In Figure 4.1 it can be seen that the lens exhibits freedom from
distortion by virtue of the straight ray paths. A ray that travels from 
an object-point, through the common lens centre and on to the image
point on the photographic plate, must follow a straight line as it 
encounters every surface at normal incidence.
A spherically symmetric phase mask is derived from the negative
spherical aberration produced by high angle incidence on the transparent 
inner sphere. As seen from one of the image-points, the spherical 
aberration has the effect of modifying the convergent wavefront to a 
form that is excessively concave in its central region, but also 
increasingly convex toward its periphery.
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There is therefore, a narrow annular region where the wavefront normal, 
and hence the associated ray-direction, points directly toward the image 
point. It is the rays from this annular region, shown by continuous 
lines in Figure 4.1 and the small arrows in Figure 4.4, which produce 
the required ’’axicon image”.
Such images are generated by a converging wavefront which is locally 
conical, and they will consist of a central bright rod-like image 
surrounded by numerous concentric diffraction rings of almost regular 
spacing and gradually decaying intensity. Further details are given in 
section 9 and examples of some images are shown in Figure 9 * 1 ,
aperture
If 0 is the angular radius of the effective annular ^  and X is the 
wavelength, then the intensity Ir at radius r is given by the square of 
a zero order Bessel function:
Ir = kJ02 (27irsin0/X) j see ref 44, pages 395, 396 '
where, k is a constant. This intensity remains substantially unchanged 
as it is propagated along the axis.
CENTRAX is proposed as a suitable acronym for this lens as it defines a 
multitude of axes, all passing through a common centre.
Table 4.1 gives the optical data of its construction.
Fig 4.4 indicates the calculated wavefront error that is generated for 
various object points; the curves represent a variable amount of 
wavefront curvature (the paraxial focus error) combined with substantial 
4th order and higher order terms of spherical aberration. For each 
object point there is an annular zone, the "crest of the doughnut”, 
which is responsible for the axicon image. Table 4.2 lists the radii of 
these zones for different object distances as well as, in the last 
column, a prediction for the axicon ring spacing, the average value of 
which is around 4pm.
As the. complete aperture is transmitting, there is also a contribution 
to Ir from rays passing through the central regions. However, the 
emergent wavefront has so much curvature that this contribution is 
derived from a very small area. Its influence is therefore insignificant 
and the expression for the intensity from an annulus is unaltered.
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Fig 4.4 Variation of wavefront shape 
with different target distances
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Surface
No 1 2 3 4
Emulsion
layer
Back of 
plate
Curvature .03937 .20000 -.20000 -.03937 0 0
Radius 25.40 5.00 -5.00 -25.40 00 00
Intervening
medium
Fused
silica
Glycerol
solution
Fused
silica Air Glass
Thickness 20.40 10.00 20.40
71 sec 0 - 25.4 
(where 0 is 
field angle)
(6.0)
Refractive Index 1.460 1.426 1.460 1.000 1.519
Table 4.1 Optical construction data of the Centrax
Object
distance
j in. lmn and 
direction
Zone radius 
responsible 
for image 
(mm)
Paraxial
focus
error
(dioptres)
Angle of 
incidence 
at inner 
sphere
Wavefront 
aberration 
for 
X = 633 nm
Equivalent 
F number
Axicon 
ring 
spacing (pm) 
(X = 633 nm)
00
Field
centre
5.85 4.2 55.13° 73.4X F/87 3.84
500
Field
centre
5.00 2.2 44.53° 27.7X F/70 4.49
300
Field
centre
3.64 0.9 30.70° 4.9X F/63 6.17
00
20° off axis 6.07 5.0 58.36° 97.3X F/96
Tang. 3.94 
Mean 4.06 
Rad. 4.19
500
20° off axis 5.45 3.0 49.85° 44.2X F/80
Tang. 4.39 
Mean 4.53 
Rad 4.67
300
20° off axis 4.64 1.7 40.60° 16.8X F/71
Tang. 5.15 
Mean 5.31 
Rad. 5.48
j Table 4.2 Imaging properties of the Centrax j
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4.1.2 Effective aperture number for the Centrax camera
Although the apparent f/no of the lens, in terms of the ratio of 
principal distance to the diameter of the optical aperture is of the 
order of f/7, only a fraction of the aperture is responsible for the 
generation of the axicon images, corresponding to a narrow peripheral 
annulus of the aperture. Light transmitted through the remainder of the 
aperture forms an overall, out-of-focus fogging exposure on the 
recording plate. In calculating the effective aperture, it is the width 
Ah, of the first half-period zone which is responsible for the image and 
from its mean radius h0 the zone area is:
a = 27th0Ah
The integrated amplitude that is observed at the centre of the axicon 
image will be of the form: y
Aa = k2rrh0Ah
where k is factor representing the quadratic phase changing behaviour of 
the wavefront, from rr to 0 and back, across the half-period zone.
For a diffraction limited circular lens aperture, where k = 1, the 
amplitude observed is:
Ac = Trh02
From this the amplitude ratio is Ac/Aa = h0/2kAh 
and the intensity ratio is
Ac 2/Aa 2 = h02/4k2Ah2
The equivalent f/no for the Centrax is then
f = 71/2h0 x h0/2kAh
= 71/4kAh
By estimation from the Cornu spiral the approximate value
k = 0.637
can be derived. Thus
f = 27.9/Ah 
* see ref 44, pages-431-433 !'
i
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In addition, for off-axis rays although the annulus diameter will remain 
approximately constant, the focal surface is not spherically centred at 
the lens and the oblique ray path is longer than for the principal ray. 
This means that the f/no increases for off-axis rays by approximately 
15% , a feature which will introduce a variation in density for a target 
recorded at the same distance, but at different positions in the field 
of view.
Table 4.2 includes values for the effective aperture number. Typical 
values are in the region of f/70.
It is clear, therefore, that a typical working aperture of the Centrax 
is considerably smaller than normally used with a conventional camera 
and, consequently, exposure times may be an order of magnitude longer. 
This is a significant drawback and will only be soluble with the 
development of fast, fine-grain emulsion.
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4.2 Lens Material
Optical homogeneity and relative ease of optical working are two 
important features in the choice of a material suitable for the 
construction of lens elements which required the exacting design 
tolerances of the Centrax. The Optics Workshop at NPL has considerable 
experience in fabricating optical components from fused silica, a pure 
material that can be obtained in a highly homogeneous form, exhibiting 
an inherently high optical quality that is generally superior to 
conventional glasses. In addition, its use allows for some 
simplification in the lens fabrication. The number of solid optical 
elements in the Centrax can be reduced from three to two; the third 
inner spherical element then takes the form of a liquid.
4.3 Lens fabrication
The solid optical components of the Centrax can be described as two 
identical steeply curved meniscus lenses. A lens of this type, 
especially as the inner surface is a hemispherical hollow, is not 
amenable to mechanical machine production. Some reduction in the 
fabrication time is to be gained by removing most of the hollow 
material, by means of a rotary grinding machine, this gain is largely 
incidental, however, compared with the allocated period necessary for 
figuring the concentricity of the outside surface with respect to the 
inside during the final optical working.
Fabrication of the meniscus lenses was carried out by Mr Gilbert Turner, 
one of the most experienced optical workers at NPL (Figure 4.5)*
Beginning with two fused silica cylindrical blanks, approximately 45 mm 
diameter and 26 mm thick, he worked the flat surfaces until they were 
parallel to a figure of ± 1 fringe (± 0.3 pm). On one of the polished 
faces preliminary grinding of material for the hemispherical hollow was 
assisted by marking the centre with a "witness”. He used a hemispherical 
cast iron tool fixed upright in a rotating shaft to "rough out" the 
hollow. Periodically, the centring of the hollow was visually checked 
with a rule, there being enough surplus material to allow for a maximum 
off-set of a few mm. As the hollow was deepened, progressively finer 
grades of abrasive were applied to the 5 mm radius tool until 
depth-gauge measurements indicated that the designed radius was within 
reach by the final polishing process.
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Fig 4,5 Mr Turner working the Centrax lens
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The polishing process for the hemispherical hollows was carried out 
using a shorter radius tool prepared with a layer of pitch. Whilst the 
pitch was still soft, the tool was inserted into one hollow and left to 
cool. This process of shaping the tool was occasionally repeated during 
polishing.
Polishing was carried out by fixing the tool on the vertical axis of a 
slowly rotating shaft, applying a slurry of cerium oxide to the 
spherical surface and gently pressing down the lens element. Through a 
combination of rocking and rotating motion applied to the lens, together 
with considerable expertise and patience on the part of Mr Turner, the 
hollow surfaces of both were completed in approximately 2 months 
(Fig 4.6). During the final stages, the surface of the hollow was 
inspected in the Zygo interferometer (ref 25) in order to verify that 
the sphericity was continually being improved. Eventually, it was 
decided that the surface figure could not be worked any further without 
a distinct probability that the designed radius, would be exceeded. 
Clearly, the polishing process for a hemisphere is similar to that for a 
sphere, in that an increase or decrease in radius respectively is 
completely irreversible.
The interferograms of each hollow showed an error in sphericity of 
approximately 2 or 3 fringes (0.6 pm or 1 pm) over approximately 80% of 
the total surface.
One of the main problems with achieving this shape is that, close to the 
equatorial region, the polishing tool is required to be manipulated in a 
direction almost parallel to the flat surface of the lens. As the 
presence of the rotating shaft prevents this operation there is some 
inevitable loss of sphericity in the region of the hollow, close to its 
edge and this is displayed in the interferogram of the element when 
aligned away from the normal to the flat surface. This error is 
especially noticeable in element B, shown in Figure 4.7.
An optically less-serious but more "cosmetic" problem is that because 
the polishing tool is a close-fit to the hemispherical hollow its 
insertion may cause chipping of the perpendicular edge between flat and 
hollow. To avoid such damage a very small chamfer was prepared on the 
edge during the final grinding stage.
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Fig 4,6 Fabricating the hemi-spherical hollow
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centre D edge
Fig 4.7 Surface figures of the hollows
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As well as the continuous monitoring of the surface figure, the depth of 
the hollow was occasionally measured. It is necessary to control this 
parameter carefully as the design includes a defined gap between the two 
concentric components, so that not only can the central compartment be 
filled with a special optical liquid, but also to accommodate expansion 
of the liquid through environmental changes in temperature.
For the external surface, the traditional method of generating a 
spherically convex shape was adopted with an appropriately sized concave 
tool for grinding and a pitch lap for polishing. Unlike most simple 
lenses, however, where alignment of the centres of curvature of each
surface can be adjusted by trimming the edges of the lens, the Centrax
elements require absolute superposition of the two centres of curvature. 
This entails continued careful monitoring of the self-fringe
interferogram throughout the final stages of figuring the outside
surface, especially during polishing.
By slight modification to the shape of the polishing tool, the axial 
position of the centre can be adjusted, whereas a sideways pressure 
during the polishing process causes a translation of the centre in a 
direction normal to the axis and in an opposite sense to the pressure.
Again, Mr Turner completed this difficult task inside two months and 
with a resulting external, surface figure that was spherical to 
approximately 0.25 of a fringe.
4.4 Determination of the required lens separation
The front and rear elements are not in close contact. This is because 
the centre of curvature of each element must lie outside the plane 
surface, otherwise it would of course, be impossible to align the lens 
such that it is monocentric. The elements are separated by a thin layer 
of opaque metal on one of the flat surfaces and three symmetrically 
spaced nickel shims. In the original design, a thickness of 15 pm was 
allowed for the complete spacer and, although it was not essential that 
this value should be strictly adhered to, there was no reason to expect 
in the optical working of the components that it would be grossly 
exceeded.
To determine the off-set of the centres of curvature outside the plane 
of the elements the Zygo interferometer fitted with the 4in f/0.75 was
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again used. One of the elements was mounted on a three-way slide, with 
displacement facility normal to the interrogating axis as well as 
axially.
At the rear of the slideway a cube corner was fitted, so that a linear 
displacement interferometer (LDI), positioned on the main Zygo steel 
table and directed towards the cube corner could monitor the axial 
displacements of the component. A representation of the arrangement is 
shown in Figure 4.8 and the measurement sequence was as follows.
An initial adjustment to the lens and slideway orientations was made, so 
that the interrogating beam from the Zygo was focused at the approximate 
centre of curvature 0 of the element, as shown by position A. Then, by 
traversing the element to B or C, the beam could be brought on the 
equatorial flat face at either end of a diameter. These manipulations 
were finely adjusted until the focused beam was positioned sufficiently 
accurately so as to generate close to a fringe-free interferogram from 
the autocollimation condition at A . This corresponds to a common path 
incidence and reflection from either the hollow, or the outside convex 
surface.
When the lens was displaced from B to C and moved axially so that a 
fringe-free "cat's eye" condition was realised at both positions, 
(interchanged incident and reflected rays, and focused point on the 
surface) then the LDI indicated two axial position readings (b,c) which 
were similar. Now the lens was withdrawn axially and centred on the 
autocollimated position A. The third reading (a) from the LDI was taken.
By simple calculation, the off-set 6z of the centre of symmetry above 
the equatorial flat can be found
6z = (b + c)/2 - a
The sequence is repeated for the other element and the sum of both 
off-set distances determines the thickness of the required spacer.
In the case of the silica Centrax components, the combined off-set 
measurements yielded a value for the spacer of 16.6 pm ± 0.4 pm. This 
was cut from two pieces of nickel mesh whose combined measured thickness 
was 16 pm. (see 6.2).
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4.5 Inner Spherical Element - Single component materials
The calculated optimum refractive index for the inner sphere is 1.426, a 
value which is low enough to exclude solid, optical quality materials. 
There are a few liquids, however, that have indices close to 1.43 
including:
Cyclohexane 1.4266 Ethylene Glycol 1.4274
Methylene Chloride 1.4237 n-Octyl Alcohol 1.4292
The first three were considered good candidates as liquids for the 
central element, because of their availability in pure forms. Methylene 
chloride is a toxic material and the last could not be obtained.
4.6 Examination for homogeneity
Reagent grade specimens of cyclohexane and ethylene glycol were 
introduced into a glass cell fitted with optical quality windows. The 
cell was placed in a Burch scatter-plate interferometer, where the 
homogeneity of the liquid could be assessed by an examination of the 
perturbation of the transmitted fringe pattern. The sample of ethylene 
glycol produced a distribution of fringes that was consistent with a 
density-related refractive index variation. Mixing the liquid afforded 
only temporary homogeneity as the initial fringe pattern was restored 
after 10 minutes.
Cyclohexane exhibited a similar refractive index variation, although not 
as pronounced as with glycol. Some of the variation could be partly 
attributed to the action of small thermal gradients generated by 
distillation of the volatile hydrocarbon at the liquid surface. In 
attempt to eliminate the effect the cell was sealed and insulated, 
however, fringes due to index variations developed and persisted for 
several hours, which probably indicated that the available material was 
neither pure nor a homogeneous mixture.
An additional test, run concurrently with the homogeneity investigation, 
was to assess the chemical and physical effects of the liquids on 
neoprene - a material chosen for a seal inside the camera. Leaving 
samples of neoprene for long periods in both of the liquids tested, it 
was found that cyclohexane became contaminated, probably by dissolution
* see ref 45
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of the neoprene, to produce a light brown colouration. In view of the 
inhomogeneity it was decided not to carry out any further investigation 
of the contamination.
4.7 Mixed-material component
An alternative optical medium was sought as a two-component mixture, 
comprising an aqueous solution of a high-index material. Here the choice 
of water-soluble compounds is large. Moreover, a specific index can be 
selected by adjustment of the solution concentration.
The Abbe refractometer is a convenient instrument for determining the 
refractive index of a liquid. It is based on the measurement of the 
critical angle and a single drop of solution is sufficient for a 
determination.
Sucrose proved unstable. Initial values of the indices of different 
concentrations of sucrose solutions indicated that at a concentration of 
52.8# an index close to 1.426 would be achieved (Figure 4.9)• However, 
pure sucrose in aqueous solution was found to be unstable due to the 
fermentation process. This may possibly be prevented by adding a small 
quantity of a sterilising compound, such as sodium metabisulphite, but 
such a multi-component solution may produce index gradients.
Potassium iodide (n = 1.67) proved stable in aqueous solution but, as an 
ionic compound, showed a mild reactivity with the shim material, which 
was nickel and would probably react similarly with stainless steel.
Glycerol (n = 1.47) proved satisfactory. Sample solutions of Analar 
grade glycerol, in different concentrations with distilled water, were 
examined for homogeneity as previously described and found to be 
completely free of index gradients, even after allowing to stand for one 
week. The refractive index of each sample was measured in an Abbe 
refractometer, yielding an index of 1.426 for a solution with an 
estimated concentration of 61.5# glycerol (6l.5g glycerol in 100 g 
solution).
A 500 ml batch of solution at this strength was made from distilled 
water that had been left undisturbed for a few days, so that macroscopic 
particles in suspension would settle. Care was taken to avoid 
unnecessary particulate contamination by flushing all the containers and
* see ref 47, pages 87, 88
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weighing bottles with the made-up solution. To ensure that the solution 
was thoroughly mixed, the final container was gently rotated on its side 
for several hours. Values for the refractive index of this batch, 
measured over a period of two years, indicate that the solution is quite 
stable. Furthermore, tests carried out to determine any reaction with
neoprene and nickel showed that the solution was inert.
4.8 Central opaque sphere
The description of this component has been left to the last, because
further analysis of the design has revealed that it is not essential 
(sec 6.7)* For completeness, however, some notes are included on the 
construction of the opaque central sphere and how it was proposed to 
support it, that were prepared before the decision was made to omit it 
from the final construction.
In the Figure 4.11 an accurately made steel spigot is held by wax inside 
a fused silica sphere in a hole passing through its centre. Initially 
the sphere is close to the mean diameter of the inside hemispherical 
hollows of the two fused silica lens elements. The sphere and spigot are 
then optically polished, by the method for generating spheres 
(sec 14.1.1) so that the final diameter is approximately 1 or 2 pm less 
than for the hollows. A second, black-glass sphere, 6 mm diameter is 
prepared and drilled through the centre to accommodate the spigot now 
removed from the first silica sphere.
By means of the arrangement shown in the lower half of Figure 4.11, 
measurements are made with a height comparator, of the relative heights 
of opposite ends of the spigot by reversing it on the brass supporting 
block. With careful incremental displacements, the spigot can be aligned 
symmetrically inside the opaque sphere so that the height measurements 
are identical.
In the assembly of the Centrax components, the sphere and spigot are 
fixed to one side of the hemispherical hollow, with epoxy resin. Then, 
by monitoring in an interferometer the reflection fringes between the 
other end of the spigot and the hollow of second Centrax component the 
alignment of the spigot and sphere can be made concentric with the other 
surfaces. In practice, it is likely that the presence of minute 
contamination, such as dust, will cause the sphere to be misaligned with 
the monocentre.
Machined hole Spigot
Glass sphere
-10mm diam.to 
match mean 
inner diameter
Sphere 8c Spigot
polished
simultaneously
leight measurement
Kinematic location 
Brass support
Fig 4.11 Manufacture of spigot and central obstruction
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5 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE CAMERA SYSTEM
The precision construction of the Centrax lens warranted the design of a 
compatible camera body of equal precision. Its construction was carried 
out entirely at NPL and the author is grateful to the Mechanical 
Workshops for their collaboration.
5.1 Materials for the camera body
For the prototype Centrax, although the central liquid sphere is almost 
completely isolated, there will be some contamination of the liquid 
through transfer of impurities across the equatorial gap. Transfer could 
be caused by changes in temperature, producing volume expansion, or 
contraction of the liquid, and diffusion. As the volume of liquid 
contained in the equatorial annulus represents only 0.3% of the total 
held inside the lens, the effect of thermal expansion is likely to be 
negligible - unless the camera is subjected to changes in temperature of 
the order of ± 15°C.
The only practical means of preventing contamination is to ensure that 
the excess liquid outside the central spherical cavity is hermetically 
sealed in an inert environment.
In the presence of aqueous solution, stainless steel probably offers the 
best resistance to corrosion of the commonly available engineering 
materials. As a matter of course, the camera would be subject to 
considerable handling during trials and so corrosion resistance was of 
additional importance for the outside surfaces.
There is less choice, however, for the material of the 0 ring used to 
hermetically seal the central compartment. Neoprene, although not as 
elastic as natural rubber, is probably the only material that can offer 
some elasticity with a high degree of inertness.
Components attached to this body by screw thread should be constructed 
from a material other than stainless steel because of the risk of 
seizure.
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5.2 Description of the camera body
A simple, but rugged, cylindrical design for the prototype Centrax body, 
shown in Figure 5*1 was selected for several reasons. Primarily, such a 
design offered a method of finishing both internal and external surfaces 
without having to remove the component from the lathe machine. In this 
way it was ensured that the lens would be aligned accurately in a 
transverse direction. In addition, assuming that the photographic plate 
would be flat, the coordinates of the principal point would be close to 
the centre of the focal plane.
As well as the cross-sectional view, Figure 5*2 indicates the relevant 
dimensions included in a copy of the original drawing.
Beginning at the left of Figure 5*1. the entrance aperture of the camera 
body, some of the relevant features that were taken into account during 
its design will be noted.
There is a region of internal threading, of 1 mm pitch, to locate both a 
removable protective lens cap and the blackened-brass lens clamping 
ring. Between the ring and the edges of the lens is a rubber 0 ring for 
providing an axial locating force for the lens.
Before the lens was fully assembled the ring was lightly coated with 
high-vacuum grease, so that it could rotate freely while the clamping 
ring was being tightened.
In the main bore of the body there is an allowance for a 0.1 mm gap only 
between the wall and the cylindrical sides of the lens as it was 
anticipated that the degree of dimensional perfection of the lens would 
be high. Any transverse positional adjustment of the forward element, 
with respect to the rear element can be made through the 4 pairs of 
opposed socket grub screws together with their nylon plugs. These act on 
the part of the circumference of the lens which is outside the 0 ring 
seals.
In order to ensure complete sealing of the inner compartment, the rings 
are contained in annular slots which have been machined approximately 
0.3 mm less than the cross-sectional diameter of the 0 ring. As the lens 
is inserted into the body the ring is compressed on to all three sides 
of the slot.
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In the centre of the body, directly above and below the lens centre, 
there are the two filling orifices which can be sealed by two threaded 
caps bearing upon small neoprene 0 rings.
Machined on the inside rear is a shoulder used to support axially the 
rear element. The profile of the shoulder closely matches that of the 
lens, although in practice the lens rests on three small strips of 
aluminium foil.
In the imaging region, the sides are terraced to absorb, by multiple 
reflection, any stray light outside the field of view which might 
otherwise reach the photographic plate.
On the outside surface of the body there is a diameter cylindrical
region along the front, which is intended for mounting purposes. In the 
position shown by the leading edge of the rear 75 mm square region the 
surface is approximately coplanar with the centre of gravity of the 
assembled camera and, although originally not taken into account, the 
additional weight of a dark-slide plate holder does not displace the 
combined c of g outside this surface. With commercially available metric 
cameras, it is common to locate the photographic plate on a supporting 
frame which is flat. A flat surface, however, provides neither kinematic 
support nor transverse stability.
In holographic interferometry, for example, the system adopted at NPL 
employs 3 domed supports and sideways retaining posts on which the plate 
is held by means of light leaf spring and pads. In this way, extremely 
accurate location and relocation can be achieved - an essential feature 
of real-time holographic interferometry. A similar arrangement is used 
in the Centrax body, primarily to guarantee stability in the axial 
direction. Three domed washers are cemented to the surround of the focal 
plane and the plate is gently pressed against the washers with three 
leaf springs attached to the inside rear plate of the dark-slide plate 
holder.
5*3 Dark-slide plate holder
This holder has been designed to accommodate a single photographic plate 
with dimensions 3 in x 3 in and 5 or 6 mm thick. (At the time the camera 
was designed, the source and specification of plate material was 
uncertain and this resulted in the thickness ambiguity).
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As with the material for the body, it is constructed from stainless 
steel. For reasons of thread-seizure, however, stainless steel cannot be 
employed for the detachable threaded items, such as locking screws for 
the rear cover and these were constructed instead from bronze.
The holder shown in Figure 5*3 is self explanatory. When not in use on 
the camera the slightly oversized plate is held against the inside 75 
square shoulder by three leaf springs attached to the rear cover. As the 
rear of the camera body is inserted, the dark slide has to be lifted 
clear before the holder is properly installed and the domed supports 
come into contact with the plate. There is a further small movement of 
2 mm until the plate is gently compressed against the three supports and 
when the front edge of the holder comes up against the camera body 
faceplate. Two knurled phosphor bronze screws are used to lock the 
holder to the body.
5.4 Additional features to be included
At present, there is no provision for a sideways location of the plate, 
but a minimal clearance of approximately 0.5 nun between the plate and 
holder is probably adequate for alignment purposes. It is hoped to 
include in a future design an accurate transverse location facility as 
an aid in the registration of a plate during its measurement under a 
microscope. This could take the form of a 2-post ’’fence” and a side 
post, together with springs acting on the sides of the plate. Such a 
principle, however, is difficult to implement and is arguably not an 
essential feature as it is possible to determine with sufficient 
accuracy the principal point position by reference to the edge of the 
recorded field.
Alternatively, fiducial marks could be added to the image, outside the 
recorded field. From these the principal point could be defined by prior 
calibration of a test plate. Fiducial marks could be provided by LEDs 
inserted through to the focal plane region from the front of the camera 
and at the centres of the three plate-supporting washers. The ends of 
the LEDs could be lapped with the washers and finely marked in such a 
way that a contact-copied image of the mark would be recorded on the 
photographic plate with high fidelity.
Dark slide
Holder
Pressure springs
Rear cover o
5.3 Dark-slide plate holder - diagrammatic
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The camera is not fitted with a shutter, mainly because of the added 
complication and the fact that the slow speed of the available recording 
material does not warrant any more than uncapping and capping the lens. 
Should a fast, fine grain emulsion be developed then the addition of a 
shutter will require consideration.
There is no viewfinder. Alignment of the camera with respect to the 
measurement structure is, at present, made by viewing the illuminated 
target array through the focal plane. It would be an advantage to record 
a conventional photograph of the structure from exactly the same 
viewpoint as the Centrax. Centrax images are so small that it has often 
proved difficult to locate them on the processed plate.
They can be made more conspicuous by recording a second over-exposed 
plate, but still there remains the problem of target-number 
identification. This has been largely overcome by taking a photograph 
with a 35 nm camera from the same position, or close to the Centrax, but 
even then there has been an occasional ambiguity of image 
identif ication.
An attachment could be made for the second camera, in the form of a 
light-weight mirror at ^5° to the auxiliary camera axis. This could be 
temporarily fitted to the front of the Centrax body, so that the 
identical view could be recorded conventionally. Within the limits of 
distortion of the second camera, the approximate positions of the actual 
Centrax recorded images could then be determined prior to their accurate 
measurement.
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6 PREPARATION AND ASSEMBLY OF CENTRAX LENS
6.1 Opaque layer between the optical elements
In the design, the central liquid sphere is the limiting aperture for 
all light transmitted by the lens. In practice, it is optically isolated 
from the outside by an opaque layer on one of the flat faces. Vacuum 
evaporation of a metal film is the most suitable method for such a 
uniformly thin layer and aluminium was the initial obvious choice, 
because it is the simplest material to deposit.
One of the fused silica elements was selected and the flat face was
thoroughly cleaned by degreasing in detergent solution then rinsing in 
distilled water and ethanol. During the process of evaporation all 
surfaces exposed to the source are coated and to prevent aluminium from 
adhering to the hemispherical hollow it was carefully painted with 
photo-resist. Additional care was taken to avoid marking the edges with 
resist as this would have produced blemishes on the flat face which, 
although not noticeably affecting the imaging properties, would somewhat 
mar the appearance of the lens.
A layer of aluminium approximately 10 nm thick was deposited on the flat 
surface by the Thin Film section at NPL. Any metal that had been 
evaporated inside the hollow was easily removed by rinsing the lens in a 
resist solvent, in this case acetone. The hollow was cleaned with 
ethanol and distilled water and the component then stored for the 
assembly operation.
6.2 Shim material for lens elements
In chapter 4.4, reference has been made to the designed separation 
between the two halves of the Centrax lens and to the fact that that in 
the process of fabrication a figure of 16.6 pm had been arrived at for 
the thickness of shim material required to preserve the concentricity of 
the two halves. There was conveniently available a supply of thin nickel
mesh sheet, that was purchased originally for stencilling fine heat
resistant patterns for the High Resolution Photographic Moire technique. 
A combination of 2 pieces of mesh was found to have a repeatably 
measured thickness of 16 pm ± 1.4 pm, consequently this material was 
utilised. Small 4 mm squares of a double layer of mesh were cut and 
mounted on the flat surface of the silica component that had not been
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aluminised. They were arranged at about 120° intervals around the face 
and fixed in position with a minute amount of cyanoacrylate adhesive. 
Using a "sandwich” of a flat glass plate on top of a thin polythene 
sheet, placed above the nickel shim and the lens element, a load of 
approximately 5 kN was applied for 1 minute and then the glass plate and 
polythene were jointly lifted away. Measurements, using a capacitive 
transducer, to determine the in-situ thickness of the shims, showed that 
the average height of all three above the silica surface was 18 pm. It 
was considered that an additional load applied to the transducer pad 
would produce a compression of approximately 1 pm. A final check of the 
component construction was carried out by installing the lens system in 
the camera body in a dry condition, without the glycerol solution, and 
then examining it in an interferometer. It was found that when the 
elements were in contact they could be aligned transversely with the 
grub screws and then axially, by gently turning the lens clamping ring, 
so that the self-fringe pattern from the 2 exterior surfaces indicated a 
concentricity over a 75° field angle to about 2 fringes, or 0.3 pm.
6.3 Filling the Centrax lens
With the rear lens component in position and the front component loosely 
held 1 mm or so away, the camera body was supported horizontally so that 
the filling orifices were vertical. A length of PVC tubing, that had 
previously been flushed with the glycerol solution was attached to the 
lower orifice. The other end was passed through a hole in a spare 
container lid into the bulk solution. By allowing air to escape from the 
top orifice, whilst maintaining a solution pressure head of a few cms, 
the central compartment was slowly, and completely filled with solution. 
Figure 6.1 shows the lens during the filling process as it appeared from 
the position of the plate. The 1 mm gap allowed between the lens 
components had provided enough clearance to prevent the entrapment of 
air at the top of the central spherical cavity.
The front component was then slid into contact with the rear element 
using pressure applied by the threaded lens clamping ring and the 
lightly greased rubber "0" ring. Excess liquid was allowed to seep out 
of the top of the camera before dismantling the filling apparatus and 
sealing the orifices. A little air was permitted to enter the body, as a 
preferred alternative to a complete fill, as this would provide a small 
reservoir of air to accommodate any volume changes in the liquid that
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Fig 6.1 Stages in t i l l ing  the Centrax  
with glycerol solution
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might occur through the effects of thermal expansion.
This initial experience, of assembling the lens components was completed 
successfully with no unforeseen problems. However, our elation was 
somewhat short-lived, as we had been too optimistic in our opinion that 
the glycerol solution was completely inert. Electrolysis in ionic 
solutions had been overlooked and its effect on the deterioration of the 
thin-film opaque layer is reported in Section 6.5*
The problem was eliminated by choosing nickel also as the opaque, 
equatorial coating material.
6  A  Alignment of components
A Zygo interferometer was used for alignment of the lens elements soon 
after the central compartment had been filled. Fitted with the 4 in 
focal length f/0.75 lens, the self-fringes generated by interference 
between front and rear surfaces provided an accurate method for 
monitoring alignment between components. The accurate symmetry and 
sphericity of the wavefront produced by the f/0.75 lens are not 
essential features for this type of test.
With the filled lens, in its camera body, mounted rigidly on the 
slideway and positioned in the workspace of the interferometer the 
magnitude and direction of misalignment could be determined. An initial 
alignment was carried out by superimposing the reflected images (front 
virtual, rear real) using the transverse adjustment screws. By switching 
to the interferometer's local view of the superimposed wavefronts the 
interference pattern revealed a transverse off-set of the lens elements, 
displayed as a set of approximately straight fringes whose orientations 
were normal to the off-set direction.
One of the elements was then carefully displaced so that the fringe 
pattern became symmetric. In this condition the remaining fringes 
indicated a transverse alignment of the component centres, but a lack of 
coincidence in an axial direction. Axial alignment error with this test 
produces circular fringes whose spacing is similar to a Newton’s rings 
pattern.
The remaining fringes were almost completely eliminated by rotating the 
lens clamping ring on the front of the camera. By this means pressure 
was applied through the 0 ring, causing the internal nickel shims to
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compress slightly, thus decreasing the separation between elements. 
Further compression resulted in the reappearance of the circular fringe 
pattern, implying that the individual element centres had moved passed 
each other. A minimum number of fringes was restored by loosening the 
clamping ring.
It was found impossible to achieve an adjusted position of the 
components where the interferometer view was completely free of fringes. 
This, of course^would indicate perfect sphericity and concentricity. A 
residual 1 or 2 fringes (Figure 6.2) could be associated with the turned 
down edge at the periphery of the hemispherical hollows, but at the time 
this was not thought to be very significant.
6.5 Destruction of the opaque aluminium layer
Unfortunately, the combination of aluminium, nickel and an aqueous 
solution proved to be electrolytic. Within one week of the assembly 
process described in chapter 6.4 the aluminium film was noticed to be 
"crazing" slightly and a few days later had deteriorated to the extent 
shown in Figure 6.3* In addition, very small bubbles of gas had 
collected inside the hollow. Clearly the lens had to be dismantled.
It was assumed that an electrolytic cell had unwittingly been 
constructed, the two metals having different electrochemical potentials.
6.6 Final opaque nickel layer
There was a simple solution to this unwanted phenomena of electrolysis. 
The equatorial flat surfaces were cleaned and one was recoated with an 
opaque layer of nickel, using the method for protecting the optically 
transparent regions described in 6.1.
To date, after a period of five years, there has been no problem with 
corrosion, or lifting away of the film and it has not been necessary to 
refill or "top-up" the lens with liquid. Figure 6.4 shows a view of the 
complete and aligned Centrax camera.
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Fig 6.2 Residual self-fringes following a lignm ent
Fig 6.3 Destruction of the a lu m in iu m  layer ( x 7 )
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Fig 6.4 Completed Centrax camera
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7 OBJECT TARGETS SUITABLE FOR THE CENTRAX
Mention has been made in sections 3*6 and 4 that devices based on axicon 
principles convert a point source into a linear image along the axis of 
symmetry. It is possible, however, to employ other than true point 
sources as object targets providing certain conditions are met. Such a 
target is referred to as "cooperative" and, in conjunction with the 
Centrax, will generate an axicon image structure of the type shown in 
Figure 7*1*
The following list of characteristics must be satisfied by a cooperative 
target in order that this image structure is reproduced faithfully.
1. It should be luminous, emitting either monochromatic or a 
restricted wavelength bandwidth of white light. In the case of white 
light, then a restriction on the spectral bandwidth may take the form of 
a selected response of the recording sensitivity in the photographic 
emulsion; it can also be produced by using coloured filtering with the 
source.'
2. The effective diameter of the source should subtend an angle at the 
centre 5*8 sec (28 p rad). This corresponds to one half the average 
radius of the central bright spot in the images, which is approximately 
2 pm. For a target subtending an angle greater than 5*8 sec some of the 
energy will be directed into the adjacent dark rings and so produce a 
marked reduction in the final image contrast in the axicon pattern.
3. The angular position of the target or camera must be stable within 
similar tolerances. A uniform drift equivalent to approximately 9 sec of 
arc in the image displacement may not be serious as all images will be 
similarly affected. Any photoelectric system for measuring the image 
positions on the plate should be able to accommodate such a "blurring" 
without substantially increasing the measurement uncertainty.
Since the image is diffraction limited, the energy contained in the 
central spot will depend on the target-camera distance and, for similar 
field angles, will fall as the inverse square of the distance. In 
addition, from two opposed camera stations a particular target will, of 
course, appear at the front of the object field from one viewpoint and 
at the rear from the other. As a result, it is not possible to correct 
for this differential effect in image intensity by modifying the 
brightness of targets. Similarly, those targets at identical distances
9 sec of arc displacement will preserve a gap between the central spot 
and the first ring in the image.
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Fig 7.1 Image generated by the Centrax  
from a monochromatic source
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from the cameras but at different field angle positions will, because of 
the field curvature of the lens, produce an intensity variation which 
cannot be corrected. In practice, the latitude to a range of exposure 
levels of the recording emulsion can be modified to accommodate, for the 
most part, these intensity variation effects by utilising special 
developers during processing (section 8.3)* Consequently, it is more 
appropriate to use the most convenient option of targets which are 
identical, than induce local compensation for changes in target 
brightness.
Several different forms of target have been investigated.
7.1 Self-luminous targets
There are perhaps two possible types of self luminous target. One which 
is self-emitting, such as an LED (light emitting diode); the other 
emitting via a remote light source, such as the end of an optical fibre.
7.1.1 Light emitting diode targets
At first sight, the LED looks an attractive cooperative target; the 
dimensions of the active area are compatible with a medium-scale object, 
positioned at approximately 5“10 m from the Centrax. Unfortunately, the 
radiance of the surface is not sufficiently high to be recorded on 
high-resolution emulsions without excessive exposure times. Trials have 
indicated that even when an LED is overrun, a satisfactory image is not 
guaranteed unless the exposure time is at least 10 minutes. It is not 
anticipated that LED devices, could be employed even if it were possible 
to increase the brightness by two orders of magnitude. There would also 
be the problem of significant self-heating, which would likely result in 
a perturbation of the optical path. Lastly, the planar aspect of the 
active area would appear foreshortened from some viewpoints, so that the 
effective radiance would be reduced by the cosine of the angle from the 
normal to the emitting surface.
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7.1.2 Laser diode targets
Laser diodes, as an alternative, have adequate brightness, but without 
some diffusing component the high directionality of the beam combined 
with the currently available wavelength range from the far red to infra 
red makes such devices of restricted application.
Both of these types of self-luminous target require the added 
complication of electrical cables.
7.1.3 Fibre Optic Sources
Laser illuminated optical fibres, single or multi-mode, possess the 
relevant features demanded by a target. They are, however, somewhat 
delicate and complicated devices to install, especially where a large 
number are required. Their main advantages include a possibility of a 
very high intensity, governed by the laser power, and with no 
self-heating problem.
Trials with fibre optic sources fitted to engineering structure^ have 
not yet been attempted, but they have been used during some initial 
experiments on image analysis as test targets, when image records were 
made at normal incidence to the fibre end. It would be possible to 
overcome the foreshortening effect, for other viewing angles, by 
terminating the fibre end in a fixed sphere, made by careful melting. 
The sphere could be treated so as to radiate uniformly by lightly 
etching, or grinding the, surface.
It is likely that fibre optic sources will lend themselves as targets, 
but probably as a single or a few grouped targets during the calibration 
of the movement of a 3"COordinate measurement machine or a robot arm.
* The recording emulsion (sec 8.1) is insensitive to light of 
wavelengths greater than 750 nm. There is also a risk of eyesight damage 
from the use of far-red lasers, because the eye is insensitive to such 
wavelengths. Despite the fact that the laser could be hazardous, the low 
visible output could result in the dangerous assumption that the device 
is safe.
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7.2 Reflective targets
Reflective targets are attractive, mainly because they are passive 
devices, requiring no external connections. They can also be made 
sufficiently small to be unobtrusive when attached to a structure.
7.2.1 Polished sphere
The most suitable target form, for objects ranging from 0.1 m3 to 
several m3 in volume appears to be the polished metal sphere. Steel 
balls are both inexpensive, dimensionally uniform and accurately 
spherical. They are available in many sizes and in different materials, 
including corrosion resistant stainless steels with a highly polished 
surface finish (ref 26). When illuminated by a remote light source the 
reflected image behaves as a secondary demagnified source and if the 
reflection factor is close to unity, the image has similar wavelength 
characteristics to the source. Its shape and position, however, will be 
affected by the separation of the light source from the viewpoint as a 
result of spherical aberration (Figure 1 , 2 ) .
Ideally, the source should be located along the sphere-camera axis, then 
the reflected image is distortion-free and aligned with centre of the 
sphere.
A problem occurs with the brightness variation between targets. As has 
been discussed in 7» the recorded energy from a self-luminous source is 
proportional to the inverse square of the target distance. Since the 
energy reflected from this sphere is also proportional to the inverse 
square of the source-sphere distance, then for such targets the recorded 
energy falls as the inverse fourth power of distance.
In most practical investigations the design of the recording set-up will 
be arranged so that the distances of the furthest target from the camera 
viewpoint would be minimised. An approximation for this configuration is 
an object whose targets are distributed over a spherical volume. In 
order to fill the camera’s field such a volume would have to be 
photographed from a distance
L = r cosec 0
where 0 is the angular radius of the field! (Figure 1 . 2 ( a ) ) .
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If the source and camera are at similar distances from the object, 
targets on the far side will generate images which are weaker than those 
for the near side by a factor
F = [(L + r) / (L - r)]*
This exposure non-uniformity, taking into account the off-axis effect, 
becomes:
F = [(1 + sin 0)/(l - sin 0)]4
From this, the variation in exposure for field angles ranging between 0° 
and 20° is estimated to be 17:1. As a result, the recorded images 
exhibit wide variations in density unless precautions are taken during 
the processing of the plates(8.3).
The determination of the optimum diameter of a spherically reflective 
target depends on two parameters: the effective diameter of the light
source and the camera-target distance. Assuming that the source is 
positioned in the vicinity of the camera, the relationship between the 
recorded image diameter dc and the source diameter ds, is given by:
dc = PDds/4Lc2
where P is the principal distance of the camera, D the sphere diameter 
and Lc the distance between the target which is closest to the camera 
and source. For the optimum image size recorded by a Centrax camera this 
expression reduces to the approximation:
D = Lc2/10ds (mm)
where Lc and ds are expressed in metres.
So as to make the most efficient use of the available illumination there 
is some advantage to be gained in coating the surface with a more 
reflective material than the parent steel, which exhibits a reflection 
factor of between 5 & %  for carbon steel and approximately 6 3 %  at a 
wavelength of 600nm for stainless steels. By evaporating a layer of 3 3 %  
reflective aluminium on the visible half of the sphere, exposure times 
can be usefully reduced by approximately 30% .
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7.2.2 Reflective image displacement (ball correction)
Unless the illuminating source is positioned on the line joining the 
centre of the Centrax lens with the centre of the ball target, the 
reflected image will not appear to coincide with the centre of the ball. 
Axial alignment could be achieved, by means of a beam-splitter placed in 
front of the lens, but such a system is impractical due to the 
astigmatism introduced as well as the considerable light loss by double 
reflection.
The image offset produced by a non-axial light source is shown in 
Figure 7*3* When it is positioned alongside the camera, the source is 
effectively at infinity and its reflected image lies on a sphere of 
radius approximately D/4 from the centre of the ball. If P is the 
principal distance of the camera, aligned at 0 to the ball centre, then 
the offset of the image from the centre is given by the approximation:
A r  = HDp/4L2 c o s  0
In the data analysis an iterative approach determines a correction 
during a computation of the approximate target coordinates, assuming 
that the reflected image coincides with the centre of the ball.
7.2.3 Avoiding the reflection correction with ball targets
Unless the position of the illuminating source is known to an accuracy 
of a few millimetres, with respect to the camera, the correction for the 
offset reflected source, appearing inside the reflective ball needs to 
be determined iteratively. For twin or quadruple sources then the offset 
can be limited to a determination of a correction along one axis only or 
even eliminated altogether.
With two sources positioned either side of centre of the lens, in line 
with each other and normal to the the principal ray, the effective 
position of the target centre lies along a line joining the two images. 
An additional two sources, approximately perpendicular to the first two, 
will generate a second line joining the twin images and, again, the 
target centre lies along this line also. It is therefore clear that at
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Fig 7.3 Reflected image displacement in a sphere
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the point where the lines joining opposite pairs of images intersect 
corresponds to the position where the centre of the target sphere lies 
would be imaged.
In practice, the quadruple source system includes the disadvantage of 
multiplying the already time-consuming process of image measurement by a 
factor of but the twin-source does offer a reasonable option that has 
been employed in the study of the prototype carbon fibre composite 
structure (section 15.1).
There is an additional valuable feature to the twin-source system. For a 
given sphere size, the separation of the two recorded axicon images is 
directly related to the distance of the sphere from the camera. In this 
way the ambiguity that is invariably present in computing the position 
of the cameras from the space intersection-resection programme would be 
automatically avoided.
In the implementation of twin-sources, rather than fitting two hot 
projectors either side of the lens centre, a split-fibre optic light 
guide has been used (Figure 7*4). The divided ends were mounted 
approximately 100 mm apart inside metal blocks, attached either side of 
the Centrax, with the ends protruding and in line with the lens centre. 
The other end of the guide terminates into a single entrance pupil into 
which the light from a 100 watt QI projector is launched. As the exit 
apertures are only 5 mm diameter and the optical transmission of the 
unit is of the order of 20%  compared with the simple projector system, 
this particular twin fibre optic guide is not altogether a satisfactory 
arrangement in view of the associated long exposure times. Nevertheless 
the advantages offered by this device are considered sufficiently 
worthwhile to warrant further development.
7.2.4 Sphere centre: surmountable reflector
A proposal to determine the position of the centres of the reflective 
targets, without prior knowledge of the source position, has been 
suggested by J M Burch. A detachable reflector assembly is supported on 
three separate targets during a test exposure. With the assembly 
removed, a second exposure is made. When the plate is processed, the 
coordinates of the pair of images for each target can be used together 
to derive the coordinates of the illumination source and hence, the 
coordinates of the remaining targets on the structure. A sketch of the
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additional reflector assembly is shown in Figure 7*5. and is 
self-explanatory. Having assembled the surmountable reflector it is 
necessary to align the spheres concentrically using an interferometer, 
only then can the test be conducted with confidence. The technique is 
valid if two criteria are satisfied.
1. The additional part-sphere should be mounted concentrically with 
the primary target sphere.
2. The absolute radii of the two spheres are known.
In use, three targets are chosen near the periphery of the field. With 
an aperture in front of the illumination source, to restrict its 
diameter by a factor equivalent to the size ratio of the object sphere 
to the larger sphere, an exposure is made with the reflector in place. 
Then, without displacing the camera in any way, a second exposure is 
made, with the reflector and source aperture removed. For example, if 
the object spheres each have a diameter of 20 mm and the additional 
part-reflector, a diameter of 'JO mm then the source size ratio should be
3-5:1.
No exhaustive analysis has been carried out for this technique because, 
in practice, the position of the source can be found to sufficient 
accuracy by direct measurement relative to a fixed reference frame. In 
addition, the source method offers a similar advantage with less 
complexity. There is, however, a secondary feature of the method that 
would find application for distant targets.
As has been discussed in 7*2.1 and in 8.3♦ an object whose form occupies 
a three-dimensional volume having a pronounced depth in a direction away 
from the camera does present problems with the amount of available 
reflected light from the furthermost targets. By attaching the larger 
surmountable spheres on to these, the recorded illumination will be 
increased by the square of the ratio of sphere diameters and there would 
be some compensation for the long exposure times.
The method could not be implemented easily with a many sphered
structure, but might be used to advantage in the calibration of a robot
arm, for example, where a single sphere mounted on the arm could be
treated this way during part of its operating range.
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The device shown in Figure 7*5 consists of a part of a large radius 
sphere, mounted on one side of an open frame. Three adjustable screws 
and one compressible pad permit the frame to be supported concentrically 
on a selected object target. In use, the part sphere is orientated 
! towards the Centrax so that a reflected image of the illuminating source 
can be recorded.
Fig 7.5 Detachable reflector assembly for small targets
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7.3 Retro-reflective targets
Retro-reflective targets use the refractive properties of glass to 
produce highly directional reflected illumination. They are smaller than 
reflective spheres and less obtrusive.
7.3.1 Scotchlite
Scotchlite reflective material was designed for road signs and 
television applications, but it is frequently employed at NPL as target 
material in conventional photogrammetry and white-light moire 
photography (ref 17).
It comprises a layer of closely packed, high refractive index spheres or 
beads between 5 and 20 pm in diameter, which are half-silvered on the 
rear hemispherical surface. These are glued to a self-adhesive sheet 
with the transparent surface uppermost. When illuminated from a 
direction close to the viewing, point light is focused by the front
surface on to the rear surface, where it is reflected and re-directed
towards the source (Figure 7*6).
A "high-intensity" version of this material is available bearing a
protective transparent layer on top of the spheres. For this type the 
incident surface is no longer spherical, but planar and so the 
refractive index of the spheres needs to be a value of x 2 higher than 
the index of the layer for efficient retro-reflection. Such a high value 
has been found with titanium dioxide (n = 3*1) and the high efficiency 
appears to have been achieved by close-packing of uniformly sized 
spheres.
The photogrammetry section at NPL use retro-reflective sheet material as 
targets in the form of small patches, approximately 10 mm across, 
bearing opaque concentric rings. With a conventional camera it is 
arranged that the rings are resolved on the photographic plate, so as to 
provide an accurate positional measurement. Unless the engineering 
structure is very large, however, the typical sub-millimetre size for a 
cooperative Centrax target rules out the use of Scotchlite. Firstly, 
because the few number of glass beads on a single target presents an 
ill-defined optical centre and secondly, because of the problems 
associated with the difficulty of handling and mounting it accurately on 
the structure.
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Fig 7.7 Glass beads used for road m ark ing in France
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Moreover, because in oblique incidence the spheres are not 
retro-reflective over their complete front surface and approximately 25# 
of the material surface is absorptive, this type of target is not as 
efficient as the surface-reflective metal spheres and is expected to 
find application only on very large structures.
7.3*2 Single beads: the retro-sphere
High-index glass beads, where n approaches a value of 2, are potentially 
suitable reflective targets for the Centrax. In the UK these are not 
commercially available off-the-shelf items. In France, however, glass 
beads are so common that they are literally thrown away. During the 
application of road marking, in the form of white lines, the French have 
adopted a technique of first depositing a relatively slow drying, thick 
white paint on the road surface and then following this with a 
scattering of glass beads. These act as retro-reflective spheres which 
appear bright in the headlights of a car.
Whilst travelling through France, after some considerable explanation as 
to the reason for my request, I was able to persuade a baffled French 
road-worker to donate, "pour la science", a sample from his bucket full 
of glass beads.
Unfortunately, these proved to be mostly irregular in shape, 
(Figure 7»7). ranging in size from 0.2 to 1 mm and although possessing a 
relatively high index, were not sufficiently spherical to be of use.
With an index of 1.93. Double Extra Dense Flint glass (DEDF) does offer 
a suitable material for making small spheres by melting the ends of 
glass fibres. Moreover, the high content of lead oxide causes DEDF glass 
to exhibit a softening temperature in the region of 450 °C; a 
temperature that could be conveniently achieved with a small resistance 
furnace, made from a nichrome wire coil inserted into a cylindrical 
hollow cut in a silica firebrick.
Beads for test purposes were made by the author from small pieces of 
glass that were first softened in a bunsen burner flame then drawn into 
fibres, approximately 0.2 mm thick. A length of thin DEDF fibre, held 
over the resistance furnace, melted at its end into a small bead whose 
size could be controlled by the length of time it was held in the molten 
condition. When cooled, these beads were examined under a metallurgical
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microscope for the presence of defects and also for an assessment of 
their sphericity.
A few of the clearest beads were half-coated with a thin film of 
aluminium and optically assessed, using a remote light source and a 
viewing telescope.
Although beads made this way appeared to be accurately spherical, the 
interior of each was degraded by refractive index variations, in the 
form of striae, and tiny air bubbles. Unfortunately, again the quality 
proved inadequate for satisfactory target performance.
It is likely that "optical working" from the bulk glass would produce 
satisfactory optical quality, but they would be expensive to fabricate.
7.3*3 Twin glass sphere: retro-capped sphere
A practical alternative to the single sphere is the capped sphere. Its 
construction is shown in Figure 7*8 and can be made from any transparent 
homogeneous material. Light incident on the smaller hemisphere is 
focused on to the rear aluminised surface of the larger hemisphere and 
then retro-reflected. For a common refractive index, the relationship 
between the two radii is given by:
r2 = rx / (n-1) *
Experiments were conducted with readily available spheres of synthetic 
ruby. Spheres of diameters 3 mm and 4 mm were roughened down to 
approximate hemispherical form by cementing 6 of each to two glass 
plates and then hand grinding on a float glass sheet using different 
grades of alumina powder. A polish to the ground surface was achieved 
with diamond paste on a lead faced lap. The hemispheres produced were 
not accurate, showing dome-to-flat thickness variations of up to 10 pm 
between them and distortions of the order of 3 P® to the flat faces.
As ruby is crystalline it exhibits different properties, both optical 
and mechanical, in different directions. The directional hardness 
variations are thought to be responsible for the problem in achieving a 
uniform size and quality of figure. Nevertheless, the ruby hemispheres 
were of adequate quality for tests.
* see ref 48
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Assembly of the elements of the capped sphere was carried out by the 
author using a thermal setting optical cement. This involved supporting 
a few of the larger hemispheres on under-sized holes, drilled in an 
aluminium plate. Small flakes of the solid cement were placed on top of 
the flat surface of the hemispheres and the plate was warmed above the 
cement melting temperature. The smaller elements were then placed on top 
of the fluid cement and pressed into position. Alignment was carried out 
by eye as well as using a light source in conjunction with a 
semi-transparent beam splitter to view the device in the 
retro-reflective mode.
Two of the assembled capped ruby spheres were aluminised on the rear 
surface to enhance the reflection coefficient and the completed set were 
mounted by their edges on a panel. Their efficiency as point light 
sources was assessed in a mode similar to that expected to be used in 
practice with the Centrax, by setting up the panel against a wall and 
illuminating it with an instrument spot-light, via a beam splitter. A 
high-power telescope was used to view the spatial distribution of light 
reflected within the capped spheres.
Ideally, the reflected light should emanate from the complete aperture 
of the device. Reflection of the incident light at high incidence angles 
on the front surface reduces the effective aperture to approximately 75# 
of the diameter, as mentioned for the case of single retro-spheres, but 
a second feature was identified. Spherical aberration cannot be 
neglected and creates a serious problem with such highly convex 
components. The aberration results in a separation of the reflected 
field as seen inside the reflector. Instead of the anticipated uniformly 
bright, reflected disc of light, what appeared varied from a small 
central disc, at approximately 10%  of the aperture, to a narrow ring at 
50%  radius, containing a reflected spot at its centre.
Such distributions are inefficient as targets and, since the Centrax 
already presents difficulties with exposure times, luminous intensity is 
of prime importance.
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Photographic trials with the capped-spheres and the Centrax were 
unsatisfactory. Despite exposure times an order of magnitude longer than 
those required for optimum sized surface reflective spheres (sec 7 *2) no 
images were recorded. Of all the targets considered and tested, the 
reflective sphere is probably the most practical and convenient, 
although some care is required to avoid the effects of a range-dependent 
luminous efficiency.
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8 PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING MATERIAL
There are currently several types of fine-grain photographic emulsion 
that are coated on either triacetate or polyester substrate material and 
which are available from 2 photographic material suppliers; Kodak and 
Agfa. These materials are mainly recommended for microfiche and 
holographic purposes, where the long-term dimensional stability of the 
processed film is of little consequence. Photogrammetric cameras of 
medium accuracy, such as the Hasselblad, also employ film material 
mainly for the convenience of being able to record a large sequence of 
images or dynamic events, or where conditions of remote control 
recording are required. Brown (ref 27,28) overcomes most of the problems 
of film instability by means of a reseau-registration glass which is 
engraved with fine circles.
The coordinate positions of the reseau marks have been measured and 
offer a precise array of calibration points superimposed on the recorded 
image. These points are included in the measurement of target image 
positions on the processed film and provide a means of accounting for 
the overall dimensional changes at discreet points, although not over 
the total field. Brown does admit, however, to the use of glass 
photographic plates when the highest accuracy is demanded.
8.1 Recording properties of emulsions
For general photography, fine and medium-grain emulsions are available 
which exhibit a sensitivity rating between 50 and 125 ASA. The resolving 
power of these is related to the grain size and, for an approximate 
figure of merit, is inversely related to the speed rating. There is, 
however a recent exception to this approximation. Kodak Technical Pan 
can be exposed at a rating of 200 ASA and still exhibit a similar 
resolving power to a 50 ASA film.
As the axicon image structure is very detailed an extremely fine-grained 
emulsion is required. Five are currently available: Agfa Gaevart 10E75. 
8E75, IOE56 and 8E56, and Kodak S0253* All were intended for recording 
holograms, the first two and the last are spectrally sensitive at red 
wavelengths. Agfa IOE56 and 8E56 are sensitive to blue-green 
wavelengths.
With all these a penalty is paid in terms of emulsion speed.
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A comparison between the emulsions lead to a rejection of Kodak S0253* 
Although the rating of this material is a generous 25 ASA, the grain 
size was only sufficient to recognise a ring structure in the processed 
image, without a clear distinction between the rings.
All the Agfa emulsions provided good optical discrimination inside the 
ring structure, IOE56 and 8E56 were rejected as being marginally slower 
than their counterparts 10E75 and 8E75 and these two were adopted as 
recording emulsion recommended for use in conjunction with the Centrax.
In terms of emulsion speed, 10E75 shows a typical rating of 1 or 2 ASA, 
depending on the development process. 8E75 is almost an order of 
magnitude slower, but with this, the grain is not discernible under the 
microscope and so offers the highest fidelity of image quality.
8.2 Dimensional instability of recording material
Apart from mechanical stretching of the emulsion the only effects that 
may introduce instability of the recording material are associated with 
environmental influences. Tests have shown that both triacetate and 
polyester substrates exhibit changes in dimensions through two 
environmental parameters (ref 29).
8.2.1 Thermal effects
Changes in temperature of the glass substrate will affect the linear 
dimensions through thermal expansion. In photogrammetry, the thermal 
effect would be relevant during the recording and measurement process, 
where a temperature change occurs during the photography of sequential 
movements of a target, for example, a robot arm movement, or during the 
prolonged measurement of plate image coordinates. A change in the linear 
dimensions during multi-station recording of a static object, using one 
or several cameras, will only introduce a simple scaling factor in the 
image coordinates which may be eliminated in the computation by allowing 
a freedom in the parameter of the camera’s principal distance.
In the worst cases, a change in distance of 0.1 pm between two images 
across the full width of a 50 mm wide, float-glass plate would be caused 
by a variation in temperature of 0.5°C and it is unlikely that such a 
change would occur in a well-controlled study.
8.2.2 Humidity effects
The dimensions of photographic film are dependent on the relative 
humidity of the environments surrounding the film. This effect has 
serious implications for some techniques that, for reasons of 
convenience, employ film as the recording material.
With emulsion supported on glass, there is no significant in-plane 
displacements of the emulsion with changing humidity. What does occur, 
however, is an out-of-plane displacement (sec.9.3.4). This results from 
the differential humidity-related expansion of the emulsion with respect 
to the glass - a process analogous to the bi-metallic strip effect.
In a separate project, a quantitative evaluation of the effect of 
humidity on plates used for conventional photogrammetry, has revealed 
that the effect depends upon the emulsion and glass base thickness. 
Unfortunately, this study also revealed that the bowing produced by
shrinkage in the emulsion exhibits a pronounced hysteresis (ref 30,31)* 
So, if the humidity condition of the environment before recording are 
not known then a proper correction for the profile of the plate cannot 
be interpolated. An abridged version of the results has been published 
and can be referred to in the appendix.
Methods for overcoming the effects of humidity include cementing two 
similar plates back-to-back and using thick, rigid plates to support the 
emulsion. In the first, trials with cementing 1.5 mm thick plates using 
epoxy resin have verified that the equal and opposite bowing effect 
displayed by each plate is, in fact, cancelled in the sandwiched pair 
and the profile is preserved. However, since the plates have to be
prepared in a dark room and as the second method for alleviating
humidity effects has proved successful, the method of cementing has been 
abandoned.
Providing the plates are thick and the aspect ratio of thickness to
length is low then the stiffness of the supporting glass will constrain 
a humidity related bowing. The study revealed that for a constant
thickness of emulsion then the induced out-of-plane displacement is
proportional to the inverse square of the plate thickness.
An estimation for the bowing in Centrax plates which are 5 mm thick,
indicates that for a gross change in humidity { 1 0 % )  it would be
unnecessary to make corrections to the profile of the plate, even if it
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is measured after development. The development process itself appears 
not to influence the initial profile.
At the time of writing, both 10E75 and 8E56 emulsions were available on 
5 mm glass to special order only.
8 .3  Photographic processing of plates
The processing of silver halide photographic recording material, in the 
form of either negative film, plates or printing paper is well known and 
variations in the method are not greatly modified by the use of unusual 
material.
8 .3.I High contrast, maximum speed developer
For the fine-grain holographic emulsions Agfa 10E75 or 8E75 it is 
advantageous, in terms of a gain in the effective sensitivity rating or 
speed, to use high contrast developers, such as Kodak D19. This 
developer was primarily intended for processing x-ray films, where 
maximum sensitivity is demanded in order to ensure that patients are 
given a minimum exposure. In this area, the definition of the image is 
more influenced by the design of the source of x-rays than the grain 
size of the recording emulsion and the property of grain "clumping”, 
included with the sensitivity enhancing feature of D19, is of little 
consequence.
The high-contrast feature of D19 developer, also has valuable 
implications in medical applications of x-ray recording where contrast 
enhancement of subtle density variations in soft-tissue is desirable.
In recording Centrax images an increase in the emulsion sensitivity by 
development in high contrast developer would be very useful because of 
the effectively small aperture of the lens (sec k . 1 . 2 )  and the 
correspondingly long exposure times, but it is also important to ensure 
that the ring structure of the images is recorded with high fidelity. In 
conventional photogrammetry it has been discussed in sec 3*2 that there 
is a considerable improvement in accuracy of image coordinate 
measurement if the recording material is fine grained, simply through 
the greater precision with which images can be centred under the 
microscope. This preservation of the fine grain structure in plates used 
to record Centrax images is difficult to assess, but expected to be
* see sec 11.2
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significantly worthwhile.
The feature of high contrast can be useful in enhancing the definition 
of the edges of the ring structure contained in the image. Such an 
effect may be more relevant in the measurement of image coordinates by 
visual setting but, with photoelectric sensing, a change in contrast may 
be introduced electronically.
Initial trials with the Centrax camera and test targets indicated that 
the developer D19 offered an advantage over other commercially available 
developers, such as Ilford Microphen, Kodak D76, Dektol and DUO, mainly 
because of the effective gain in the emulsion speed by an approximate 
factor of 2 compared with the others.
In practice, with reflective targets on a 3“dimensional structure, the 
rapid fall-off of energy received by the camera as the target distance 
is increased (see 1 . 2 )  creates a serious problem when contrast and speed 
enhancing developers are employed. When a typical photographic record 
was processed, those targets whose positions were close to the camera 
showed an excessively dense ring structure, with little or partly
obscured transparency in the all important first clear ring.
Correspondingly, the images of targets furthest away contained so little 
energy that often only the central core of the axicon image was
recorded, without any pronounced ring structure.
8.3.2 Local exhaustion of developing agent
Methods for ameliorating the extreme density range have been
investigated. The obvious selection of a low-contrast developer 
immediately overcame the problem, but with a considerable sacrifice in
exposure times by a factor in the region of 2 or 3*
A method was explored where the development process is deliberately 
exhausted locally at the image. In theory, if the emulsion is kept
motionless throughout the development process, where the image is 
evolving the developer becomes exhausted and ceases to function. As a
result, development of those targets that are over exposed is halted
whilst the processing of distant, under exposed targets continues. This 
non-linear treatment effectively compresses the excessively wide density 
range in the image without sacrificing sensitivity.
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In practice, the situation is more complex. Exhaustion occurs mainly 
where there are large areas of exposed emulsion. There is sufficient 
mobility or diffusion in the developer solution to replenish the areas 
containing minute Centrax images and there is, in fact, no perceptible 
compression of densities. Attempts at trapping a thin layer of 
developer, between the emulsion and the base of developer dish, so as to 
prevent motion, were ineffective.
Consideration was given to preventing any movement or flow of developer 
by devising a gel solution. A weak gelatine solution in water was mixed 
with the warmed D19 developer and the mixture was poured in shallow 
dishes and allowed to set. The consistency of the gel was similar to 
non-drip emulsion paint and could be disturbed easily. The exposed 
plates were laid emulsion down and left undisturbed. Experiments showed 
that development period, compared with solution, had to be extended by 
the same time but nevertheless, there was evidence that the exhaustion 
effect did occur. The technique, however, is so inconvenient and the 
improvements so marginal that it is not considered worthwhile.
8.3.3 Low contrast developer
Low contrast developers, such as Kodak D-I65 (ref 32) offer the best 
compromise between speed and contrast and preserve the inherent fine 
grain structure in the image. Development times are of the order of 
10 minutes at 20 °C.
Following development, the plates are rinsed then fixed for 30 seconds 
in any proprietary solution, such as Kodak Rapid Fixer.
The plates are then washed for 5 minutes in running water then dried. If 
the emulsion is subjected to a non-uniform drying process, such as may 
be caused by surface droplets of water, then it will suffer the effects 
of non-uniform shrinkage and transverse displacement of the image 
structure may occur locally. Such an effect has been detected in 
photographic film and to avoid the possibility of it occurring on 
photographic plates the surface water is first carefully removed by 
wiping the surface gently with tissues.
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J M Burch has also suggested an opto-mechanical method for overcoming 
situations where a single ball target is recorded over an extreme range 
of distances, such that the images it produces show too wide a variation 
in density to be compensated by processing. This system is described in 
section 7*2.4.
8.3.4 Fixing, washing and drying photographic plates
Conventional methods of fixing the emulsion in order to remove unexposed 
silver halide and stabilize the developed image may be applied in the 
case of the Centrax plates. However, it is thought to be advantageous, 
because the aggressive nature of strong fixing solutions may cause 
reticulation of the emulsion, to dilute the stock solution with an equal 
quantity of water.
A final wash in clean, running tap water for 5 minutes eliminates any 
remaining fixative, so ensuring a permanent image, but care is then 
necessary in removing the surface water. In the processing of 
holographic films in moire photography it had been noticed by the author 
that if the emulsion surface was not cleared of water droplets then 
preferential drying occurs together with a corresponding differential 
slight shrinkage of the emulsion. If, however, the emulsion was wiped 
with a few paper tissues then the emulsion dried uniformly.
As a similar effect may occur with plates, a method for removing surface 
water, but without any physical contact, is recommended. The plate is 
held obliquely under a slow-running stream of water from a tap. Then by 
slowly withdrawing the plate in an upward and oblique direction the
surplus water is drawn off until the stream is wetting only the corner
of the plate outside the image field. The plate is then removed from the
stream and any remaining water can be wiped away with a tissue.
8.4 Latent image regression - loss of exposed image
A feature discovered by the author and reported in detail in 
reference 29, is pertinent to the exposure and development of very fine 
grain emulsions. Unless the photographic plate is developed immediately 
after exposure the latent image will show a significant loss in 
potential density.
Typically there will be a loss equivalent to a factor of x 3 in exposure
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for a delay of 3 hours, or more between exposure and processing. Such a 
loss is preferably avoided for multi-targeted structures but has to be 
taken into account where the exposure of a target is recorded 
sequentially, for example during the calibration of a 3 coordinate 
measuring machine. In such cases, a deliberate delay of the order of the 
complete exposure duration is introduced before the plate is processed 
to minimise latent image regression.
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9 ASSESSMENT OF THE IMAGING PERFORMANCE
An assessment of Centrax images not only includes an inspection of their 
microscopic structure, but also methods for detecting residual 
distortion of the image positions.
9.1 Photomicrographs of Centrax images
The structure of the axicon image is dependent on the properties of the 
light emitted or reflected by the cooperative target. For coherent 
light, the interference between different parts of the wavefront 
generate an extensive ring pattern in the image (Figure 9.1(a)).
If the emulsion is developed to achieve a typical contrast of one, the 
optical density of the rings will fall gradually with increasing radius 
r as anticipated by equation:
Dr = D0 + log10Jo2 (27rrsin0/X)
although the modulation effect, described in 14.12 can be seen. There is 
also excellent uniformity of the density of the central spot and first 
ring, a feature which would allow for precision coordinate measurement.
For polychromatic, or white light the interference between positions of
the wavefront, other than within the half-period zone, does not result
in any resolved image structure. The central spot and first few rings
are sharply resolved, but away from the centre, the outer rings are
indistinct (Figure 9.1(b)).
Apart from aspects of hazard and convenience, there is a third reason 
for employing white-light illumination that can be attributed to the 
limited size of the corresponding resolved axicon ring pattern. As the 
white-light image structure is confined to the central rings, the 
outside rings of an adjacent image are so blurred that any spurious 
overlap of the two will not involve a loss of definition in the cores of 
the images. With coherent illumination such an overlap between two 
pattern structures will inevitably introduce errors in setting because 
of asymmetric density variations. This effect can be identified in the 
somewhat overexposed image of 9.1(d).
Fig 9.1(c) shows an over-exposed complete axicon image, approximately 
2 mm wide. In practice, the outer ring would be inconspicuous.
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(C) (d)
Fig 9,1 Axicon ring patterns produced by the Centrax
(a) H e /N e  laser source x 1200
(b) W hite-light source x 1200
(c) whole axicon im age x 35
(d) Im age overlap - laser source ( x 600 )
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9.2 Determination of lens distortion
Inherently, the spherically concentric design of the Centrax lens is 
such that, in principle, it is free from distortion. This aberration may 
be introduced, however, if the fabrication and assembly of its 
components are imperfect.
Errors in the sphericity of the surfaces of each component are
relatively easy to assess by means of an interferometer of the
*
Twyman-Green type. More complicated are the measurements of the 
positions of the centres of curvature of the outside elements relative 
to the equatorial planes, but these are necessary only for the 
calculation of the thickness for the separating shim. A detailed 
analysis of the residual error after construction on the lens 
performance, in terms of distortion, has been-made (see sec. 14.6). A 
check is therefore necessary, preferably by direct measurement of the 
distortion.
9.3 One-dimensional star-field test
A convenient method for deriving an estimate of the distortion of a lens 
system involves taking multiple photographs of a collimated light source 
with the camera rotated through known angles. In this star-field test 
the lens is used at an infinite conjugate, but because the lens is 
designed to be monocentric and in practice has been built very close ~ t o .  
being monocentric, the test provides in addition to the far-field 
characterisation, an estimate for the distortion which is also valid at 
close-range. Figure 9*2 shows Dr J M Burch inspecting the test 
apparatus.
9.3*1 Moore 1440 rotary table
At the centre of the figure the Centrax camera is mounted on a precision 
rotary stage, in this instance, a Moore 1440 serrated angle table. This 
could provide 0.25° intervals of rotation for the Centrax camera mounted 
above the axis. Calibration within the Dimensional Metrology Section had 
verified that the angular accuracy of the table was known to be better 
than 0.1 sec of arc; a value which exceeds the designed accuracy of the 
Centrax by a factor of 2.
* ref 44, pages 302-305
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The table consists of two circular platforms, each bearing a peripheral 
ring of 14^0 serrated teeth. When mounted horizontally a small hydraulic 
lift is used to raise the upper half of the table, together with the 
test object it supports, which is then rotated and lowered on to the 
adj acent serrations.
So as to compensate for the unbalanced mass of the camera body and plate 
holder, a brass block was added to the rotary table, in front of the 
camera.
9.3.2 Collimator
Separate from the table, but stably mounted alongside it, was positioned 
a 1 mW HeNe laser. By adjustment, the unexpanded beam from the laser was 
directed at the axis of the table and at the same height as the centre 
of the Centrax. Errors in alignment of either the lens centre above the 
axis of rotation, or the direction of the laser beam, could be 
accommodated by successive adjustment of each whilst monitoring the 
position of the beam reflected from the first surface. The axial 
alignment of the lens and laser was correct when the reflected patch of 
light fell concentrically around the exit aperture of the laser and 
remained stationary when rotating the table through large angles. It 
should be mentioned that these alignments need not be made excessively 
precise as the test is conducted with collimated light.
In order to fill the aperture of the lens, so that the annulus of 
constant phase would be illuminated, the beam was expanded at the laser 
by means of a commercial spatial filter and telescope objective 
arrangement (Figure 9.3)* An adjustment of the lens focus produced a 
collimated beam which could be checked by viewing the light reflected 
obliquely from a plane parallel-faced glass block, approximately 2 cm 
thick. Interference of the sheared wavefronts from the front and rear 
surfaces of the block will generate on a screen a pattern of vertical 
straight fringes when the incident illumination is uncollimated. If the 
light is collimated, both front and rear reflected wavefronts are planar 
and no fringes are produced. In practice, it is usual to employ a glass 
block having faces which depart from plane-parallelism by a few 
horizontal fringes of wedge across the field, then the sensitivity to 
collimation error is enhanced. Fractions of a fringe of error which 
would not have been revealed by the parallel block are now conspicuous 
as changes in slope of the wedge fringes from their proper direction.
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So as to project the illumination through the camera approximately 
normal to the focal plane, a plane glass plate was mounted on the camera 
and its orientation with respect to the laser was reversed. The 
approximate position could then be found where the incident light was 
reflected coaxially. A 180° reversal of the camera then corresponded to 
the desired alignment.
A synchro-compur shutter, mounted separately between the laser and 
camera was used to control the exposure time.
9.3.3 Recording and measurements
Using 6 mm thick Agfa 8E75 photographic plates, 21 exposures were made 
of the collimated source with the table rotated through 2° intervals.
After processing, the position of these images along one direction were 
measured by setting visually on a measuring microscope equipped with an 
interferometer having a resolution of X/8 (79 nm). By mounting the
interferometer reflector directly on to the microscope objective the 
Abbe criterion for error-free position measurement had been satisfied, ('see ref 46)
9.3.^ Corrections for departures from a flat plate.
Unless the photographic plate is flat, a correction is required for the 
measured x,y coordinates. This applies to all photogrammetrie cameras 
and results from a radial displacement of the image from its theoretical 
position, for all rays other than the principal ray (Figure 9*4)
A departure from the focal plane, 6r gives rise to a transverse 
displacement 6r, 6y of the image at x, y. The displacement is related 
by:
6x = x6r/r; 6y = ydr/r
The values for 6r are required locally for the recorded images and, for 
the relatively flat Centrax plate, are best derived from a flatness 
interferogram displayed by a Fizeau-type interferometer. In practice, 
photographs produced from the system have been enlarged and manually 
interpreted, on a point-to-point basis, to determine the error in image 
positions.
* ref 44, pages 289, 290
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If N is the fringe value at a point on the interferogram then 
6r = NX/2
where X is the illumination wavelength (0.633 U“)•
For a principal distance of 1 1  mm the flatness correction can be derived 
from:
6r/ = 4.46 x 10“6N
' r
It should be noted that the correction is small (approximately 0.1 ym 
per fringe at the edges of the field) and should be applied to the 
measured coordinate data, before running the bundle solution (sec 10.6).
9-3*5 Correction for plate-flatness and results
Errors due to the departure from a flat plate were included in the 
analysis and amounted to a correction of ± 130 nm. Final measured and 
corrected image positions were compared with theoretical values of the 
form:
xn = Z0 tan (2n°)
where the Z0, the plate distance, is approximately 1 1  mm. The residual 
error over the plate was 91 nm rms, which would be reduced to 83 nm 
error if an assumed residual distortion correction of Axn nanometres is 
applied, where:
A x n = 9n - 0.15 n3
This has been plotted for various values of n and is shown in 
Figure 9*5*
For the outermost images (n = ± 10) the maximum value of this correction 
was 60 nm, which would imply a systematic angular sensing uncertainty of 
only 0.15 arc seconds, or a transverse positional accuracy slightly 
better than 1:106.
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Such an estimate was on target for the designed accuracy for the system 
and justified further effort into an assessment of the performance of 
the Centrax with three-dimensional artefacts.
9.4 Radial distortion measured using a precision bearing
This section refers to some preliminary tests with an alternative system 
that was eventually abandoned.
If a spherically symmetric lens is rotated about its centre then an 
image produced by the lens will remain stationary while it is rotated. 
If, however, the lens exhibits distortion then the image position will 
oscillate in step with the rotation. From a measurement of the amplitude 
and phase of the image motion the distortion can be derived.
In addition, errors in alignment of the sphere on the rotational axis 
and in the axis itself will introduce a periodic motion of the image, 
but it is possible to separate these from monocentric error in the lens 
by a calibration experiment.
In Figure 9»6(a), a high-quality sphere, mounted on the axis of a 
precision air bearing can be incrementally translated while monitoring 
the focused image of a single-mode fibre optic source. By means of the 
quadrant photocell a position can be found where the alignment and axial 
errors are compensated. With a silica sphere of 40 mm diameter, showing 
a perfection of figure within X/20 it was estimated that the 
multi-displacement position could theoretically be set to 25 nm at the 
photocell, which corresponds to 0.5 pm at the detector. The sphere is 
then rotated, with respect to the axis, through 90° where the errors are 
no longer compensated, but can be corrected by adjustment of the optical 
plate. For the first alignment, it was found that the sphere could be 
set to 1 pm, and readings were made from the optical plate at ^5° 
intervals. The sum of readings at the 180° position revealed the once 
per revolution sinusoidal error of the rotation axis and the remaining 
90°, 135° positions could yield information about the lens sphericity. 
The second alignment process, with the sphere turned *15°♦ allowed the 
separation of the axis errors from those of the sphere, as the latter 
are detected as unique movements at twice per revolution.
Having ascertained the errors of the air bearing, the first procedure is 
repeated for the system in Figure 9*6(b), containing the Centrax.
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Fibre optic 40mm dia.
source silica sphere
x 10
objective
Optical 
tilt plate
Quadrant
cell
(a) Detection of a ir-bearing  errors
Aerial 2.4mm
Collimated image diaphragm
source
Centrax 
on bearing x20 objectives
x,y detector
(b) Detection of lens distortion
Fig 9.6 Radial distortion measured using 
a precision bearing
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This arrangement is essentially the same as the one used for the sphere 
test, but the aerial image generated by the lens is magnified by 
approximately x200 and passed through the 2.4 mm aperture, where only 
the position of the isolated core of the image is sensed by the 
detector. From the tilt-plate displacements both linear, quadratic and 
cubic terms of the lens errors can be calculated, corresponding to axial 
and transverse axial misalignment and radial distortion respectively.
Difficulty was experienced in the initial alignment of the sphere. 
Unfortunately, the photocell signal proved noisy while the sphere was 
rotated. The effect was identified as coming from minute defects, such 
as dust on the surface as well as fine, random errors in the spindle and 
fluctuations caused by air turbulence.
At this stage, the method was abandoned in favour of the more direct
photographic star-field method.
9.5 Distortion measurement for non-metric cameras
The compactness and reasonable cost of single-lens reflex cameras (SLR) 
make them an attractive option for low-accuracy close-range
photogrammetry. Such equipment, however, is not usually provided with 
information about lens distortion and for one example the author has 
detected a gross departure of the measured position of the principal 
point from the centre of the image format which would lead to an
apparent asymmetric radial distortion.
Although it is possible to employ self-calibration procedures during 
analysis, which can accommodate these features, the characterisation of 
the lens behaviour is invariably incomplete, for example, the recorded 
images may not be distributed adequately across the image format to 
provide a complete whole-field calibration.
An alternative approach, specifically directed towards the application 
of SLR cameras in close-range photogrammetry, is to calibrate the camera 
directly and apply such measured corrections to a more conventional data 
analysis procedure of the image coordinates (ref 33.34).
A new method for measuring distortion has been devised by the author 
that is based on the moire effect. Both radial and tangential 
distortions can be assessed by this technique, without the need for a 
precision goniometric system.
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9.5*1 Moire fringe method for distortion measurement
A large area, constant pitch amplitude grating is imaged by the camera, 
aligned normal to the grating surface. Positioned in the focal plane is 
a fine reference grating having a spatial frequency corresponding 
closely to that of the demagnified object grating (Figure 9*7)* If the 
camera lens is free from distortion and the grating lines are parallel, 
then straight moire fringes will be observed through the back of the 
camera corresponding to the mismatch between the virtual image of the 
object grating and real grating. Any distortion present in the lens 
results in a departure from regularity and parallelism of the imaged 
lines and, if the magnitude of the distortion is high, this effect will 
generate corresponding irregularities in the moire pattern.
A measurement of the fringe number and its position in a direction 
normal to the grating lines leads to an estimation of the radial 
distortion. A departure from straightness, or symmetry of the fringes 
running through the centre of the format, close to the principal point, 
indicates the presence of tangential distortion.
Instead of viewing the moire pattern in real-time the demagnified object 
grating can first be recorded on film, or more preferably on a small 
photographic plate which, after processing, is interrogated with a 
superimposed master grating. Figure 9 . 8  shows such a moire pattern 
derived from trials with a standard Pentax camera lens, the 55 mm. 1/2 
Super Takumar. The object grating consisted of a large 75 lines/inch 
grid, positioned at approximately 0.8 m from the camera and aligned with 
the diagonal of the image format. A corresponding reference grating, 
having a frequency of 1000 lines/inch was positioned in the focal plane. 
Each fringe, therefore, represents a displacement of the object grating 
relative to an adjacent fringe of 25.4 pm.
By assigning the central fringe a value zero and plotting the value of 
each fringe against its position across the field, the distortion 
characteristic can be derived (Figure 9*9).
It can be inferred from the linearity of the central fringe that the 
Takumar displays a negligible tangential distortion. The radial 
distortion, however, is clearly severe, amounting to more than 100 pm in 
an approximately balanced distribution. R A Hunt has supplied the author 
with a program for calculating the least-squares fit polynomial from the 
moire fringe data. Based on the Householder’s routine, the program was
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restricted to including the odd-order coefficients of the function as 
this is characteristic of lens distortion. A good fit was obtained from 
the polynomial:
Ar = -326[r/20 + l.l4(r/20)3 - 0.34(r/20)5 + 0.28(r/20)7]
Where r is the distance from the centre of the format in mm and A is the 
distortion correction in pm.
There is little difference between this polynomial and an expression 
containing the first and third order terms only:
Ar = -345[r/20 + 1.08(r/20)3]
and this would allow a correction for local distortions to within a 
few micrometres.
Without the inclusion of a correction, this lens would be unsuitable for 
photogrammetrie purposes, but by adjustment of the image coordinate data 
through this distortion characteristic an estimated precision of 1 part 
in 7000 would be expected.
Whereas a standard camera lens is intended for general purpose 
photography, the so-called macro lens is designed for close-range work, 
including copying documents and illustrations. Faithful reproduction 
relies on the lens exhibiting a low distortion.
Figure'9*10 shows the moire fringes produced by the Super-Macro-Takumar 
lens when used at a distance of approximately 0.5 m. Applying the 
analysis procedure to this relatively uniform pattern yields the 
distortion characteristic:
Ar = l4l[r/20 + 0.4l8(r/20)3]
In this case, the distribution is accurately modelled by the cubic term 
and the mis-match is responsible for the linear term. It is estimated 
that beacause the level of distortion is approximately 1/5 of the 
standard lens, the macro lens will offer a correspondingly higher 
potential accuracy.
A fundamental image displacement sensitivity of 25 pm is too coarse for 
application on precision metric cameras. It is possible to extrapolate
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fractional fringe information by visual methods, but it is doubtful that 
a resolution better than 1/5 of a fringe (5 pm) can be achieved, because 
of the difficulty of interpreting a fringe distribution which is 
non-linear.
With the application of automatic fringe pattern analysis techniques, 
such as the phase stepping method (ref 35). it would be possible to 
determine a more precise distortion characteristic from a sensitivity 
better than 1/25 of a fringe (1 pm).
Providing the periodicity of object and reference gratings are 
accurately uniform and the surfaces are parallel, this new method, in 
conjunction with phase stepping, could offer a suitable means for 
calibrating precision metric cameras.
31/mm grid
Recording cameraIllumination
800
Transluscent
screen
Takumar lens
401/m m  grating
Fig 9.7 M o ire  system for m easur ing  d is to r t ion
Fig 9,8 Moire  pa ttern  representing  d is to r t ion  
1 f r in g e  represents 25.4 m icrons error
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Fig 9,10 Moire pa ttern  represen t ing  the sm a l l  d is to r t ion  
present in the Macro Takum ar lens
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10 THREE DIMENSIONAL PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF THE CENTRAX
10.1 Test structure
As a preliminary test object, to examine the photographic parameters of 
the Centrax when used on a 3~dimensional object, such as exposure and 
processing time, a relatively simple structure was designed and built. 
It transpired that more time was spent investigating this object than 
had been anticipated. Although it was originally designed to maintain a 
dimensional stability only over a short-term it was found to be 
sufficiently stable over long periods to justify a rigorous 
investigation in assessing the 3“dimensional measurement capability of 
the Centrax.
10.2 "Manhattan" model
Shown in Figure 10.1 the structure consists of 27 steel pillars, each 
38 mm square and of three heights; 20 mm, 150 mm and 280 mm. These were 
bolted firmly to an aluminium casting with M10 studding. At the foot of 
each, three spacers were inserted before finally tightening the pillar 
using an adjustable spanner. On the top, each pillar was sprayed matt 
black and provided with a target consisting of a 4 mm diameter polished 
stainless steel ball, cemented into a depression. These had been checked 
for absolute diameter variations and sphericity perfection.
Rather than take records from several viewpoints with the choice of 
either several cameras, or a single camera that is moved, it was decided 
instead to rotate the structure. This was supported kinematically on a 
heavy-duty rotary table by means of three 25 mm diameter steel spheres 
beneath the casting. After finding a suitable viewpoint, approximately 
45° to the basal plane, the table was rotated through four roughly 90° 
steps, whilst judging whether or not all the targets were visible at 
each step. Any that were obscured were realigned by repositioning the 
pillar.
At this stage, because of a vague similarity to the well-known New York 
skyline, the structure was designated with the name "Manhattan".
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Fig 10.1 "M anha ttan"  test structure
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10.3 Illumination and photographic recording
Postioned approximately 0.8 m away from the mid-point of Manhattan the 
prototype Centrax was mounted on the angled platform of a drilling 
machine stand. 240 mm above the camera, a small projector unit 
consisting of a 100 watt quartz iodine lamp, condenser lens, and iris 
diaphragm, provided the illumination for the ball targets and was 
positioned sufficiently far away to avoid the introduction of convection 
currents (Figure 10.2). Although the final exposure times could have 
been reduced by employing a source with an optimum size of 35 a 
smaller source aperture of 10 mm was chosen for the iris diameter as 
this ensured that the axicon images were generated and recorded with a 
high fidelity and contrast (see sec.7)*
For convenience, all of the four orientations of Manhattan were recorded 
on a single photographic plate. In this way the coordinate positions of 
all 108 images could be determined together in a single measurement run, 
so reducing the effects which degrade positioned accuracy, such as drift 
of the microscope. In addition, instead of four, only one Fizeau plate 
flatness interpretation was necessary and because there was no 
plate-changing period involved at each orientation, there was less 
opportunity for the structure to change during the recording process.
Exposure times at each station position were determined by test 
exposures to be 4 minutes with the finest grain material, 8E75* Great 
care was taken to ensure that neither Manhattan nor Centrax moved. The 
camera was left untouched throughout the photography, exposure being 
controlled by switching the illumination on and off. After having been 
turned between stations the structure was left to settle for 2 minutes 
before making a record.
10.4 Target identification
Once the plate had been processed and examined to verify that all images 
were of adequate density, the Centrax camera was removed from its stand 
and replaced with an SLR camera. A conventional view of Manhattan, at 
its 4 orientations, was needed to resolve some problem in image 
identification caused by the symmetry and close proximity of some of the 
axicon images. Figure 10.3 shows a comparison between a conventional 
view and an over-exposed view by the Centrax.
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Fig 10,2 I l lu m in a t io n  and re co rd in g  a r ra n g e m e n t
114 -
Fig 10.3 Comparison between a conventional view  
and a Centrax view of M anhattan
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As well as static views of Manhattan it was found useful in 
discriminating between adjacent targets to make this particular multiple 
exposure less confusing by applying a small displacement in one of four 
preferred directions, so that a set of images, recorded from one of the 
viewpoints, would be distinguished from the remaining three by dark 
traces of the bright points caused by the displacement in, say, a 
horizontal, vertical, positive or negative slope direction.
10.5 Plate measurement
An initial coarse measurement was made of all images on the motorised 
ZKM microscope fitted with a low-power objective. This produced a data 
file which was used to drive the same machine from point to point, so 
that a more precise coordinate set could be generated. Setting of images 
on a cross graticule was performed manually at a magnification on the TV 
monitor screen of approximately x2000.
10.6 Initial analysis of coordinate values
The uncorrected image coordinates were analysed by means of a bundle 
adjustment program developed by R A Hunt. This program "Grundle" has no 
self-calibration procedure, but includes such adjustments as varying the 
principal distance and the position of the principal point. These are 
necessary because of the residual uncertainties in the location and 
flatness of the photographic plate, although at the level of accuracy 
offered by the ZKM the latter may not have been significant. Once the 
approximate target coordinates had been determined the corrections for 
the separation of the reflected image of the source and the mechanical 
centre of the ball targets were calculated and the program was re-run.
An assessment of the residual uncertainties in the plate images by this 
method does not necessarily require a knowledge of the absolute 
coordinates of any control points in the object field or any of the 
camera parameters, but it provide an estimation of the overall accuracy 
of the complete system. The results were encouraging. From simple 
ruler-measured values of coordinates for three of the ball targets the 
residual plate uncertainties were calculated to be in the region of
0.5 ym (Table 10.1). It was therefore decided to extend the 
investigation into a comparative study between photogrammetry and a more 
traditional 3-coordinate measuring machine.
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14 0 .0 00 - 1.411 -0 .671 0 .0006 0 .0 0 0 2 0 .0005 0 .0003
15 1.5 ~1 31. •”»00 _ -7cr 465 0.0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 1 0 0 .0008 0.0005
16 — >«»451 1!79 072 -149. 607 0 .0 0 1 0 0 .0007 0 .0004 0 .0005
17 77. 174 -0 .505 -150. 509 0 .0 0 0 1 0 .0007 0 .0008 0 .0003
is 50. o2 0 -i:30. 9 5 -i -0 .401 0 .0005 0 .0006 0 .0006 0 .0003
19 73. C,1crcr -0 .~7{~\ i / j. 149. 703 0 .0003 0 .0016 0 .0 0 1 1 0 .0009
2 0 124. 503 -0 .453 50. 513 0 .0006 0 .0005 0 .0006 0 .0005
21 126. 45 -0 .342 -50. 197 0 .0005 0 .0005 0 .0004 0 .0004
•/**/ ■i •=>-/ 
X 0 71 ■- i:30. 148 •-149. 883 0 .0005 0 .0005 0 .0004 0 .0007
175. 0 0 2 0 .0 0 2 - 0 .0 1 2 0 .0007 0 .0003 0 .0 0 0 2 0.0005
24 150. l:25 •-l:30. 245 150. 352 0 .oo i i 0 .0004 0 .0 0 1 1 0 .0006
25 •^2 2 .6 *7 *7«fc»« 130. 614 150. 122 0.0008 0.0004 0 .0009 0 .0 0 1 0
26 226. 2".-icr -l:~/C?C* .* «517 0 .753 0 .0 0 1 2 0 .0003 0 . 0004 0 . 0008
27/ 224. 78 130. 596 -149. 095 0 . 0003 0 . 0 0 0 2 0 . 0004 0 .0003
object coordinates image residual errors
j  dimensions in mm
Table 10.1 In itia l coordinate results of the Manhattan study
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10.7 Dimensional measurement of Manhattan
Before the mechanical measurement was undertaken it was necessary to 
verify that the Manhattan structure did not exhibit any gross long-term 
instability, which would have adversely affected a comparison. 
Accordingly, a sensitive displacement gauge was installed firmly on to 
the aluminium casting, close to one of the tallest pillars. The probe of 
the gauge was brought into contact with a side face of the pillar near 
its top. By applying gentle pressure to the pillar it was found that the 
displacements were only a few microns and its behaviour was elastic. 
Increasing the pressure to a level that might be inflicted by 
mishandling the structure appeared also to have no permanent 
displacement effect.
It was therefore considered safe to transport the Manhattan structure to 
the Metrology laboratory where the positions of a number of points in 
the top and central planes were measured precisely on the Moore 
5Z 3-axis measurement facility (Figure 10.4). Values for two points were 
used as an absolute scaling factor in the "Grundle" program and one 
ordinate value for a third point was used as a loose constraint in the 
orientation of the structure. At this stage the rms residual on image 
coordinates was approximately 0.5 pm. Fizeau corrections for localised 
errors of plate flatness were inserted, but this did not significantly 
reduce the residual uncertainties. It seems likely that the ZKM was 
generating the dominant source of error. Table 10.2 lists the relative 
object coordinates and plate residual uncertainties from the first 
computation of ZKM data, but using the data as control from 2 
mechanically measured points and a third point loosely constrained in 
the x and z directions.
The figures in brackets alongside the object coordinates indicate the 
departures in micrometres from target positions measured on the Moore 
5Z. Although the comparison between 3 points only is not statistically 
significant, the differences reflect not only inaccuracy from the 
photogrammetry but also actual dimensional changes that may have 
occurred during transport, as well as uncertainties of the order of 1 or 
2 micrometres in the Moore 5Z.
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Fig 10.4 Manhattan being measured on the 
Moore-5Z coordinate machine
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A calculation of the rms values of the residual uncertainties for both x 
and y shows that the y error rms value, at 0.5 pm. is greater than for x 
at 0.4 pm. It has indeed been found that for the particular microscope 
used the greater error exists in the y-measurement direction.
Attempts have been made to expand the interpretation of the data, for 
example by compensation of the microscope drift which occurred during 
measurement. Little improvement was found and it would seem that we have 
reached a limit set by residual systematic error in the microscope. 
Analysis of these provisional results from the Manhattan study have 
indicated that the potential accuracy could be better realised by a more 
accurate measurement. Although the original intention was not to 
undertake a precise measurement study, the results suggested that there 
had been no structural movements between photography and mechanical 
measurements and it was likely that the study would be more definitive 
than had been anticipated.
At the time, however, the ZKM microscope intended for the proposed 
modification with two linear interferometers and a laser-scanning image 
sensing device, was not close to completion. It was not until almost 
6 months later that our optimism could be properly tested.
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Object coordinates Plate residual uncertainties
>oint X y z 1 2 3 4
1 -226.648 127.161 147.907 0.0014 0.0006 0.0009 0.0010
2 -224.286 -133.207 -1.793 0.0010 0.0009 0.0009 0.0008
3 -225.162 127.138 -151.636 0.0009 0.0014 0.0015 0.0004
4 -148.204 -132.515 -151.271 0.0002 0.0006 0.0003 0.0007
5 -175.191(0) -2.748(0) -1.652(1) 0.0003 0.0009 0.0004 0.0005
6 -149.365 -132.661 148.592 0.0010 0.0007 0.0005 0.0012
7 -123.552 -2.265 48.426 0.0007 0.0003 0.0006 0.0004
8 -124.934 -2.309 -51.320 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0005
9 -74.075 -1.888 -151.823 0.0003 0.0005 0.0004 0.0001
10 -49.123 -131.820 -0.520 0.0002 0.0008 0.0007 0.0002
11 -76.397 -2.014 148.826 0.0004 0.0000 0.0004 0.0005
12 0.748 128.887 149.502 0.0006 0.0002 0.0005 0.0004
13 0.759 -131.439 73.994 0.0005 0.0003 0.0004 0.0002
14 -0.003(2) -1.417(4) -0.667(4) 0.0008 0.0003 0.0007 0.0002
15 1.530 -131.399 -75.465 0.0000 0.0007 0.0007 0.0005
16 -3.454 129.071 -149.594 0.0004 0.0008 0.0007 0.0004
17 77.174 -0.509 -150.504 0.0004 0.0006 0.0008 0.0002
18 50.914 -130.968 -0.399 0.0005 0.0004 0.0005 0.0003
19 73.949 -0.718 149.711 0.0005 0.0014 0.0012 0.0009
20 124.499 -0.463 50.520 0.0006 0.0005 0.0007 0.0006
21 126.641 -0.349 -50.190 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0003
22 152.067 -130.163 -149.881 0.0006 0.0005 0.0002 0.0007
23 174.999(1) -0.008(8) -0.004(4) 0.0006 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003
24 150.119 -130.267 150.357 0.0010 0.0004 0.0012 0.0005
25 222.621 130.605 150.132 0.0007 0.0004 0.0008 0.0009
26 226.229 -129.537 0.760 0.0011 0.0005 0.0003 0.0008
27 224.878 130.595 -149.083 0.0004 0.0006 0.0005 0.0005
dimensions in m m
Table 10.2 Results trom ZKM measurements 
- 3 point control
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10.8 High-accuracy image coordination
Using the last data, derived from the motor-driven ZKM, the single 
Manhattan plate was measured om the complete high-accuracy system (sec.
12.4). Control of this system was, and still is, by manual adjustment 
and, as a result, the measurement of 108 points took close on three 
hours.
As the microscope was contained in a non-ideal environment it was found 
that the measurements were subject to errors in excess of the required 
precision. Only by repeating a measurement run more than 3 times did one 
particular data set appear not to be influenced by effects, such as 
drift. The measurement sequence involved firstly finding a known target 
in the field of view at a magnification of X2000 and performing a 
careful adjustment to the plate until the target was close to the centre 
of the graticule. Then after re-setting the microscope to the target 
coordinates, the stage was manoeuvred to a second target with known 
coordinates and the plate was rotated until the corresponding image was 
moved close to the centre of the field. By repeating the process for the
same two images, the coordinate data set was made to fit sufficiently_____
accurately the remaining images.
Beginning with a target image having the lowest x coordinate value, it 
was brought into the field of view by referring to the interferometer’s 
digital displays. By a fine adjustment of the hand controls it was 
possible to bring the central spot of the axicon image, superimposed on 
the graticule, to within an estimated 0.5 ym of the centre. Without 
further fine rotational adjustment of the controls the stage could be 
’’distorted" by the remaining fraction of a micron with one hand, until 
by visual interpretation the target image appeared equally weighted, or 
balanced on the graticule. The interferometer readings were then stored 
by depressing a key with the free hand.
Working across the plate in zig-zag fashion, in a direction parallel to 
the y axis and with increasing x all targets were measured. Without 
interruption, measurements were repeated in the reverse direction. In 
this way the average of the two-data sets provided a correction for any 
linear drift. Table 10.3 lists the average coordinate data set derived 
from the measurement and Table 10.4 the completed coordinates and plate 
image residual errors generated from the data set. A considerable 
improvement in accuracy is immediately obvious.
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o 6. 316760 37. 677U90
2 14. 850930 16. 007220
4 15.352560 25. 740910
1 17. 545260 19. 876660
5 17. 130680 23. 900510
8 19. 015530 28. 134140
9 19. 025960 34.139100
7 22. 926280 22. 950990
16 23. 084760 43. 557160
15 26. 754710 26. 575880
10 26.417790 21. 707090
6 25. 640950 9. 953940
14 29. 464110 29. 509670
17 28. 389400 37. 867450
22 32. 316760 33.215440
18 32. 337220 24. 665560
13 32. 360400 19.591260
11 30. 889980 18. 805790
12 37. 422880 29. 378560
21 35. 171260 35. 178090
27 37. 358610 48. 610820
23 40. 117260 34. 378390
20 39. 504880 30. 798080
26 41. 762950 29. 317860
19 41.295870 24.291340
24 44. 397660 20. 534120
25 52.769740 36. 788120
0 0. 000000 0. 000000
25 7.141840 38. 525800
26 14. 895670 16. 662670
24 15. 767200 26. 271390
27 17. 450450 20. 651280
23 17.399020 24. 469380
20 19.426120 28. 636490
19 19. 689100 34. 504070
21 22. 884090 23. 226930
12 23. 953160 43. 870100
13 27.135310 26. 703320
18 26. 627810 21.931720
22 25. 360860 10. 246820
14 29.868880 29. 637660
11 29. 084720 37. 890430
6 32.908400 33.107680
10 32.645550 24. 667070
15 32. 470900 19. 593120
17 30. 838300 18. 954240
16 37. 663830 29.514270
7 35. 620030 34. 985660
1 38. 360110 48. 409040
5 40. 728740 34. 122910
8 39. 958360 30. 643370
2 42. 245570 28. 973340
9 41. 549610 24. 049440
4 44.566730 20. 1724202 53.409380 .36.276340
0 " 0. 000000 0. 000000
27 6.494670 36. 966510
22 14.629830 20.547740
26 17. 197460 29.382710
17 17. 916560 24.334260
21 19.642120 30.892110
23 19. 016980 34. 410900
16 22. 813960 29.230180
20 24.118440 35. 164610
25 21. 919970 48. 692320
24 26. 659640 33. 217990
18 26.739300 24.648610
15 26.785610 19.554990
9 28. 514010 18. 733280
14 29. 838170 29. 473910
19 30.844250 37.778500
13 32. 288730 26. 533630
10 32. 730870 21.711030
4 33. 687710 9.925760
8 36.610920 22.805080
12 35.941790 43.630860
11 40.162580 33. 972400
7 40. 120570 28. 095470
6 43. 602840 25. 630320
5 42. 203570 23.814130
3 42. 371550 19. 777470
2 44.263790 15.987380
1 52. 978260 37.431020
0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 000000
1 6. 095050 36. 901760
6 14. 502100 20.486980
•*>
X. 16. 944960 29. 277820
11 17.711070 24.418950
7 19.524540 30.875380
5 18. 672300 34.420230
12 22.259120 29.459170
8 23. 701520 35. 210680
O 21. 361020 48. 657870
4 26. 347050 33. 207110
10 26. 483110 24.723690
13 26.627200 19.692050
19 1' 28.277660 19.101890
14 29. 492310 29.677580
9 30.453830 37.916660
15 32.060440 26. 681180
18 32. 494610 21.899860
24 33. 557340 10.212900
20 36. 248640 23.160240
16 35. 286510 43. 844410
17 39. 320320 34.268970
21 39. 996150 28. 382170
22 43.386950 25. 975420
23 41. 873230 24.277190
25 41.896520 20.507310
26 44. 084760 16.383640
27 52.415180 37. 979130
dimensions in mm
Table 10.3 Accurate im age coordinate data set
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object coordinates image residual errors
POINT X Y Z DELTA
1 -226. 647999 127.161000 147. 907000 0. 000103 0.000137 0.000173 0.000233
2 -224.297783 -133.202331 -1.796425 0. 000115 0.000195 0. 000114 0.000245
3 -225.162001 127. 133000 -151.636001 0. 000053 0.000024 0.000097 0.000167
4 -148.217114 -132.523357 -151.277233 0. 000159 0.000021 0.000173 0.000075
5 -175.196440 -2.749877 -1.654710 0. 000077 0.000205 0.000032 0.000169
6 -149.374921 -132.669232 143.592620 0.000169 0.000063 0.000126 0.000118
7 -123.554460 -2.271045 48. 428235 0.000053 0.000018 0.000055
8 -124.937276 -2.311903 -51.327418 0.000044 0.000050 0. 000026 0. 000077
9 -74.078543 -1.890633 -151.825960 0.000107 0.000187 0.000075 0.000076
10 -49.124025 -131.332204 -0.519570 0.000084 0.000043 0.000080 0.000062
11 -76.393750 -2.019824 148.823902 0.000262 0.000158 0.000103 0.000149
12 0.744364 128.879612 149.502011 0.000060 0.000036 0.000104 0.000063
13 0.760162 -131.451248 73. 996338 0.000255 0.000014 0.000124 0.000206
14 -0.003673 -1.416476 -0.664121 0.000047 0.000034 0.000022 0. 000055
15 1.533263 -131.398562 -75.465495 0. 000033 0.000145 0.000159 0.000079
16 -3.449409 129.056585 -149.596436 0. 000225 0.000119 0.000233 0.000131
17 77.173764 -0.512913 -150.504047 0. 000267 0.000131 0.000133 0.000158
18 50.917874 -130.932210 -0.395629 0.000059 0.000174 0.000073 0.000121
19 73.951936 -0.718326 149.714773 0.000138 0.000070 0.000151 0.000153
20 124.500136 -0. 469427 50.521953 0.000078 0.000033 0.000093 0. 000030
21 126. 641578 -0.358086 -50. 184791 0. 000103 0.000215 0.000157 0.000095
22 152.071313 -130.161194 -149.873094 0.000119 0.000023 0.000190 0. 000122
23 175.003140 -0.005591 0.001104 0.000024 0.000220 0.000146 0.000155
24 150. 123482 -130. 261144 150.365033 0.000037 0.000137 0.000143 0.000120
25 222.614604 130. 605113 150. 133905 0.000090 0.000094 0.000103 0.000055
26 226.243367 -129.521286 0.770759 0.000062 0.000139 0.000210 0.000026
27 224.376139 130.593000 -149.032311 0.000063 0.000158 0.000190 0.000207-
DEVIATION FROM GIVEN POINTS
o
27
0.000001 
- 0.000001 
-0.001861
0.000000 
-0.000000 
“0.000000
0.000000 
-0. 000001 
0.004689
dimensions in mm
rms residual error 125 nm
Table 10.4 Computed object coordinates and plate residuals 
-  m anual measurement -  high accuracy
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Nowhere is the residual uncertainty greater than 0.2 pm and the rms 
error is approximately 0.1 pm.
10.9 High accuracy measurement with laser scanner
A final set of image coordinates was obtained from the 
interferometrically monitored ZKM using the scanning mirror laser system 
(sec 11.2.3). Although with practice this method offers a significantly 
more relaxed measurement session there was, in fact, little difference 
between this and the manually operated data set.
Two computations of the data were attempted. Firstly, 3 of the 
mechanically measured points were held essentially fixed as controls and 
the departure between mechanically measured and photographically 
determined coordinates of the remaining 3 targets were calculated (Table
10.5). As can be seen, the worst fit between the two amounted to less 
than 1.5 pm.
Lastly, all 6 points were allowed to be free within a tolerance of 
<10 pm from their stated positions. This generated the lowest set of 
residual errors and the best fit between the two measurements (Table
10.6).
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object coordinates
POINT X Y Z
1 -226.647991 127. 161017 147.907003
2 -224.233051 -133. 190466 -1.793079
3 -225.162008 127.137988 -151. 635996
4 -143.203579 -132.512975 -151.265317
5 -175. 190963 -2. 747542 -1.652557
6 -149.365205 -132.657130 143.536905
7 -123.550719 -2.268538 48.427719
8 -124. 933952 -2.309723 -51.324783
9 -74. 077686 -1. 389656 -151. 820855
10 -49.121315 -131.820469 -0.517543
image residual errors
DELTA
0.000097 0. 000181 0. 000079. 0. 000004
0.000034 0. 000095 0.000111 0. 000156
0.000042 0. 000070 0. 000134 0. 000139
0.000109 0.000056 0.000104 0. 000042
0.000077 0. 000188 0. 000028 0.000146
0.000093 0.000053 0.000067 0. 000077
0.000036 0. 000042 0. 000045 0. 000026
0.000039 0.000056 0.000035 0. 000074
0.000070 0. 000145 0.000113 0. 000056
0.000073 0.000044 0.000115 0. 000081
11 -76. 396291 -2. 016400 143. 821220 0. 000245 0. 000119 0. 000131 0. 000135
12 0. 744404 123.333319 149.502536 0. 000153 0.000025 0. 000133 0. 000091
13 0. 760278 -131.439209 73. 994081 0. 000269 0.000043 0.000129 0.000198
14 -0. 004473 -1.412812 -0.663134 0. 000033 0.000090 0.000080 0. 000027
15 1.532446 -131.387798 -75.459719 0. 000081 0.000141 0. 000200 0. 000090
16 -3. 451329 129. 057099 -149.597964 0. 000139 0.000214 0.000237 0. 000165
17 77. 170390 -0. 512160 -150.500831 0.000207 0.000115 0.000137 0.000101
13 50.914712 -130. 970865 -0.394230 0. 000073 0. 000188 0.000077 0.000144
19 73.950695 -0.714331 149. 712105 0.000119 0.000025 0. 000142 0.000101
20 124. 497200 -0. 465920 — 50.520363 0.000067 0.000102 0.000077 0.000065
21 126. 637912 -0.355759 -50. 184017 0. 000111 0. 000231 0.000175 0.000104
22 152.062802 -130.152837 -149.370444 0.000136 0. 000076 0.000180 0. 000014
23 174. 999371 -0. 001450 0. 000392 0.000115 0. 000279 0. 000155 0. 000152
24 150. 121608 -130. 249476 150.358899 0. 000093 0.000115 0.000163 0.000093
25 222. 618341 130.610359 150.139829 0. 000016 0.000093 0. 000054 0. 000053
26 226. 232211 -129.511148 0. 770764 0. 000070 0. 000113 0.000164 0. 000053
27 224. 877903 130. 593017 -149.086279 0. 000032 0. 000141 0. 000029 0. 000101
DEVIATION FROM GIVEN POINTS
1 0. 000009 0. 000017 0. 000003
3 -0. 000003 -0.000012 0. 000004
27 -0. 000092 0. 000017 0.000721
5 0. 000037 0. 000053 -0.001157
14 0.000522 -0. 000312 -0. 000684
23 -0. 000629 -0. 001450 0. 000392
dimensions in mm
rms residual error 112 nm
Table 10.5 Computed object coordinates and plate residuals 
-  laser scanned measurement -  3 loose control points
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object coordinates image residual errors
POINT DELTA
1 -226. 647507
2 -224.282541
3 -225.162557
4 -143.203464
5 -175.190369
6 -149.364533
7 -123.550547 
3 -124.933943
127. 162109 
133. 190375 
127.137233 
•132.513429 
-2. 747472 
132. 656281 
-2. 268121 
-2.309690
147. 907185 
-1.792121
-151.635655
-151.264362
-1.652224
148. 587536 
48. 428156
-51.324230
0. 000087 
0. 000037 
0. 000043 
0.000114 
0.000073 
0. 000104 
0. 000035 
0.000040
0. 000144 
0. 000105 
0. 000070 
0. 000056 
0. 000185 
0. 000056 
0. 000045 
0.000055
0. 000030 
0.000108 
0. 000115 
0.000103 
0.000017 
0. 000067 
0. 000047 
0.000032
0. 000022 
0. 000155 
0. 000118 
0.000039 
0. 000150 
0. 000033 
0. 000027 
0. 000073
9 -74. 077823 -1.889878 -151. 320447 0.000073 0. 000148 0. 000108 0.000054
10 -49. 121021 -131.320162 -0.516744 0.000071 0. 000041 0.000111 0. 000079
11 -76.396025 -2. 015535 148. 821472 0. 000243 0.000119 0. 000131 0. 000129
12 0. 744343 123. 884353 149.502370 0. 000147 0.000023 0.000132 0.000096
13 0.760634 -131.433557 73.994773 0.000269 0. 000045 0.000126 0.000199
14 -0. 004446 -1.412576 -0.662982 0.000087 0.000073 0.000060 0.000027
15 1. 532636 -131.387701 -75. 458947 0. 000076 0. 000141 0. 000194 0.000090
16 -3.451633 129. 057266 -149.593120 0.000149 0.000207 0.000242 0. 000164
17 77.170345 -0. 512016 -150.500666 0. 000214 0. 000116 0. 000130 0.000100
18 50.914982 -130. 970427 -0.393575 0. 000077 0. 000186 0. 000074 0. 000141
19 73. 950382 -0.713290 149.712269 0.000116 0.000021 0. 000144 0.000104
20 124. 497344 -0.465106 50. 521047 0. 000069 0. 000100 0. 000076 0.000063
21 126. 637989 -0. 355226 -50. 183852 0. 000109 0. 000229 0.000173 0.000103
22 152.063005 -130.152713 -149. 869336 0.000134 0. 000072 0.000177 0. 000014
23 174. 999503 -0.001036 0. 000471 0. 000096 0. 000263 0. 000166 0.000150
24 150.122029 -130. 243412 150. 359442 0. 000096 0.000116 ' 0.000161 0.000098
25 222. 618494 130.611785 150.139454 0. 000017 0.000091 0.000044 0.000061
26 226.2o2603 -129.510459 0. 771317 0. 000065 0. 000111 0. 000162 0. 000049
27 224. S77875 130.594142 -149. 086695 0. 000022 0. 000113 0. 000044 0. 000090
DEVIATION FROM GIVEN POINTS
1 0. 000493 0.001109 0. 000185
3 -0.000557 -0.000767 . 0.000345
27 -0.000125 0. 001142 0. 000305
5 0. 000131 0. 000123 -0. 000824
14 0.000554 -0.000576 -0. 000482
23 -0. 000497 -0. 001036 0. 000471
dimensions in mm
rms residual error 114 nm
Table 10.6 Computation w ith  6 loose control points
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10.10 Accuracy assessment and errors
Taking into account the size of Manhattan, the greatest comparative 
uncertainty represents an overall accuracy in coordinate measurement of 
2 parts in 106, falling short of the designed performance of the Centrax 
of 1 : 106 by a small factor of 2. It is possible that this performance 
had been achieved, but it cannot be verified because of the inclusion of 
unquantifiable experimental inconsistencies.
There are three avenues through which errors may have been introduced:
1. A change of temperature during photography: the brass washers 
inserted below the pillars, as kinematic spacers, may have produced 
differential thermal expansion because of variations in the washer 
thickness. The effect on the tallest pillars would have been to displace 
the target in a transverse direction. It has been estimated that a 
change of 0.2°C would have been sufficient to introduce a displacement 
of 1.5 um. Such a change is relatively easy to envisage over several 
minutes duration of the photography. It is almost certain that the 
temperature of the two measurement environments differed by more than 
0.2°C.
2. Transportation of the model on a truck from the Photogrammetry 
facility to the Metrology laboratory, approximately 500 m away, may have 
distorted the model significantly. The level of displacement resulting 
from vibration during transportation cannot be estimated.
3. However, errors in the Moore 5Z instrument were believed to be 
smaller than 1 pm over the complete volume and, at the time, a rigorous 
calibration had not been undertaken.
It could be justified to combine the effects of all three uncertainties, 
in which case, the performance of the Centrax might well have exceeded 1 
part in 106. It is clear that this single camera has already offered a 
measurement accuracy, better by a factor of five, than our conventional 
UMK 10 cameras.
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11 CENTRAX PLATE MEASURING MICROSCOPE: ZKM 250
11.1 Interferometrically monitored ZKM
In the Micrometrology Section at NPL a standard Zeiss measuring 
microscope has been modified for the purpose of calibrating chromium 
plated glass masks used in photolithography, in particular for silicon 
wafer semiconductor technology. These masks are typically 100 mm square 
by 1 or 2 mm thick and display various transparent marks through the 
opaque chromium whose coordinates are required to be known, for 
calibration purposes, to an accuracy of approximately ± 0.1 pm.
Accordingly, the microscope, originally fitted with glass scales reading 
to 0.5 pm, has been installed with two Hewlett Packard interferometers. 
These are arranged such that each interferometer head is mechanically 
linked to the microscope objective, by a silica control rod in between 
the two. For a variation in temperature the low expansion coefficient of 
silica ensures that displacements of the head relative to the objective, 
are kept to a minimum.
Incorporated in the design is an optical glass-square mounted on the 
carriage. Two orthogonal sides of the square act as object mirrors from 
which the interferometer beams are reflected, so that the carriage 
position can be determined. The mirrors are made semi-reflective so that 
light transmitted through them is reflected by the opposite sides of the 
square and detected by two quadrant photocells. In this way, any 
out-of-plane tilting of the carriage can be monitored. In the final 
construction of the glass square, however, these remaining two sides 
were omitted because of practical problems in achieving their precise 
alignment. Figure 11.1 shows some of the components of the 
interferometer and additions to the carriage.
Although relatively simple in conception, problems associated with 
fabrication and constructing the individual sides of the square to the 
required tolerances are not easy to solve. The sides are made from 
150 mm long rectangular bars of fused silica, optically wrung on to the 
carriage glass plate. A surface figure better than 0.1 pm (0.3 fringe, 
or X/6) along its length is desirable for each bar, unless some form of 
look-up table is envisaged for correcting errors in flatness. 
Orthogonality between the bars was monitored during its assembly on the 
Zygo interferometer and is believed to be better than 0.1 sec of arc.
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Fig 11.1 Zeiss microscope modified  
with laser interferometers
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Silicon wafer masks have, in general, too few measurement points to 
warrant replacement of the manual control for the carriage displacement 
with automatic motor drives. This presents difficulties when Centrax 
plates are examined. Because the images are so small the machine has to 
be controlled blindly, using a printed coordinate data file in 
conjunction with the digital display of the interferometer. Unnecessary 
time is spent manoeuvring the carriage from image to image, a practice 
that does not minimise the effects of drift. Additionally, the hand 
controls are coarse, so that displacements in the region of 0.1 pm can 
only be achieved by gently distorting the machine, with a sideways force 
applied by hand to the stage in its locked condition.
In the initial measurements made on the Centrax "Manhattan" plate, the 
stability of the digital output of a measured position was seen to be 
influenced by vibration. This was largely due to the fact that the 
microscope was not supported on anti-vibration mounts. A significant 
improvement in stability was achieved, however, by closing the open loop 
between the carriage,, the microscope supporting pillar and the 
microscope head. The separation of the head and carriage had allowed a 
level of flexure to occur which was eliminated by installing a 
lightweight aluminium inverted "A" frame between the two. Where the apex 
of the A makes contact with a fixed part of the carriage, a detachable 
clip permits the microscope head to be adjusted for focusing.
An additional effect that causes drift was found with warming the 
microscope through hand contact and body heat, especially from the 
breath. Standing well back from the controls with arms straightened, did 
appear to improve stability. A check on the repeatability of setting on 
a target image was carried out. For three images, measured sequentially 
a total of 5 times each, a consistency to the minimum count of the 
interferometers (20 nm) was obtained on most settings.
As well as thermal and mechanical disturbances, the interferometers 
currently fitted do not have automatic compensation for changes in 
atmospheric pressure, although over the few hours that are required to 
conduct a complete measurement run, it is unlikely that pronounced 
variations in pressure could be anticipated.
In order to facilitate image coordinate measurement and avoid the 
subjective effects of manual observation, an automatic image sensing 
device has been developed and installed on this instrument.
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11.2 Axicon image scanning devices
The unique features of symmetry and constancy of size make Centrax 
images ideal candidates for automatic sensing and setting under a 
microscope. Devices based on detecting the presence of an image by dc 
attenuation of the transmitted light are not altogether satisfactory as 
they rely on setting the image position from a minimum signal level, 
where noise may be significant. More sophisticated systems, based on 
detecting a maximum signal strength, offer a better setting precision. 
Sensitivity to image position, rather than setting, may also be enhanced 
by employing phase sensitive detector methods (PSD), which will include 
separating the signal from the effects of stray illumination. A system
using a focused laser beam that is circularly scanned around the first
clear ring of a recorded Centrax image has been investigated. 
Figure 11.2 shows the optimised configuration for the size and radius of 
the scan for a focused laser beam which is directed through the 
observing microscope and on to the plate. The transmitted light is 
collected on a photocell, linked to a PSD whose reference signal is 
derived from the scanning oscillator.
Providing the image is positioned such that the beam is rotated 
concentrically about the centre, as shown, there will be no detectable 
signal at the reference frequency by the PSD. In practice, the circular 
scan can be generated by an opto-mechanical system, driven with sine and 
cosine waveforms.
When seeking the alignment setting, the transmitted signal It , recorded 
by the photocell will be of the form:
It = I0 [l+m(X cos w0t + Y sin w0t)]
where w0 is the angular frequency of the scan and X and Y are the 
residual centring errors.
There could be instabilities both in the laser, or the method of 
coupling the beam into the microscope and the anticipated signal will be 
multiplied by an unwanted modulation factor (l+f(t)) so that,
It = I0 (1+f(t))[l+m(X cos w0t + Y sin w0t)]
* cos wQt and sin wDt are components of the circular scan and are 
derived from the devices described.
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Experiments with a single-mode fibre to transfer the light from a laser 
to the focusing optics have shown that, unless precautions are taken, 
there is considerable instability in the beam strength, indicating that 
the unwanted modulation presents a serious problem in signal detection.
The modulation is a result of a condition called the "third mirror 
effect".
11.2.1 Third mirror effect
In the "third mirror effect", a fraction of the light launched towards 
the fibre by the focusing optics is reflected back in the cat’s-eye 
mode, so that it enters the laser resonator. Variations in the fibre 
position, which cause internal interference between the reflected and 
amplified rays within the resonator, has been calculated to provide a 
loss per pass in the cavity varying between 0.04 and 0.006.
Although apparently small, given the critical balance between gain and 
loss in a HeNe low gain laser system, this variation will produce a 
strong modulation in the observed output.
In order to reduce the third mirror feedback by a factor of at least 10, 
the focusing mechanism for launching the beam should contain a 
deliberately introduced focus error within the numerical aperture of the 
returned wavefront. This can be conveniently produced by cementing, with 
melted Canada balsam, a 1 mm thick glass window to the entrance pupil of 
the fibre.
Tests with scanning a fibre-optic linked beam, following this 
modification produced an acceptably noise-free density profile across a 
target image that had been recorded in coherent light (Figure 11.3),
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Position
Fig 11.3 Transmission profile across a recorded im age
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11.2.2 Scanning devices: electro-magnetic
In this design shown in Figure 11.4, the fibre output end is mounted 
rigidly in a magnetic steel tube, which is held freely between the 
opposed pole-pieces of two electromagnet pairs at one end and firmly 
attached to the base of the device at the opposite end of the tube. By 
passing a sinusoidal waveform current through one pair of coils and a 
cosine waveform through the other, the tube can be attracted and 
repelled in an alternating manner so that the fibre source describes a 
small circle.
Although the upper frequency response will be of the order of 10 kHz, 
higher than required for the proposed image scanner, it has been 
estimated that the power requirements may be sufficiently large to 
induce thermal expansion problems, leading to instability of the source 
and so this system was not further developed.
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Fig 11.4 Electro-magnetic fibre-optic scanner
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11.2.3 Scanning devices: galvanometer mirror
A system based on commercially available electromagnetic tilting mirror 
units has been adopted and fitted to the microscope described in sec. 
11.1. Two units (General Scanning C115, ref 36) are each fitted with 
k  mm square-section glass rods and mounted at right angles to one 
another (Figure 11.5). A light source, either laser diode or single-mode 
fibre, is displaced through a linear oscillatory motion generated from 
ac inputs to the scanners. In the first, the oscillations are such that 
the motion is propagated parallel to the x,y plane of the figure, in the 
other the motion is parallel to the x,z plane. If the ac drive currents 
are in phase quadrature, the beam is swept through a small circle.
Approximately 10# of the output from the scanners is directed towards a 
small aperture, in front of a reference photocell. By applying 
additional dc bias to the ac drive the beam can be aligned accurately, 
so that there is no ac signal detected by the photocell. The cell also 
provides a means of monitoring the intensity of the beam throughout a 
measurement run.
The remaining 90# of the beam is directed with semi-reflecting prisms 
through the microscope objective system and on to the Centrax 
photographic plate. A silicon photocell below the microscope stage 
collects 10# of the transmitted light through a beamsplitter, whose 
reflective mode is used to direct conventional white-light illumination 
up through the microscope stage. The optical demagnification of the 
scanned circular beam by this system is such that the final diameter can 
be set to the required size of approximately 4 pm.
Figure 11.6 shows the design and layout of the electronic circuitry used 
to drive the scanning system, detector and display arrangement for the 
output signal from the photocell. The design and construction of the 
scanning device was supervised by J M Burch, with minor contributions 
from the author. A B Penfold was responsible for the design of the 
mechanical fixture of the optical components and P J Collins for the 
electronics. They have provided the sequence of operation which is 
followed after the initial setting-up procedure has been accomplished.
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11.3 Setting microscope on a Centrax image
This information is specific to the instrument and system shown in 
Figures 11.5 and 11.6.
1. Operate shutter switch on 'paddle* to open white light shutter 'A' 
(shutter 'B' closed).
2. Adjust x-y stage on microscope to visually centre Centrax image on 
TV monitor screen.
3. Re-set shutter switch on 'paddle* to open signal photocell shutter 
'B' (shutter 'A' closed).
4. Adjust x-y stage to optimise uniformity of illumination of circular 
trace display on oscilloscope (z-modulation).
5. Operate display switch on 'paddle' to position *2’ to display x and 
y outputs of lock-in amplifier on oscilloscope screen as a spot.
6. Adjust x-y stage to bring spot to centre of oscilloscope screen.
7. Take x and y readings of stage.
8. Reset 'paddle' switch to white light (A).
9. Move x-y stage to next Centrax image, and repeat stages 2-8 above.
11.4 Laser-diode single mode fibre launching optics
A suggestion that a laser diode be used as a light source, mounted 
directly on to the scanner, was rejected in favour of a HeNe laser and 
fibre-optic link on the grounds of better potential dimensional 
stability. In addition, current laser diodes operate in the far-red of 
the spectrum and are therefore difficult to align visually. The 
connection between gas laser and fibre is somewhat delicate and so 
J M Burch has given some thought to a robust method for launching the 
light from a diode device into an optical fibre which might be of value 
when the operating wavelength of solid state lasers are brought more 
into the visible spectrum. The cone of light emergent from this type of
- l4l -
source is elliptically asymmetric, being of the order of 5° in one axis 
and 10° in the other.
By the use of two glass-rod cylindrical lenses he proposes a system that 
has a magnification ratio of 2:1, which will accommodate the asymmetric 
output.
Figure 11.7 shows a self-explanatory sketch of the optical arrangement, 
without showing in detail the method for producing the positional 
adjustment of the diode for the purpose of focusing and alignment.
The other advantage of this launching unit is that the optical 
components can be obtained from the adequate quality of soda-glass rods 
and the alignment with respect to each other need not be critical.
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12 PLATE MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS - alternative systems
The method of determining image coordinates on a photographic plate by 
an x,y translation stage, fitted with laser interferometers, would 
appear to be one of the simplest approaches to implement. At the time of 
designing a laser based system, the resolution offered by commercial 
interferometers was 20 nm and the absolute accuracy probably about a 
factor of 2 worse than this. There was also no provision for measuring 
the orthogonality of the angle between the reference flats.
Currently, the precision of interferometers has improved by an order of 
magnitude. One of the latest systems, manufactured by Zygo, will not 
only measure displacements as small as 2.5 nm, but the orientation of 
the two axes can be checked simultaneously to within 0.02 sec of arc.
Whilst such arrangements, attached to a precision built stage, are now 
attractive because of their potential accuracy and relative ease of 
construction, the designs of alternative measurement instruments have 
received some thought.
12.1 Plate measuring goniometer
Before eventually conducting accurate coordinate measurements on the 
Zeiss microscope, Examination has been made of a method where the 
coordinate measurements are related to angular coordinates, rather than 
linear dimensions. In the proposed design, a Centrax camera complete 
with its processed plate, is held inside a gimbal, to which is attached 
a collimated source directed at the camera (Figure 12.1). For the sake 
of clarity, only one rotation axis is indicated. At a given orientation 
of the source, the real axicon image can be made to coincide with a 
recorded negative image and the transmitted signal, as detected by a 
photomultiplier, will display a minimum.
In a similar way to the galvanometer scanner, the real image can be made 
to rotate about the processed image, but it is more suitable to use the 
compact device of a rotating wedge contained inside the collimator than 
the mirror scanner. The photoelectric signal can now be processed, as 
before, by PSD.
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There is included in the proposal a complicated facility for measuring 
the goniometer angles, consisting of pistons sliding within air 
bearings. Two pistons are mounted on each gimbal frame, four in all and 
each pair fitted with a cube-corner whole-path interferometer, which 
senses the rise and fall of opposite pistons. The displacements of the 
pistons are readily converted into a rotation angle as direction cosines 
and tangents but, because of their intricacy, they cannot themselves act 
as drive units for the gimbal platforms. It is deemed necessary to 
separate the bearing surfaces between each whenever the gimbals are 
moved.
This method, where an identical Centrax camera is one of the 
metrological components has advantages; departures of the photographic 
plate from a plane are directly corrected and, perhaps less importantly, 
any residual distortion that is repeatably present in each version of 
the lens is also compensated during measurement.
These advantages are outweighed, however, by the complexity of the 
instrument as envisaged and so it was decided to reserve our limited 
development resources for the interferometrically monitored microscope.
12.2 Moire interferometer plate measuring instrument
All previous examples of measuring machines have been based on laser 
interferometric instruments. There are merits with this method of 
determining plate coordinates, including relative simplicity in design 
and implementation as well as very high displacement sensitivity, but 
there are also disadvantages which may warrant a reappraisal of the 
basic design for the instrument.
Not least is the high cost of two interferometers, especially so if 
atmospheric pressure compensation is to be included.
There is a significant warm-up time for the laser to mode-stabilise.
If the optical path of the laser beam is interrupted a complete loss of 
positional information occurs.
The system is also sensitive to atmospheric index changes of refractive 
index resulting from thermal variations.
A compact and elegant coordinate measurement instrument is proposed,
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based on lateral moire interferometry. This system suffers only from 
failure through the interruption of the optical path, although this too 
is unlikely to occur because of the confinement of the position sensing 
device.
A schematic illustration of the unit is shown in Figure 12.2 and 12.3. 
The Centrax plate is held at the centre of a platen which has freedom to 
move along x and y-directions, but not necessarily along accurately 
straight axes, or with good orthogonality. Either side of the plate and 
coplanar with its surface are two crossed reflection phase gratings of 
dimensions 60 mm square and frequency 1100 lines/mm. These can be made 
holographically, by a 2-beam interference method to within fine 
tolerances of line spacing, regularity and pitch.
Held above the moveable platen containing the crossed gratings is a 
fixed platen, supporting the microscope head, two sets of four roof 
prisms and a reading head used to interrogate the gratings.
As the grating units are compact and the optical paths for the 
respective left and right prisms are almost equal, the system is 
insensitive to out-of-plane displacements and it is possible to employ 
single transverse mode laser diodes as light sources. The ray paths are 
formed from the incident light on the grating being diffracted into the 
± 1 orders at 45° to the surface and on towards the prisms. After 
reflection, the two beams are combined at the grating and propagated by 
a second diffraction process in a direction parallel to the incident 
beam. Displacement of the grating platen, perpendicular to the grating 
lines, produces a phase change between the two combined returning beams 
which is modulated at a frequency 4 V/W, where V is the displacement and 
W is the grating pitch.
An alternative way of describing the optical principle behind this 
system is in terms of interference between the phase grating and the 
two-beam interference pattern generated by the reflected rays from each 
prism pair.
If the input beam is circularly polarised, using a 1/8 wavelength plate 
on one of the roof prisms, then it is possible to derive the quadrature 
signals and values for the relative displacement.
At the stated line frequency of the grating and if phase quadrature 
circuits are used to give four counts per fringe, the positional
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sensitivity is approximately 55 nm, which is adequate, but only just 
sufficient, to accommodate the accuracy claimed for the Centrax.
By means of the second pair of roof prisms, the orthogonal position of 
the grating can be determined. Combining the measurements from both x,y 
gratings has the effect of eliminating errors due to non orthogonality, 
or yaw of the grating carriage. A further advantage of this system is 
that the microscope is carried on the same platen as the reading heads 
and so the Abbe condition is fully realised.
Although the instrument is shown with the grating surfaces uppermost, it 
would be advisable to turn the actual system upside down, in order to 
protect the grating surfaces from collecting dust and being accidentally 
damaged.
The system is reasonably inexpensive to construct, the main cost is in 
the fabrication of the gratings by 2-beam interference. Unlike laser 
interferometers, the measurements are not absolute, but related to the 
quality of the gratings. Even with the highest quality that NPL is able 
to produce, it would be necessary to calibrate the grating pitch in 
order to provide a level of accuracy above the typical residual errors 
present in its ruling spatial frequency. Although a laser interferometer 
can be calibrated over the lengths of its two plane mirrors, the moire 
interferometer will require calibration over the whole of the grating’s 
surface.
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12.3 Single-grating lateral interferometer
As the surface of the emulsion can be made accurately coplanar with the 
two gratings in the double grating interferometer, there are no 
measurement errors introduced by tilting the moving carriage. If the 
carriage is reasonably constrained against tilt then a small separation 
between the planes of the photographic emulsion and the grating will not 
cause significant errors. By supporting the emulsion directly above a 
single grating, a low-cost compact measurement instrument is envisaged 
by the author. Figure 12.4 shows the proposed system.
A thin layer of optical cement, such as Crystic resin, is cast between 
the aluminised phase grating and an optical flat and is aluminised by 
vacuum evaporation. Between the surface and the up-turned Centrax plate 
is a narrow gap, formed by thin shims inserted on either side.
Interrogation of the axicon images is made through the glass substrate, 
using a long-range microscope objective and under the illumination 
conditions found in metalographic microscopes; that is along the same 
optical direction as the viewing axis. It is practical to use the 
laser-scanning system with this instrument, although it is probable that 
image processing methods to determine the position in the field of view 
may be more suitable.
In the system shown, there is freedom from errors due to tilt if the 
combined gap t2 is narrow. For an apparent displacement A x  of the
image caused by a tilt of the surfaces through 0.
A x  = (t-L + t2) tan 0
If we assume that an error of ± 30 nm is sufficiently below the designed
accuracy to be acceptable, then with a moveable x,y carriage of
approximate positional dimensions 150 mm square:
(t< + t2) = 4500/ A z  microns1 max '
where A t. is the out-of-plane displacement in micrometres of the carriage 
with respect to each end.
Video camera
Laser scanner
White-light source
Centrax
plate
Grat ing
Spacers
Moveable
carriage
(a)
Plate Emulsion Air gap
Aluminised 
flat, cast 
in resin
Aluminised
grating
(b)
Fig 12.4 Single-grating lateral interferometer 
(a) schematic (b) detail of plate region
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Assuming the carriage exhibits a not too demanding precision of better 
than ± 10 ym in A z  movement then
(ti + t2 ) . = ^50 ym' 1 2 m m  K
In observing by reflection, the contrast between an image and the 
surrounding gelatine emulsion is small, because both reflection factors 
are similar. By returning the transmitted light through the clear 
emulsion and back into the microscope an enhancement of the contrast is 
derived. Moreover, if the emulsion surface itself was aluminised, then 
there would be a double absorption of the collected light, in both 
transmission and reflection, by the axicon image itself. Although it may 
be considered as an additional complication, there would be an advantage 
with this method in superimposing both real and reflected axicon images, 
as compared with the case shown, where the two images are not 
coincident. Depending on the NA of the objective and , the contrast 
will be degraded by the presence of a superimposed, but out of focus 
image of the recorded axicon structure.
When scanning the image, however, a collimated circular scan will be 
reflected normally from the grating’s upper mirrored surface and back 
through the processed image in the emulsion. In this way there would be 
little in the way of a blurring effect.
If it is possible to insert a thin film detector, for example a 
pyroelectric plastic film, between the Centrax plate and the grating, 
then the image positions could be determined by the standard transmitted 
light synchronous detection system. Alternatively, a white, diffusing 
layer could be used in place of the specular mirror, with some loss in 
reflected signal strength.
As the moving components are small and lightweight an inexpensive 
stepping motor-driven stage could be employed. Piezoelectric 
translators, attached between the end of the drives and the stage would 
allow for precise displacement at a sub-micron level.
Calibration apart, both these systems have none of the other defects of 
laser interferometry and their innovatory style is suitably compatible 
with the Centrax.
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13 PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
This section deals briefly with a description of the analytical steps 
involved in the conversion of 2 dimensional photogrammetric coordinates 
into 3 dimensional object coordinates.
13.1 Initial photogrammetric parameters estimation.
Although the area of data analysis of photographic records generated by 
a set of cameras is highly complex, an aspect of the Centrax camera, the 
absence of detectable radial distortion, does simplify the approach. 
There are numerous descriptions of data reduction schemes.
At NPL, R.A. Hunt (ref 37) has developed a method for the estimation of 
initial values for camera positions and orientations based on knowledge 
of three points on the object. In other published methods, the reverse 
is usually the case in that some prior knowledge is required of the 
camera positions. This is, however, less convenient, as for a typical 
photogrammetric study the photography is often dictated by the 
availability of space and unobstructed viewpoints for the cameras.
Under these practical restrictions, attempts are then made to optimise 
parameters, such as efficient coverage of the image format and 
orthogonal convergence between cameras, largely at the expense of a 
knowledge of absolute camera positions. The method of Hunt for fixing 
the perspective centres of the cameras, or, as in the case of the 
Centrax, the monocentres, involves four steps :
1. Choose three suitable points, whose images are not collinear and 
whose approximate coordinates are known.
2. Determine the three distances from each of the perspective centres to 
the chosen points.
3. Find the intersections of three spheres of radii equal to the 
distances and whose centres are at the chosen points. The intersections 
define the perspective centres.
k . Select the most reasonable solution from 2 and 3» using all the 
points for which initial coordinates are known.
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From this, the approximate positions of the cameras are determined.
13.2 Photogrammetric solution
Having defined the initial values for the exterior orientations of the 
recording cameras, it is required to establish a relationship between 
the image and object co-ordinates system.
The imaging process requires that through the perspective centre image 
and object rays be collinear, or that the components of the two vectors, 
expressed in the same system be equal, except for a scale factor. By 
multiplying the object-space vector by a rotation matrix and the scale, 
it is brought into the image-coordinate system.
From the three equations that describe this situation, a rearrangement 
yields the well-known collinearity equations which relate image and 
object coordinates:
m 11L ( X - X c )  + m12(Y-Yc) + m13(Z-Zc)
fi = X " X° + ° m31(X-Xc) + m32(Y-Yc) + m33(Z-Zc)
m21(X-Xc) + m22(Y-Yc) + m23(Z-Zc)
f i  = y - y0 + C m3i(x-Xc) + m32(Y-Yc) + m33(Z-Zc)
(ref 38, page 73)
where m^ are elements of the rotational matrix and lower and upper case 
letters refer to photo coordinates and object-space coordinates 
respectively.
These can be written for each pair of image and object points and 
combined into a simultaneous solution by a least squares procedure for 
the unknown parameters. The derivation of this solution is referred to 
as the "bundle” method, because of the simultaneous computation applied 
to the complete set, or bundle of object-image rays.
A theoretical analysis of the photogrammetric process is extensive and 
is considered inappropriate to include it here in detail. For a full 
treatment, there are several comprehensive references in the literature 
(ref 10,38).
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14 SOLID CENTRAX LENS
The merits of constructing a solid version of the Centrax are largely 
two-fold. There is a significant error introduced in the prototype 
because of the non-sphericity of the internal hollow at its periphery. 
At the edges of one of the elements there are approximately 6 fringes, 
which is close to the acceptable specification quoted in section 14.6.1. 
A lens which is constructed with a liquid element and has relatively 
loose alignment is somewhat unsatisfactory through reasons of stability.
If the Centrax is constructed with solid components then, by index 
matching, imperfections in sphericity are not conspicuous and the cement 
imparts a permanently fixed alignment.
14.1 Design of solid lens
In order to preserve the axicon imaging properties, the spherical 
aberration was introduced by a combination of a borosilicate crown 
internal sphere, surrounded by two extra light flint hemispherical 
shells.
As the overall index of an all-glass lens is higher than the prototype 
silica and liquid lens, the equivalent power of the same sized lens is 
higher also. In practice, this would result in a reduced principal 
distance and a correspondingly smaller image format. By increasing the 
size of the outside surfaces of the solid lens to 28.5 mm, the camera 
parameters are made almost identical to the prototype.
Figure 14.1 details the specification for this lens, including the 
recommended separation of the components.
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14.2 Lens construction
Traditional hand-working methods were employed during the construction 
of the various components.
14.2.1 Fabrication of BSC glass sphere
As a record of the method used during the fabrication of the glass 
spheres, by Mr Gilbert Turner in the Optical Workshop at NPL, a 
photographic sequence was made of the various modifications in shape to 
a cube of glass as it was transformed into a sphere.
Figure 14.2 shows six stages in the grinding process. The first four 
were carried out on a slowly rotating table with 200 grade carborundum.
Starting from a cube, of side no more than 0.5 mm greater than the 
desired sphere, four facets were ground from four parallel edges, 
leaving octahedral faces at the top and base. Four more facets were 
derived by grinding two pairs of the original right angled edges on the 
octahedral faces, shown in condition three. Next the remaining original 
edges were removed, leaving an 18-sided figure, having only six of the 
original faces partly remaining.
The remaining preparation was carried out on a rotating horizontal axis, 
using two brass tubes, one mounted in a lathe chuck and rotating at 
approximately 240 rpm, the other held in the hand. So that the roughly 
worked sphere could be rolled between the tubes, their edges were 
machined to form internal cones. By holding the free tube at an angle of 
approximately 30° - 40° to the axis and using a slurry of 200 grade 
abrasive, the component could be tumbled, whilst still maintaining a 
slight pressure. This process enabled the removal of the remaining 
edges, through the stages shown in the last two shapes on the right of 
the figure.
Progessively finer grades of carborundum, down to the finest 600 grade, 
were used to complete the grinding before adapting the system for the 
final polishing process. In this, the ends of the tubes were heated and 
rolled on to solid optical pitch until a liberal coating, approximately 
1 mm thick had been applied. The surfaces were then cooled whilst 
pressing the pitch in contact with the sphere, so that each tool would 
attain its approximate shape and would maximise the area of contact on 
the sphere.
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Now, with the tube again held in the lathe chuck and applying a 
suspension of cerric oxide polishing paste, the sphere was worked by 
alternately applying and relaxing pressure to the workpiece.
Occasionally, the pitch-coated tools were re-shaped by heating and
re-setting on the sphere. At the same time, the sphere was examined to
assess its surface figure. Repeated polishing, over a period of
approximately l \  hrs, produced what visually appeared to be a high 
quality sphere.
Despite repeated attempts, however, it was found impossible to generate 
spheres which did not exhibit one or two self-fringes when inspected in 
the Zygo interferometer. It was believed at first, although with little 
firm conviction, that either the bulk material contained refractive 
index variations, or the working of the material had induced severe 
stresses and a related birefringence. Such effects may have had serious 
implications on the degree of freedom from aberrations in the assembled 
lens.
The smooth nature of the fringes did eliminate the possibility of 
stress, as this would have appeared localised at positions on the sphere 
where it had received either extensive grinding treatment, or possible 
excessive pressure.
Inspection of the unpolished bulk glass from which the cubes were first 
cut, confirmed that the material was homogeneous and stress-free. 
Calculations, however, showed somewhat unexpectedly that a small error 
in the surface figure of the sphere could be responsible for the self 
fringes. Section 14.4 deals with the effect of such errors on the lens 
performance and indicate that although several fringes of asphericity 
may be present they have a negligible influence.
Careful reworking of the sphere eventually produced a quality, by 
self-fringe inspection, of less than one-half of a fringe.
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14.2.2 Fabrication of outer elements
In the preparation of the outer hemispherical shells the same procedure 
was adopted as for the prototype Centrax (sec 4.3). No serious problems, 
apart from delays, were encountered in achieving the designed tolerances 
due to the care and attention shown by Mark Williams who carried out the 
optical working.
Figure 14.3 shows the three components prior to assembly and the 
interferograms of the hollows (Figure 14.4) indicates that the quality 
is superior to the prototype lens.
14.2.3 Internal opaque sphere
The re-introduction of an opaque central sphere into the all-glass 
Centrax presents more of a problem than with the liquid-centre version. 
With the high optical quality and stress-free material of BSC glass the 
insertions of a dark sphere at the centre of transparent glass could 
probably be carried out, without distortion of the surface figure, by 
the method of "Chinese spheres", where the inside is gradually undercut.
A possible alternative suggested by the author, might be found with a 
photosensitive glass material which displays a permanent darkening. 
Providing the correct index and homogeneity can be selected, a sphere of 
such material is initially fabricated. The opaque or, in this case, 
absorbent centre is introduced by optical bombardment of the sphere with 
high-intensity radial illumination whilst rotating the sphere. As the 
exposure proceeds, the flux density, ranging from very high at the 
centre to weak at the surface, will cause a graded absorptance to 
develop within.
There is the degree of difficulty in controlling the desired level of 
darkening in this approach, not forgetting the hazard of high-power 
illumination and the risk of irreversibly over-exposing the sphere, so 
that absorptance occurs in regions required to be transparent. There is 
also the prospect of ambient illumination possibly eventually totally 
darkening it although the non-linear effect in photosensitive glasses is 
unlikely to react to low-levels of ambient illumination. In addition, as 
with the liquid lens, the absence of an opaque sphere is not a major 
disadvantage.
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14.3 Cement for the solid Centrax lens
The refractive index for the optical cement needed in the narrow 3 U® 
gap between the outer and inner components should be as close as 
possible to the index of the outer element, otherwise the advantage of 
the solid version of the lens, its improved sphericity, would be lost. 
As the index is required to be 1.5^85 standard Canada balsam based 
cements are excluded. Epoxy resin type materials will offer an index as 
high or even higher than this value, but they present problems during 
the process of curing.
A most promising resin, called ’’Epotech", was obtained from Compart 
Supplies, at first sight its specification appeared to be ideal. The
stock and mixed materials are very transparent and colourless. There is 
apparently negligible shrinkage on curing and the index of the material, 
in the recommended proportions is quoted as 1.536. It was anticipated 
that by introducing slight variations in the recommended composition of 
the uncured cement mixture an almost exact matching index of 1.5^8 could 
be produced.
Experimental verification of refractive indices of different mixtures, 
using an Abbe refractometer revealed that for the standard mixtures the 
manufacturers stated value for the refractive index was grossly 
different from the actual value of I.56.
Different composition batches of cement were mixed and cured between two 
Mylar plastic sheets pressed between 2 flat glass plates. In this way, 
thin strips of cured cement could be examined within two days of the 
initial mixing. These strips were separated from the Mylar sheets and 
laid on top of the refractometer prism.
Some results from the variable component mixtures revealed that the
minimum index material that could be achieved, without producing a resin 
that never cured, was a composition of approximately 1:5 hardener to 
resin, but even this had a value of 1.553* The Abbe refractometer can 
also provide values for the index of a liquid and it was during a trial 
measurement of a sample of mixed, but uncured resin that the erroneous 
value for the index was revealed. In fact, the data sheet published 
value referred to an index of 1.536 for the uncured condition - a
parameter that is clearly quite useless in practice. On curing, the 
process of polymerisation raises the index to a value of I.56.
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Although the manufacturers were approached and informed of the mistake, 
no changes to the published data provided with the cement have occurred.
A satisfactory cement, however, is supplied by SIRA (ref 39)* This 
material is provided as a two-part, pale amber cement which requires 
mixing in proportions 10:7 by weight. Again, trials were conducted with 
the refractometer to determine the optimum composition to produce an 
index of 1.5485, instead of the standard composition index I .56 (Figure 
14.5). Unfortunately, the homogeneity of the mixture derived from this 
cement was not as uniform as could be obtained with the Epotech material 
and there was evidence that variations in the index of one in the third 
decimal place were appearing for identical compositions.
Incomplete mixing was found to be largely responsible for the feature 
and during the preparation of the cement for the actual lens great care 
was taken in ensuring the production of a homogeneous medium.
It was also noticed that the refractive index of the cured cement varied 
with temperature. By simple warming with a finger, a reduction in index 
of 0.002 was caused through an estimated change of 10°C. Published data 
on resin materials indicates that a temperature coefficient of 
refraction of approximately 1.5 x 10"4 per °C is to be expected. This 
is, however, unlikely to have serious consequences as the effect is 
relatively small and the cameras are intended for use under controlled 
environmental conditions.
In slowly pouring the components from their containers into a clean 
glass phial for weighing and mixing, the entrapment of bubbles was 
avoided. It had been discovered that it was not possible to get rid of 
bubbles by vacuum pumping because one of the components has a relatively 
high vapour pressure and, in fact, begins to boil as the pressure is 
reduced. The bubble-free liquids decanted in the phial, were slowly 
stirred with a 1 mm diameter copper wire, rotated eccentrically at 
approximately 5 mm off-axis and at 60 rpm. A polythene disc formed a 
loose lid for the phial during stirring, the wire passing through a hole 
in the disc.
The temperature of the cement should be maintained at approximately 35 °C 
whilst stirring progresses. At this temperature the material is less 
viscous than at 20°C, so stirring becomes more effective and the cement 
attains a condition of being partly cured in approximately 30 minutes.
1.5
6
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A partly cured state was found to be important, not only because the 
viscosity becomes sufficiently high to minimise the possibility of 
drifting of the internal sphere within the 3 Um gap, but also it was 
discovered that this particular cement does exhibit shrinkage in volume 
upon curing which, fortunately, seems to occur predominantly during the 
initial fluid to viscous transition. If the time taken of 30 min for 
mixing is adhered to then there will be in the region of one half to an 
hour working life remaining before the cement takes on a stiff and 
shear-prone constituency. Any excess can be dissolved with acetone 
whilst the cement is still fluid, but after a curing period of 2 k  hours 
at room temperature it can only be removed by soaking in toxic volatile 
solvents, such as dimethyl chloride. It would, therefore, be a major 
problem if the lens elements have to be separated following incorrect 
assembly and highlights the requirement of using great care during 
monitoring the process of cementing.
During the investigation of the physical properties of optical cement, a 
simple method for determining an approximate value for volume-shrinkage 
during curing was devised by the author.
The liquid cement is poured into a flat-edged cylindrical vessel, of a 
few mis in volume, until it is proud of the top. A lid, in the form of a 
piece of flat mylar sheet, is placed over the container and the cement 
is cured. As the shrinkage occurs, the free surface forms a close to 
spherical shape. When the mylar is removed, the radius of curvature of 
this concave surface can be determined by the simple one-to-one confocal 
image method.
From a calculation of the fractional volume of the concave region, the 
percentage shrinkage can be determined. A value of k . 8 %  was measured for 
the SIRA cement.
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l k . k  Measurement of thickness of cement layer between components
Considerable speculation was raised amongst colleagues about whether the 
designed separation between central sphere and hollow of 3 ym, may not 
be sufficient to exude the optical cement during assembly. Advice 
provided by experienced optical workers indicated that 25 ym would 
probably be a more realistic value. Accordingly, a trial was carried out 
by the author using one of the SIRA cement components in between a 
surplus damaged outer lens element and a BSC sphere tailored to fit the 
hemispherical hollow with the 3 ym designed gap.
Using a barrel micrometer mounted on a vertical stand a measurement was
obtained, with the micrometer anvil bearing on the sphere, for the
relative height of the dry-assembled unit. The sphere was lifted clear
of the hollow and a drop of the cement component was added. Replacing
the sphere and repeating the height measurements between applying light
b
pressure, showed that the initial rapid exudation slowed noticealy whenA
a cement thickness of 5 ym was reached (Figure 14.6). Thereafter, 
intermittent measurements, at one or two minute intervals revealed that 
after approximately 2 hours the sphere had made contact with the base of 
the hollow. After approximately 15 minutes the designed separation of 
3 ym had been reached.
With some relief, it was considered that a 3 ym gap would be adequate 
between the lens components and consistent with sufficient time to allow 
alignment between components whilst the cement was still uncured.
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14.5 Assembly of the solid Centrax lens
In section 6.4, the method for aligning the liquid filled prototype lens 
is described. For the solid version a similar optical inspection 
arrangement, based on observing the self-fringes was used, but the 
orientation of the optical axis was made vertical instead of horizontal 
(Figure 14.7). In this way gravitational effects are symmetric and so 
the tendency for the upper element to drift sideways, whilst the cement 
was still fluid, was minimised.
As the components almost fit exactly on top of each other, the cementing 
process is largely self-centring and there was little anticipated in the 
way of manually directed alignment, except for the control on the axial 
separation of the outer elements.
Having thoroughly cleaned and air-dusted all the lens components a 3 m  
sized drop of semi-cured cement was touched on to the base of the lower 
hollow. A second drop was touched on to the sphere and allowed to flow 
for a few seconds, then, using plastic-tipped tweezers the sphere was 
lowered into the hollow so that cement contacted cement. In the same 
way, the upper element was added and the assembly was loaded with a 1 kg 
weight until 3 fringes only appeared in the interferometer.
After approximately 20 minutes of additional hand-applied pressure and 
continual inspection of the self-fringe pattern, it was considered that 
the configuration of the elements was sufficiently close to the optimum. 
It had been found necessary to apply some restoring sideways force to 
align the components, but the residual 2 fringes were symmetrically 
disposed. Figure 14.8 shows the self-fringe pattern during the 24 h 
curing cycle.
As well as the self-fringes, derived from the outer spherical surfaces, 
a very weak set of fringes was identified as coming from the gap between 
the inner components. Although in the fully cured cement the optical 
presence of the gap is not discernible, whilst the cement was still 
fluid, it exhibited an index mismatch in between the two components and 
so did not completely eliminate surface reflections and the associated 
interference effects. These narrow-gap self-fringes appeared as 3 or 4 
straight fringes across the aperture and indicated that the central 
sphere had wandered towards the equatorial plane, with little in the way 
of an axial misalignment .
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There was no method at the time for correcting this displacement, which 
is believed to have occurred during the first few seconds, whilst the 
cement flowed around the sphere from either side. Because cement was
always present at the poles of the sphere at the time of making contact
there would have been no preferential forces involved that would have 
displaced the sphere axially.
An alternative method devised by the author, of achieving a good 
centring of the central components is currently being investigated. A 
sample of polystyrene beads has been obtained from the Particulate 
Metrology Section at NPL and it is proposed to include perhaps a few
hundred of these to the cement during mixing. With a size variation
between 2.69 pm and 3*09 pm it is anticipated that they will provide a 
small, but effective radial force to centre the sphere.
Despite the apparent off-set of a few fringes, equivalent to an error of 
approximately 1.2 ym, it has been calculated that this misalignment of 
the sphere, will introduce an unwanted cubic term in the form of lens 
distortion of the image position on the field edge amounting to a few 
nanometres. It could therefore be concluded that the self fringes, which 
reveal an irregular gap, are cosmetic only and have no influence on the 
final imaging performance.
In its cemented state (Figure 14.9), the lens is dimensionally stable 
and the individual elements will require no relative alignment.
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14.6 Errors in the lens construction
The following section deals with a theoretical analysis of the effects 
on the performance resulting from errors in construction of the solid 
Centrax. The treatment may also be applied to the liquid-filled 
prototype with similar results.
14.6.1 Errors in surface figure
A theoretical treatment of the aberrations generated from imperfection 
of surface figure and decentring of components has been provided by 
J M Burch and is summarised here.
Using the Zygo as an instrument for measuring the wavefront errors 
produced by each of the surfaces, Nj = 1 for the entrance surface, 2 and 
3 for the inside sphere and 4 for the exit surface, fringes, N£ , can be
(4
obtained which represent forth power fringes.
A
The wavefront deviation WA(0) produced in the camera will be of the form 
WA(0) = N£(n£ - ni_1)(xi2 + y L 2 ) 2
where
x ± = (rA cos 0 + 3/2 sin a) 
y£ = r ± sin 0
where n is the component index and a is the field angle 
Hence
W£ (0) = Na (n^n^-L )[(3/2)* (sin2^  + sin2a + 2 sin^ sinacos0)2]/£
where 0 is the angular radius of the half-period annular zone seen from 
the lens centre.
This may be expanded to yield the important term
(0) = Na (n±-n(±±}) sin3 a (sin 0, cos 0)
Considered as a fraction of the axicon ring spacing and inserting
i
* see ref 49
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a = 20° and values for 01 we obtain values for Fj/Ni for each surface. 
For close to perfection, the ratio contributed by each should not exceed 
0.02 of a ring spacing. This requires the following tolerances on the 
inspected fringe patterns.
The fourth-power fringes seen in the Zygo interferometer, fitted with 
the 4 inch F/0.75 lens, should not exceed for each surface:
Ni 0.23
Na 0.36
n2 5*9
N3 6.2
Although the tolerance on the first two are severe, in fact, the 
self-fringe test of the assembled lens will display
n£ (Nj + ) fringes
then some compensation between the two surfaces would be possible if the 
errors in each are symmetric.
In addition, if the lens is made from components with different external 
surface perfections, then it is preferable to employ the worse of the 
two as the one closest to the recording plane.
14.6.2 Effects of residual decentring in Centrax solid lens
In this discussion we shall assume that each ith surface is accurately 
spherical but is decentred by components Ax4 A y L A z L with respect to the 
central perfect sphere of radius 5 index 1.5097*
In general, the two hollow surfaces 2 and 3 will be decentred because 
the cement film is not quite uniform. Once the cement has set it is not 
possible to alter this. The external surfaces (1) and (4) will show some 
decentring, partly because of errors in the cementing process, and 
partly because each hemispherical component will show some residual 
self-fringe pattern of tilt and focus fringes. To remove these residual 
errors by subsequent figuring would be expensive and the present 
analysis is aimed to show that it may also be unnecessary.
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14.6.3 Measurement of decentring errors
Using the Zygo F/0.75 lens to observe the self-fringes, we should be 
able to check (1-2) and (3~4) relative centring errors by looking at the 
individual hemispherical lenses. If we demand that each lens on its own 
shows no more than three straight tilt fringes across a numerical 
aperture sin 0Z = 0.67, the the lateral centring errors { A x 1 - A k 2 ), 
( A y 1 - A y 2 ) cannot exceed 0.91 pm. If we allow up to two fringes of 
circular focus type to be shown in the self-fringe pattern the 
(A z 1 -  A z 2 ) cannot exceed 1.6 pm.
For the time being, we assume that the (1-2) and (3”4) self-fringes are 
observed to be within this tolerance.
As soon as the cementing and assembly operation has been performed, the 
two inner components may have slight centring errors, but these are 
unlikely to exceed 3 in any direction.
It seems likely therefore that all the surfaces of the assembled lens 
will be centred within 3 Um of their ideal positions. An easy check on 
the (1-4) centring will be available by direct observation, also on the 
Zygo (although this will not be possible when the lens is inserted into 
its stainless steel body). A check for the centring of 1 and 2 in the 
cemented construction should show fringes but their contrast will be 
only about 6%  because of the close index match.
In the derivation of the expression relating lateral and logitudinal 
centring errors of the various surfaces, the quadratic displacement of 
the image at the edge of the field, caused by 1 pm lateral decentring is 
predicted to result in these image displacements for the different 
surf aces:
Ni 87 nm
Na 53 nm
n2 1.7 nm
n3 1.7 nm
The cubic term error in image positions at the edges of the field 
results from the longitudinal decentring and, again, for an alignment 
error of 1 pm the term is predicted for each component to be:
Nx : 34 nm
-  Ill -
N* 20 nm
n2 1.7 nm
n3 1.7 nm
From this theoretical investigation, a set of tolerances in terms of 
self-fringes displayed on the Zygo, can be used to produce an assembled 
lens with the desired specification, but offering some economy on the 
fabrication process by relaxing the dimensional perfection. For a camera 
exhibiting a maximum cubic error of 50 nm, the self-fringe tolerance for 
each hemisphere could be relaxed to 3 circular self-fringes as well as 3 
straight tilt fringes, but the sphericity of the two external surfaces 
is still required to be preferably within 0.25 of a fringe.
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14.7 Trials with the solid centrax
As with the liquid prototype, the first version of the solid Centrax was 
fabricated in the NPL Optics Workshop. A simplified camera body was 
built, without filling orifices and with slightly different interior 
dimensions to allow for the increase in overall diameter of the lens.
Although this took considerably longer than anticipated, it is 
considered that its potential performance, as judged by the optical 
perfection, will be superior to the prototype. Consequently, it is 
unneccesary to undertake a one-dimensional distortion test (see sec 9*3) 
and an initial experiment was carried out to assess the 
three-dimensional performance on a structure specially designed for 
calibration purposes.
14.8 Carbon fibre composite standard structure
Dimensional length standards are relatively easy to construct as a 
single dimension does not necessarily have to be based on a solid 
structural component, but can be derived from a displacement measured 
with an absolute length measuring instrument, such as a laser 
interferometer.
A three dimensional standard is not so conveniently realised. 
Measurement errors in the second and third axes are compounded and 
require precise directional movement of the retro-reflector if the 
interferometer principle is to be adopted. In practice, the standard is 
associated with a precisely constructed three dimensional object, for 
example a ball-ended rod structure, where rigid connections between the 
spheres incorporates strength and stability. They are, however, 
inherently complicated and massive constructions when a reasonable 
number of spheres is involved and this limitation has resulted in a new 
approach to the problem of 3"dimensional standards.
Light-weight advanced materials, such as carbon-fibre composites can 
possess the strength of metals and therefore offer the possibility of 
supporting a reference frame of spheres, without the structure being 
excessively heavy. In order to assess the long-term stability of 
standard structures made in this material a prototype was fabricated at 
NEL and examined at NPL using a mechanical measurement method and 
photogrammetry with the Centrax.
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Shown in Figure 14.10, the structure is fabricated from a multilayer 
carbon-fibre composite, where the alignment between layers is so 
different that they could be considered to be randomly orientated. Along 
the edges of the three-terraced pyramid are mounted 29 polished 
stainless spheres, 30 mm in diameter. These form the measurement points 
for the coordinate measurement machine and also make ideal reflection 
targets for the Centrax. The carbon fibre composite structure has been 
photographed with the Centrax and measured with the Moore 5Z.
In most ways, the photography was essentially a repeat of the procedure 
described for the Manhattan structure (section 10), but applying the 
twin source illumination facility. As yet, however, an accurate 
determination of the image coordinates has not been undertaken.
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14.9 Camera mount - "triad"
v
In situations where the structure to be measured cannot be moved, or 
where it is impossible to accurately position cameras and illumination a 
ready-built and calibrated framework carrying cameras and the source 
offers attractive convenience.
A portable 3"dimensional photogrammetrie framework system, for 
supporting the Centrax, has been devised by Dr Burch. The proposed 
system uses a rigid triangular metal plate on which are mounted three 
Centrax cameras at the corners (Figure 14.11).
Each camera is held inside a hollow ball joint, similar to that fitted 
to Rank Taylor Hobson collimating telescopes and autocollimators. The 
joint allows freedom of rotation of the camera axis about the centre of 
the lens and all three can be tilted towards the centre S, so that a 
range of object distances can be covered. At the centre S, allowance is 
made for the illumination source.
As the orientation directions of the cameras are not greatly dissimilar, 
especially if the object is more than 2 m away, the cameras' convergence 
may not be adequate to ensure good positional sensitivity of the targets 
in the z-direction, away from the cameras.
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Fig 14.11 Centrax Triad 
dimensions and schematic arrangem ent
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15 VARIATIONS ON THE CENTRAX
The Centrax lens is a precision-made device, whose optical surfaces are 
figured to unusually high tolerances. There would, therefore, be some 
advantages in the design and construction of a simplified version of the 
lens, or the replacement of one of the symmetric halves of the lens with 
either a transmissive or reflective component. These last two options 
have been briefly explored, but not exploited by the author.
15.1 Borosilicate-crown focal region
If the rear half of the lens is removed then astigmatism will be 
introduced for all angles other than the axial direction. If, however, 
the rear half is replaced with a solid, optically transparent material 
(Figure 15*1) then the axicon imaging properties of the front half are 
preserved without introducing astigmatism. In the proposal, the design 
uses a block of glass whose index matches the borosilicate crown of the 
interior sphere (which is now a hemisphere). With such material, the 
bulk optical quality can be excellent and so there should be little 
difficulty in the fabrication of a high quality component. Using the 
original lens design, with the front elements having approximately half 
the power of the complete system and together with the increased optical 
path presented by the glass block, the focal distance has to be 
increased from 71 mm to more than 200 mm. Such a large rear element 
would be impractically heavy. By reducing the external radius of the 
front element to approximately 15 mm, the focal distance would then be 
reduced to an acceptable 105 mm.
It would be possible to insert the opaque central sphere in this 
arrangement, in the form of a black glass hemisphere inside the central 
transparent hemisphere (see section 14.2.3).
A solid version offers the opportunity of making photographic records on 
film. This otherwise unstable material can be pressed against the glass 
where it will conform to the flat focal surface. To compensate for 
in-plane dimensional variations in the film base, through effects of 
humidity, temperature and processing, the surface of the glass can be 
printed, or etched with a resau of crosses. By prior calibration of the 
resau array local distortions of the film can be determined and applied 
as corrections to the measured image coordinates (ref 40).
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15.2 Reflective Centrax
An second alternative design, by the author, is based on reflection of 
the transmitted rays through the same optical element. It uses a
small-area optically flat mirror on black absorbing glass, Which is 
cemented to the equatorial plane of the half-lens (Figure 15.2). An 
almost completely hemispherical outer element, of radius 28.5 mm, is 
employed, together with the standard internal hemisphere and the
optional opaque hemispherical core. There is provision for a finely 
ground cylindrical surface, approximately 5 mm wide, to the outside 
hemisphere, and this would be helpful in holding the element during its 
construction, but the specification for the internal crown glass 
hemisphere requires that the peripheral edge be made very sharp, without 
a bevel. The presence of a bevel, or defect will degrade the transmitted 
axicon image because, on reflection, the incident rays pass through this 
edge.
A suggested method of constructing this component is to produce a 
sphere, using the method described in section 14.2.1 and then to 
sacrifice one half by gentle grinding. The final polish should be 
started sufficiently early to remove all traces of the grinding process, 
including fine scratches and edge chips. No such edge perfection is 
needed for the outside element as the components should be cemented to 
the mirror surface using a material which matches the outer element 
index.
The focal plane is orientated at 45° to the reflector plane and the
entrance field angle lies ± 20° to the incident 45° direction.
Although this second version appears to be of an unusual design, it has 
the advantage over the first of utilising the standard Centrax elements 
and a relatively easily made optically flat mirror. There is, however, 
some additionally transmitted stray light from off-axis rays reflected 
outside the central component, but this will only introduce slight 
out-of-focus fogging of the plate.
Both systems share the advantage that the components can be assembled 
separately, that is the central sphere can be cemented first to the 
glass block, or mirror, then the outer element can be aligned 
concentrically by interferometrically monitoring the weak self-fringe 
pattern generated from the narrow gap between the two.
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Used with film recording material the all-glass version will not offer 
the same potential measurement accuracy as with photographic plates. The 
convenience of film is, however, attractive and if the photogrammetrist 
would consider a system that offered a somewhat reduced accuracy, 
perhaps better than 1:105, then it would be possible to economise on 
cost by constructing a lens system where the specification for the 
dimensions and surface figure are considerably relaxed. Moreover, a 
photographic emulsion could then be selected that exhibited a higher ASA 
speed rating commensurate with a grain size that need not be 
exceptionally fine.
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15.3 Single-edged spherically symmetric aperture - the Stellax
A conventional photographic camera can generate a recognisable 
representation of the object field. As a result, the identification of 
targets is, unlike the Centrax, less ambiguous. There is also the 
advantage of permitting access for measurement to those areas of the 
object which have not been targeted. If a requirement arises after 
recording for additional information about the structure, then this 
feature can be valuable. There will be, however, no discrimination in 
the imaging response between targets and background with a conventional 
lens because of its circular aperture, and the fundamental restrictions 
of depth-of-focus will also apply.
A method has been examined by the author for introducing a spherically 
symmetric aperture inside a camera lens, so as to generate symmetric 
diffraction-limited images of the axicon type, whilst preserving an 
overall imaging response to the whole object field. A penalty is 
incurred, however, in the form of a reduced depth-of-focus of the point 
targets, compared with the Centrax. Nevertheless, the range is greater 
than that achieved with an unmodified lens.
The aperture consists of a spherical central obstruction, in the form of 
a steel ball, at the centre of a planar circular open aperture having an 
ill-defined edge. In this way, diffraction around the periphery of the 
sphere generates an axicon image, whereas diffraction by the edge of the 
outer aperture is so confused that the integrated effect does not 
contribute, nor interfere with the core of the image.
Providing the inside edge of the planar aperture has few regions that 
are concentric with the central obstruction, such as a "petalled" or 
serrated structure, the diffraction limited images produced by the 
sphere and aperture will be adequately separated.
15.3*1 Stellax modification - Pentax
A demonstration of the Stellax principle was first carried out with a 
petalled aperture and sphere fitted inside a conventional camera.
A seven-pointed serrated edge aperture was cut from thin paper, painted 
matt black and installed inside a standard 55 mm f/2 super Takumar lens 
used with the Pentax SLR camera. Suspended by a cross made from fine 
copper wires, a 2 mm diameter steel ball, acting as the diffracting
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element, was fixed to the centre of the aperture.
Images were recorded of a row of 4 mm diameter stainless steel balls at 
distances ranging from 0.6 to 1.2 m, whilst illuminated by a 100 W QI 
lamp positioned close to the camera. From a series of test exposures, 
using Agfa IOE56 film, an optimum exposure of 1/10 sec was determined - 
this is approximately two orders of magnitude less than the Centrax 
under similar conditions. Figure 15*3 shows four magnified examples of 
the recorded image structure. They are displayed at different scales in 
order to reveal the external patterns surrounding the central core of 
each image.
Variations in form of the images are dramatic. In two cases, the 
intrusion of the outside structure is sufficiently close to disturb any 
precise determination of the core position. From the initial trials it 
was ascertained that, for generating a smooth distribution in the image 
surrounding the central core, the number of petals needed to be 
increased to approximately 20. In addition, the original supposition 
that cross-diameter interference from an odd number would be 
advantageous, was not confirmed. The trial did reveal, however, that a 
clean-edged image could be produced.
15.3*2 Stellax modification - Nikkor
In order to avoid some loss of image symmetry for different field 
angles, ideally the lens inside which such a modification is made should 
be symmetric. Photographic objectives, unless intended for imaging at a 
scale of 1:1, for example copying lenses, are not usually perfectly 
symmetric. From a survey of different lens configurations one example, 
the Nikkor-W 100 mm f/5.6, was selected because it appeared to possess 
good symmetry.
Access to the lens interior was obtained by unscrewing the rear mount 
and removing the rear elements as a single unit. The interior dimensions 
of the lens, were measured to determine the approximate position of the 
first nodal points, where the centre of the opaque sphere should be 
located. This position was checked optically with the lens reassembled 
and mounted on a slideway fitted on a rotary table, it was adjusted in a 
manner similar to that described in section 9.4 whilst interrogating the 
image of a collimated source.
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0.7 m x 1200 0.6 m
Fig 15,3 Images generated by the Stellax-Pentax lens
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It transpired that the nodal point did not coincide with the centre of 
the iris diaphragm, but lay 0.8 mm in front of it. In addition, there 
was insufficient separation between the surfaces of the two innermost 
elements to accommodate the central 10 mm diameter sphere. Consequently, 
part of the sphere was ground away so that it would fit.
By careful heating, the bright stainless finish was converted to a deep 
purple-blue colour. This appearance, derived from a thin oxide layer, 
helped to reduce the effect of internal reflections within the lens 
which would have degraded the image contrast. Epoxy resin was used to 
fix the ground region of the sphere on to one inside lens surface and an 
accurate central alignment, of the sphere, with respect to the iris 
diaphragm was achieved under a microscope. Both the internal shutter and 
iris had to be set permanently fully open after the modification, so 
that they would not be damaged accidentally.
After lightly spraying the petal mask with matt black paint, it was 
fixed to the supporting ring of the iris with a solvent adhesive.
Figure 15.4 shows the complete aperture installed in the Nikkor lens. 
When used in conjunction with a point source, it exhibits an imaging 
performance, which at the core is similar to the Centrax. Moreover, the 
flower structure as displayed by the modified Pentax, has now been 
eliminated.
Figure 15*5 shows the appearance of two images derived from targets at a 
distance of 2 m from the camera. In each case, the diameter of the 
central spot is approximately 10 pm. There is an indication of asymmetry 
in the off-axis image which may be related to an inadequate correction 
for astigmatism or, more probably, incorrect positioning of the central 
sphere.
For accurate photogrammetric studies it would be necessary to include a 
correction for the distortion present in this lens. An investigation of 
the distortion characteristics for different object distances was 
carried out using the air bearing method described in section 9*4. It 
was found that the lens requires a maximum correction amounting to 58 pm 
over a total field angle of 40°, when used at infinite conjugate.
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Fig 15.4 M od ified  N ikko r-W  100 lens
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x 600
x 1200
Fig 15.5 Images generated by the Stellax-Nikkor lens
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In view of this error, the lens has not been applied to a serious 
photogrammetric study of absolute form. It has, however, found an 
application by the author to the measurement of thermal expansion in the 
rotor assembly of a large motor-generator, running at 5000 rpm. 
Aluminised glass balls, mounted on the rotor and under stroboscopic 
illumination, provided reflective targets for the camera. Records made 
in the initial cold condition and after several hours running provided 
measurement of the relative change in position of the targets from the 
cold to hot-running states.
An estimated accuracy achieved during this displacement study was 
approximately 20]i m over a field 0.75 m wide. This has justified that 
the Stellax modification offers the advantages of axicon imaging at a 
low cost and without incurring the penalty of excessive exposure times. 
It could be expected that a measurable improvement in image resolution 
would be gained by modifying a metric camera, such as the Zeiss UMK10. 
Unless, however, the mask and sphere system can be installed in a 
distortion-free or very accurately calibrated lens, it is unlikely that 
a measurement precision comparable with the Centrax will be achieved.
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15.4 Catadioptric axicon lens - The Cata-Centrax
A larger scale version of the Centrax would mean that the associated 
precision of the measuring microscope could be relaxed from the ± 50 nm 
accuracy demanded by the prototype. As the lens is solid, however, a 
twice-scale camera would involve an unacceptably large mass of glass, 
weighing four times that of the prototype.
Consideration has been given by Dr Burch to the use of combined 
reflective and refractive elements (catadioptric) which are inherently 
lightweight. The design of a simplified monocentric lens based on a 
catadioptric system also has advantages where the required working 
distance is somewhat further than the closest distance of 300 mm offered 
with the prototype Centrax, although there is an associated restriction 
on the depth-of-field.
Figures 15.6 and 15*7 shows the schematic operation of this lens and its 
realisation by the author in a provisional form for assessment only. In 
principle, the feh© double-reflection at the interior and exterior 
surfaces of the meniscus generates a convergent wavefront. The central 
obstruction produces a spherically symmetric aperture, which produces an 
axicon image along a line passing through its centre.
In practice, the light lost by successive reflection, transmission and 
reflection at the air-glass interfaces sets a maximum transmission of
the device at 12.5# and this is likely to cause severe problems with
exposure times.
A meniscus lens with approximately concentric surfaces was found in an 
early optical component derived from an experimental liquid helium
cooled laser system. Although it did not match the designed
specification, trials with the complete assembly of meniscus, spherical 
obstruction and its supporting plate verified that axicon-type images 
were generated. These were not photographically recorded, but aerial 
images were examined visually through a microscope at the image plane.
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15.5 Unconventional lens systems
Although there are several areas of application for axicon-imaging 
devices two disparate systems are briefly described here for general 
interest.
15.5*1 Sutton liquid-filled lens
The prototype Centrax has not set a precedent for liquid-filled lens 
construction. In fact as early as 1859* when photography was in its 
infancy, Thomas Sutton took out a patent on a lens whose description is 
deceptively close to the Centrax (ref 4l).
Intended for taking panoramic pictures, this lens features all-spherical 
and concentric surfaces and a low index liquid contained in a higher 
index glass shell. His description includes a central diaphragm in the 
plane of the common centre, although this is not indicated in the 
drawings, and threaded orifices for filling purposes, similar to those 
on the Centrax body (Figure 15.8).
Sutton designed his lens for taking conventional photographs, where 
film, or more likely, a plate is positioned at the paraxial focus. He 
appreciated that the form of the surface, where the image is sharply
focused, is a sphere whose centre of curvature is at the centre of the
lens system and he specifies the use of spherically or cylindrically 
shaped plates to overcome this problem.
If he had considered positioning the plate further away from the lens 
then it is likely that he would have been able to record a form of 
axicon image. Of course, although it was the very same year that 
Laussedat first investigated photogrammetry, the practical use for a 
camera that generated such images had not been anticipated. In view of
the similarities, however, is it unreasonable to consider that Sutton
may have unintentionally invented the Centrax lens?
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A.D.1859. Sep.28. NP.2193 
SUTTON*S Specification
Fig 15.8 Sutton's liqu id -tilled  panoramic lens
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15.5*2 Gorenstein gravitational lens
Another axicon ’’lens" that has been postulated, is somewhat less
practical than Sutton’s and on a rather larger scale than the Centrax. 
This cosmic-sized objective is derived from relativistic gravitational 
distortion of light passing around galaxies and similar astronomical 
objects. In an article by Gorenstein, on the formation of multiple
images of a single star by gravitational lenses, one case is described 
of the appearance of a star situated on the opposite side of a galaxy 
from an observer (ref 42). When a line joining the two passes normal to 
the plane and through the centre of the galaxy, the transmitted
wavefront is believed to take on shape similar to an axicon "doughnut”. 
An observer sees the result as a ring of light which is characteristic 
of the annular aperture of the Centrax. Gorenstein demonstrates the
principle of this galactical-Centrax by constructing a gravitational 
lens from Perspex and recording some of the unusual image formations it 
generates (Figure 15*9)*
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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15*6 Unusual symmetric aperture devices
Although not closely related to the study of high-accuracy 
photogrammetric systems, the author closes this chapter with two unusual 
optical units for generating spherically symmetric apertures. The 
enthusiasm Dr J M Burch shows with every activity he encounters, 
especially in the fields of optics and optical engineering is often 
reflected by his proliferation of ingenious devices and ideas. 
Monocentric lens systems are no exception.
Two are briefly described here for the benefit of interest to readers. 
No attempt has yet been made to exploit these ideas and indeed, the 
author feels that the first, a rotating mask device, is impractical. One 
can, however, enjoy the notes and sketches of these constructions, 
usually contained on a single sheet, for their own sake.
15.6.1 Rotating annulus camera
A copy from the original sheet, Figure 15.10, shows the principle of the 
rotating mask camera for photographing monochromatic images, in 
particular those which will appear sequentially in the object field, 
such as the probe on a 3 coordinate measuring machine, or a robot.
Light passing between the central spherical obstacle and the 
barrel-shaped mask is collected by the plano-convex lens and imaged on 
to the focal plane. The precisely made central sphere generates a 
diffraction pattern containing an axicon-type ring structure. Ideally, 
the opposed annular orifices should swivel about the sphere centre and 
track any movement of the monochromatic source, but if there are no more 
than a few targets in the object field then the barrel could be rotated 
continuously.
It is appreciated that the camera has a very low light grasp and, 
consequently, exposure times would be unreasonably long.
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15.6.2 Hologram of a spherical annular aperture
It should be possible to realise a spherically symmetric amplitude mask, 
in this case, with an accurately formed outer edge by a holographic 
recording, Hx of a transparent sphere shown in Figure I5.ll). The plate 
is processed and a reverse reconstruction is generated of the sphere 
around a smaller concentric opaque sphere.
A second hologram H2 , shown in (b) recorded in the reverse mode will be 
formed from a subtractive effect between the two differently sized 
spheres. A phase change of rr needs to be carefully controlled through 
the use of good quality glass plates, but the practical problems are not 
insoluble.
Finally, the second hologram, H2 is processed and reconstructed 
backwards, so that real images of point targets are recorded on a third 
photographic plate, at the same position that was occupied by the first 
hologram, Hj_.
Again, this system will operate only with monochromatic source targets 
and the tolerance on the optical quality of the supporting glass plate 
for the holograms is severe.
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(a) recording complete spherical aperture of lens
(b) reconstructing and re-recording whole aperture 
through opaque centre
(c) reconstructing annular aperture for recording 
images on P.
Fig 15.11 Holographically-generated spherical aperture
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CONCLUSION
This thesis constitutes a description of a programme of work towards the 
research and development into an innovatory photogrammetric camera 
system conducted entirely at NPL. Throughout the project the author has 
been responsible for the development of the lens, the camera and its 
assessment, culminating in a rigorous verification of its performance by 
a comparative study of the absolute form of a 3 dimensional standard 
artefact.
The project was entirely successful. A camera was built and the designed 
level of measurement accuracy, of an order of magnitude better than 
conventional photogrammetric cameras, was almost achieved. A comparison 
with the NPL standard interferometrically monitored 3 coordinate 
measuring machine has indicated that a precision of 2:106 can be 
realised with the Centrax camera in the measurement of form.
In addition, a reassessment of the absolute accuracy of the measuring 
machine, the Moore 5“Z, suggests that at the time of the comparative 
study, it offered an accuracy no better than that achieved with the 
Centrax. It is possible, therefore, that the designed accuracy of one 
part per million has already been realised.
Contributions of the author to this project were made in every aspect of 
the practical development of the camera, the associated plate measuring 
microscope and the accuracy assessment exercises.
Some claims to the author's personal contribution are occasionally 
referred to in the text, but in order to avoid ambiguity of possible 
authenticity emphasis will be included here of those areas felt worthy 
of recognition:
A new method, developed at NPL partly by the author, used to assess the 
perfection of a metric camera.
An investigation of the properties of both substrate and emulsion in 
photographic materials, relevant to the precision of the technique
o). :
The selection of optically and chemically compatible materials for the
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liquid central element (4.5)*
The design of a special-purpose camera body and plate holder, with the 
features of a central hermetically-sealed compartment and a means of
adjusting the alignment of the optical elements (5*2).
Methods for introducing a stable opaque boundary inside the lens (4.8).
An investigation into the properties of a wide-range of different 
cooperative targets for use with the Centrax (7).
The development of photographic processing methods which overcome
problems with variations in image density (8.3).
A verification of the freedom from distortion of the Centrax (9.3)•
A new method, based on the principle of moire, for assessing distortion 
in lenses fitted to non-metric cameras (9.5*1)*
The design and construction of a 3“dimensional artefact for testing the 
performance of the Centrax in form measurement and conducting a 
assessment exercise (10).
A moire interferometer plate measuring system, using a single grating, 
offering a low cost alternative to other measuring instruments (12.3)*
In the fabrication of the solid lens, the development of an optical 
cement with an adjustable refractive index which is arranged to match 
one of the glass components (14.3).
A proposal to include photosensitive glass for the central element in
order to generate a central absorbing core (14.2.3).
The assembly of the solid lens using a purpose-built interferometer
(14*5)*
Two alternative axicon lens designs, one using a solid focal region, 
which allows recording on film and the other, a reflective element 
(15.1, 15*2).
The construction and demonstration of the Stellax lens modification, 
offering a compromise between conventional and axicon imaging 
photography, and its use on dynamic measurement of thermal expansion 
(15-3).
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The construction and demonstration of the Cata-Centrax 
light-weight, extended principal distance lens system.
as a
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In any scientific discipline it is unusual to find a long-running 
research programme that consistently bears fruit. The association of NPL 
with engineering metrology has been a particularly successful venture, 
especially in connection with pioneering work on several laser-based and 
white-light techniques. The development of the Centrax high precision 
photogrammetric system is another example of innovatory optical research 
initiated at NPL.
Although it is still too early to assess the potential impact of a 
measurement system with a proven accuracy of two parts per million and a 
probable accuracy of twice this value, the technique has immediate 
application in the field of 3“dimensional measurement involving 
artefacts, standards and instrumentation.
A fully operational system is to be installed following the completion 
of the remaining five all-glass Centrax lenses.
It is proposed to implement a programme of work over the next few years, 
aimed at promoting the system for wider applications, including the 
development of a compatible measuring microscope whose cost is not 
exorbitant. In this way, the complete system would offer an attractive 
option for industrial users; as a versatile replacement for traditional 
instruments, such as 3“COordinate machines or theodolites. Currently, 
the obstacle of slow photographic recording material does restrict 
measurement within environmental conditions that are usually found only 
in scientific laboratories and it is unlikely that this situation will 
change in the near future.
There is, however, the possibility of introducing high-resolution CCD 
detector arrays as an alternative mechanism for recording. Even now, 
arrays exist with more than 16 x 106 pixels and by image processing 
methods of sub-division, the effective resolution of these devices may 
exceed 1 part in 105. It could be anticipated that with the development 
of arrays with 10,000 elements square a resolution could be achieved 
with the Centrax approaching that of photographic plates.
Used in conjunction with such high density CCD arrays, the Centrax could 
offer dynamic coordinate measurement. This assumes that it is considered 
worthwhile preserving the axicon image structure featured by the Centrax 
and solving the problem of individual target recognition in real-time.
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For such a fully automated facility it is probable that the present 
attributes of high resolution with great depth-of-field would not be 
essential, providing the images are symmetric and the lens is 
distortion-free. The design of such a lens for this purpose could be a 
simple spherical component which could be fabricated with high optical 
quality.
At present, however, photographic emulsions provide the only method of 
capturing, storing and replaying Centrax image information and, in 
conjunction with this recording material, the Centrax offers 
3-dimensional coordinate measurement at a level that is almost certainly 
more accurate than any other available photogrammetric system.
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